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ABBREVIATIONS & ACRONY'MS
i
AGE Aerospace Ground Equipment
AVE Airborne Vehicle Equipment
CST Combined System Test
DTS Data Transmission Set
EMI Electromagnetic Interference
ESA Explosive Safe Area
ETR Eastern Test Range
FC=E Flight Control Electronics
GSE Ground Support Equipment
G&GT/S Guidance and Control Test Set
IF Intermediate Frequency
KSC Kennedy Space Center
f LeRC Lewis Research Cf.,rater
WC Launch Control Console
LCCE Launch Control & Checkout Equipment
LFMK Launch Facility Modification Kit
LSR Launch Support Rack
MECO Main Engine Cutoff (Centaur)
MSFN Manned Space Flight Network
MST Mobile Service Tourer
PSS Premature Separation Switch
RCS Reaction Control Subsystem
RCSSE Reaction Control Subsystem Servicing Equipment
RF Radio Frequency
RTG Radioisotope Thermal Generator
S&EA Structure & Equipment Assembly (Burner II stage less
rocket motor)
SESP Space Experiments Support Program
MAB Solid Motor Assembly Building
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio
j UES Universal Environmental Shelter
UT Umbilical Tower
VCO Voltage Control Oscillator
VIB Vertical Integration Building
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUb0M
1.1 INTRODUCTION
This report presents the results of a Centaur/Burner II integration
study conducted for NASA under the technical direction of Lewis
Research Center, Contract NAS3-11802. The objectives of the
integration study were:
1. Develop conceptual engineering designs to integrate
efficiently the Burner II with the Centaur launch vehicle.
2. Determine the integration requirements of Burner II Ground
Support Equipment (GSE) into the launch complex and
evalue.te the resulting interface requirements with the
launch vehicle GSE.
3. Perform preliminary mission studies to establish perform-
ance of Centaur/Burner II with Titan IIIB and Titan IIID
+	 boosters for planetary and synchronous equatorial type
missions.
4. Establish planning level costs and a pro am schedule for
incorporating the Burner II ,n the Titan/Centaur launch
vehicles.
The results of the study are contained in two volumes. This document,
'	 Volume 1, contains the design, GSE, and performance data (objectives
1, 2, and 3). Volume 2 contains the schedule and cost data as well as
the integration plan which was originally released and transmitted to
NASA as a separate document (Reference 6).
Several other documents were released during the course o: the study.
Although the initial proposal, References 2 and 3, defined the
contractor's proposed approach to accomplishing the study, a detailed
study plan, Reference 4, was prepared at NASA's request after the
initial parametric performance work was completed. This provided a
more detailed "road map" for the remainder of the study and provides
a detailed definition of the various study tasks. Two progress
reviews were held during the six mouth study, one at the completion
of two months effort, and the other after four months. These are
documented in References 5 and 7.
A detailed description of Burner II may be found in Boeing Document
D2-82601 -5,
 Mission Planners Guide to Burner II (Reference 8).
f
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1.2	 CTY m
1.2.1 Bac'^rq, : d
NASA m!-ssior_ planning reflects the need for an upper stage on the Centaur
launch vehicle. Specific studies of the Centaur/Burner II for high energy
and synchronous equatorial missions have illustrated the value or the Burner
II vle1ocity increuent, guidance accuracy and attitude stabilization
capability. Forthcoming missions to the outer planets will rely on the
a	 Jupiter swingby gravity assist. The potential of the Titan IIID/Centaur/
Burner IT is shown to be compatible with 1600 - 1700 pound spacecraft for
this --fission. In addition the Atlas SLV-3C or a Titan IIIB/Centaur/Burner II
could send a 1200 - 1800 pound spacecraft around Venus or go direct to
Mercury with ar. 800 - (,)00 pound spacecraft.
The ability of the Burner II to provide t:ie 5.5 hour coast required for
synchronous equatorial missions allows either the Atlas SLV-3C or the
Titan IIIB/Centaur to place 1300 - 1400 pound spacecraft in synchronous
orbit. Spacecraft of this size are compatible with data relay satellite
systems. Burner II eliminates the need for apogee motors and transfer
coast attitude control syste-as in the spacecraft. Thus the spacecraft in orbit
is not required to either jettison '-`.e spent injection motors or provide
sufficient control authority to retain them with the spacecraft. Payloads
of up to 2'100 pounds can be placed in synchronous equatorial orbit with the
Titan IIID/Improved Centaur/Burner II vehicle.
The study contained herein provides a significant step in the process of
integrating Burner II with Centaur for future NASA missions.
1.2.2. _ _ Scope
The Burner II/Centaur integration study was divided into eleven tasks to
cover the broad aspects of the study objectives. The study pursued each
of the tasks to the depth required to produce conceptual designs, program
documentation visibility, and operational concepts that could be priced to
a planning estimate level. The objectives, ground rules, and magnitude of
the study effort established the depth at which each of eleven tasks of the
study were pursued. The study, of six months duration, included an initial
performance evaluation of (2) boosters (Titan IIIB/Centaur and Titan IIID/
Centaur), (7) Burner II configurations, and two types of missions for a
28 point performance matrix. Two Burner II configurations were selected for
further study involving preliminary designs of a Burner II-to-Centaur
adapter and Burner II-to-payload structure and related interface details.
The structural design details established were strongly influenced by the
ground rule payload weight of 2800 pounds. Integration of the Burner II
flight stage -with the Improved Centaur and integration of the Burner II GSE
into the Titan ITL complex were analyzed. An integration plan was developed
to provide the basis for the pricing and schedule outputs of the study. The
shroud used in the study was conceptual and does not necessarily represent a
final configuration. The Cenatur was the "E" version with 60 minute coast
capability.
0-2
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1.2.3 S"xnma-y of Study Results
A sumra1­y ty tasl: of the study output reveals the following
1.2.3.1 The 28 point performance matrix analysis indicated that while
a significant performance improvement was achieved by integrating a
Burner II with the Titan II D/Centaur and the Titan IIIB%Centaur it made
little difference which Burner II configuration was used. With this in
mind a selection was made of the Standard Burner II and a grofit.h motor
Burner II as the configurations for the detailed integration and per-
fortrance analysis. It also became apparent that designing for 2800 pound
synchronous equatorial payload .-apability would penalize the lighter
weigh' lower Cg planetary payloads by up to 100 lbs. Consequently a
separate weight estimate was made for the adapter to be used with 1200 to
1500 pound planetary payloads for the final payload vs. velocit3- plots.
1.2.3.2
_ gibe mechanical desi-, of the Centaur -to-Burner II adapter and
Bur,aer' 11-to-Payload suppor-^ €tr-:;eture as well as the structural modifica-
tions to Burner II were completed to meet the loads and stiffness criteria
imposed by the study ground rule:. The resul Ung adapter design is a semi-
mono;coque two piece structure. Both sections of the adapter are used for
the growth motor Burner II while only one section is used for the shorter
Standard Burner II. The structural. ; ^_difications required for the Burner
II stage are primarily gauge changes in the existing design to react the
additional loads. The payload support structure provides a bolt circle at
the payload interface that is the same as the bolt circle at the top
(Sta. 2491. 80) of the Improved Centaur. This payload interface definition
was selected because of t},e lack of a specific spacecraft to integrate with
and because this approach would allow the spacecraft to be flown on the
Improved Centaur with or without Burner II depending on the mission re-
quirements. The weight of the Centaur/Burner II adapter is strongly in-
fluenced by the payload weight and Cg location. Weight data was developed
for both a 50 percent Cg and 25 percent Cg location for the 2800 pound
ground rule payload. For the growth Burner II adapter weight for the 50%
Cg location was 209 pounds. With the 25% Cg location, adapter weight
decreased to 178 pounds. The adapter design included a separation analysis
to verify adequate clearance during in-flight separation of the Burner II from
the Centaur.
1.2.3. 3 Electrical integration of the Burner II with the Improved Centaur
was JE lyzed in terms of wiring interfaces, signal functional interfaces,
power distribution and RF performance. All 12 Burner II-to-Centaur inter-
face wires can be carried through one in-flight separation connects::..
Trade studies of the routing of payload umbilical wires through Burner II
Indicate that a second Burner II-t,)-Centaur connecter would be required to
get the payload umbilical down to the Centaur umbilical island. An RF
link analysis for Burner II and specified ground facilities indicated that
the Burner II Telemetry System could be modified for adequate performance
at synchronous altitude by an increase in transmitter power from 5 watts to
12 watts and other minor system changes. Burner II Telemetry transmission
prior to shroud jettison can be handled by RF slots in the shroud located
in relation to the Burner II S-Band antenna to provide an acceptable re-
re,liated antenna pattern.
0-3
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1 . 2
	 i.4	 7,e intentional destruction of Barn°r I_! by either range safety
corzaa r d or froi.i premature s-paration of th- Ih;rner II from the Centaur is
proviQPJ for With the Burner II destruct system rroiznted in the Burner II-
to-"entaur e_'^pter.	 The goer-.:and destruct signal comes to Bur_,er II by
way of the Centaur ccrc,and destruct receivers.
1.2.3.5	 The Burner II/Centaur guidance systems error analysis revealed
that tiie predominant error asso^'ated with Burner II integration With
Centaur was the attitude transf-_r error of 1.0° (all axis) associated with
transferring the attitude reference of the Centaur to the Burner II during
Diner II gyro unease.	 Methods to reduce the attitude transfer error were
explored.	 It has been determined that a reduction in attitude transfer
error to .44 0 is obtained if the Burner II gyros are unc*ged during a
30 to 50 second non-guidance-steering segment of the Centaur second burn.
lateral acceierometers added to the Burner II strapped down guidance
system sense cross-axis accelerations due to attitude misalignment with
the thrust vector during the reference period that Centaur is thrusting
i along a preprogranmed inertial vector.	 Corrections are computed in Barner
II from the sensed cross-axis accelerations so that the Burner II pitch
' an6 yaw Uros can be toraile:d to be aligned with the established Centaur
inertial reference.
	 Centaur modifications for this concept are limited to
software.
	 Burner II changes required involve the addition of accelerometers
and some computing circuitry.
1,2. 3.0'	 The electromagnetic interference aspect of integrating the Burner
II with the Improved Centaur was analyzed in terms of interface signals,
j grounding, and RF couplin.a .	 The latching type relays used on Burner II
for signal interfaces are highly insensitive to E IMI and sufficient testing
bas t=een done on Burner II with EMI environment in excess of the Centaur/
Burner II preclicted levels to verify a satisfactory signal interface. 	 The
grounding
 philosophies of the Burner II (single point ground) and the
Centaur (single point ground except for the igniters and the recirculating
pu—Tir) are different but analysis of the specific circuits involved indicate
that no F.dve.se
 effects will occur.	 The destruct ordnance initiate circuit
is not involved in the grounding differences because no ground exists on the
Burner II si % ° of the interface for this circuit.
1.2.3 .7 	 Field operations for processing the Burner II at the ETR were
studteT anti detailed functional flow diagrams prepared. 	 The flow diagrams
were used as a basis for establishing ETR and Seattle requirements for
ground support equipment, services and facilities.
	
A primary consideration'
was environmen^al control of the payload.	 A concept of payload encapsula-
tion within the nose shroud was developed to provide environmental control
of the payload from the time it is encapsulated in a clean room until vehicle
launch.	 Equipment required to support this concept includes a transporter
assembly with suitable positioning hardware to independently support the
shroud and the Burner II/Payload combination.
	 The only new electrical GSE
identified are minor items such as suitcase size Centaur signal simulator,
cables, etc.	 The major new mechanical GSE identified is the transporter
mentioned above.
1.2.3.8	 The facility requirements for integrating Burner II vita the Centaur
at K.Q.C. incl:?e a high bay, explosive safe, clean room for the assembly of
the Spacecre.f l-/Burner II/Shroud combination with the spacecraft encapsulation
o-fit
I
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concept. Scrvrice tower modific_tioa3 are c:inor involving the removal or
modifications c.' sumo- of the folding work pLi°.orms.
1.2.3.9 The re19 ^bility o: the Burn-.r 11 for a T3tan/^k: lit -ur /Burner II
6ync;:r,:,ous ec;u:^tori l mission is estim ,^ tt.d to be .r55. Tni_ is considered
a valid estim-tte for the first fli;;ht of the abev^2 vehic:.e- rince the Burner II
is a mature fli ght s;M tem. Thi-, maturity is baced on ei6ht successful
Thor/Burncr , '^ z.issions out of eight launches and al. 1 0 on the flight
expevicnce of the Burner II system components on other vehicles such as
Scout, end Thor/Dclta.. Consideration of the effects of the Van Allen belt
radiation exposure for the synchronous equatorial mission profile have
been included ir, the estin^_ted reliability of the Burner II electronic
components. The sal ety analysis of the integration of Burner II with the
Titan/Cenlavr vchicle, includin4 the interfacing with the shroud, the
:.aunc^i facil =ity and the AGE ., indicates that the hazards encount •=red are
typical of c-.:rrent missiles and space systems involving ordnance devices,
solid. and liquid propcllaits and pressurized systems. The integration can
be performed within thc normally acceptable risks limits for unmanned space
eys tetras .
1.2.3.10 The task of integrating Burner II with the Centaur for a specific
mie::ion involves interfaces with the booster, Centaur, shroud, launch
facilities and payload contractors a well as the v^irious NASA agencies.
"1'1tese prog ram interfaces w -ire reviewed and an integration plan was estab-
lished to account for all of the tasks to be performed in the integration
of Burner IT with Centaur for an M launch on the Titan booster. The
integration plan provided visibility in terms of Design, Ar"caysis, Testing
and Documcntation for the Boeing tas. :s as well as aii approximation of the
Boeing tasks relative to the other contractor's and WA's tasks. A
schedule was developed showing is months from go ahead to first Bx ,•ner II
delivery for a Titan/Centaur mission at ETR. Pricing ground rules were
established to prov4.de fu% ther program scope to the pricing effort.
Volume II of this document contains the Integration Plan and cost information.
1.2.4 Conclusions and Recomm?ndations
It is concluded that the integration of the burner II flight stage with the
Improved Centaur ca r  be accomplished with a minimum impact on the Centaur
and Titan programs. Interfaces, both functional and mechanical, are straight•-
furvsrd and similar to concepts presently used on the Burner II and Centaur
programs. The largest ground facility requirement effect is related to the
payload and the encapsulation concept.
The material developed herein establishes a basis for general mission
planning in terms of what the Titan IIIB and Titan IIID vita the Improved
Centaur can do with the Burner II as a kick stage.
It is recomm_n(led that this broad base of information be made mare uieful
by performing an integration study for a specific spacecraft and mission
that is applicable to the capability of the Improved Centaur/Burner II.
Such a study would ar.s^.'^r the mission peculiar questions regarding space-
craft interfaces, specific performance capability, and infection accuracy.
Specific information of this type will be required as the detailed mission
planning progresses.
a5
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2.1 TASK 1 - .."-'A.M71S A:D IiT=^'^^IO:I
^T-^—
{
s
The reason for inter—ntirg the Burn^r II with the 1 :iD: oved C°ntaur i£ to
ac%ieve a perforr.an--e gain. The r.,rrase v' tt..io ta? '- is t^ C:-T ore the
pe.formrice pot-: 'ti al of v riou-9 D rr. II	 to S^aIECt :'.do
configu rations for fva'tn(,r study. P:rsr:eters consil.rod other t:icn p,y_csi
and velocity are those of interest to mission pLnn: rs s, • ch as Mn ss properties,
sequencir_S, guidance accuracy and sracecra.f t e;:: ircr^_,at.
The study effort .as initially directed toward deter u irZ t ,, -, payloa3 ver::us
velocity and synchrono us equatorial per.cr -.nce for se ,r.,n :i=ier::rt Burner II
configurations on the 'Titan lII3 ar_d D with the Imrev^,d Coat :ur. ae initisl
perfor=n:.c estimatles wire based on preliminary wei-lit est_u--t,^c and ir. some
case preliminary booLter and shroud data. Table 2.1-1 indicates the perforr*.: nce
— ,.rix of Burner II ccri i,7u-, •ations, Titan Boosters ) ani missions that i;cre
analyzed in the preliminary performnce effort.
Th° results of the preliminary performance anal ysis as described in reference 5
vere used to select two Burner II comf ig,.;ra.tions for more deta'_led desi,-n,
interface and perforaance amllysis for intc_p ration with the In,2. o •red Centaur.
The selection criteria used for the Bur-.-2r II confi6-uraticns selection
involved two things: (1) A rationale of what ^v=rnr II configurations were
rust likely to be hvailablib. in the r.ppli-cable time period, ani (2) the per-
+or—mice iraprcveT^_nt achieved over the basic Titan f/Cen.aur launch ve.:icle.
TABLE 2.1-1
BURNER	 II SYNCH EQ MISSION PLANETARY MISSICN
CONFIGURATION STABILIZATION T-ill	 B	 CENT T-111	 0/CENT T-1116/CENT T-11ID/CENT 
STANDARD 811 (10) 3 AXIS x x x x
STABILIZATION
LARGE MOTOR 
(2300) x
x x x
TANDEM 14':0/1440 x x X x
TANDEM 1440/517 X x
(BIIA)
TANDEM 2300/1440 x x x x
STANDARD 1111 (1443) SPIN x x x x
STABILIZATION
LARGE MOTOR ( ^ 3CO) I x x x x
t	 PRELIMINARY FERFGRMANCE MATRIXi
I	 1-1
I&
520
Is
to
i
TITAN 111 O/CENTAUR
D2-2-1b1C3
The Biu-ns. II corfiSurations selected for t`.! detailed potion cf the
iL:'r _ •`iOn stu -1,
 xr the stand.: r3 productiG . v,_= sion w ,--,'.h  c: - 2.440  roLL-,d
prc_e'_I=nt T C'-36'L- '3 sclid rotor ani a e-c^tn v_r_icn	 t:ie 2-00 z%),ud
364-4. wtrx. Tile TE-?':-364-4 motor is rresensly ndlfnr Bevelop-
ru^rt for *. •,ASS by rnio1zol Ch,^!mical Cor k-oration. An ex_-^_-nle of is e rar.,se of
perforx-, I?C° im-nrove rments offered by the Burner II confi, atior.s is Tho •-rr in
It can be seen from the figure that a laxLe r=yloal or velocity
Erin is achieved by addinZ a Burner II to the
	 vehicle. It
ca, also be seen that it mites a relatively sma.0 difference Vaica Bu hr:-r II
co=iSuratien is selected from the periorr—n nce strnd_roint. 'one St=?n::d
Blzner II fslls at the lo: r edSe of the perfor-ance bard and the Ero:rth ax-,tor
Burner II flails in the middle of the ranze shown#
-
TITAN 111 t/CENTAUR
;2000
1500
Iona
soo
o
FPSs000 ► RANGE OF
611 COMIC
t+ 1	 1	 1	 1)
38 40 42 u 146 hl! so
TOTAL VEL — 1000 FPS
---- MI THCUT Off
_WITH 111
FIGUI E 2.2-1
C
t	 1-2
t 1-3
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'- T^-,e final performance analysis was conducted for the two Burner II
conf ! Fueations selected after the design analysis effort established
' fin's! wei ghts for the Burner II, Centaur adapter ani spacecraft
::aprort.	 A base line payload weight of 2800 pounds was selected by
after reviewing the preliminary synchronous equn'_orial capa-
^_ aility of the Titan IIID/Improved Centaur/Growth Burner II.	 This
pa loa:3 weight with a 50 percent Cg ground rule* was used for the
s.n%ctural design effort on the Centaur adapter, the Burner II and
-^^ Eurner II payload support. 	 Early results indicated a signifi-
f cn^• weight penalty for the 50 percent Cg ground rule so additional
design inforimtion was developed for a 25 percent Cg locaticn* in
t1he ?800 Uovnd base 'Line payload.	 The final synchronous equatorial
p<ayloaa capability was developed using the weight statements
a_p: •opriate for the 2800 pound rayload with the 25 percent Cg
location.
	 It was determined, however, that the weight range of
exp 'c +ted planetary spacecraft is more likely to be 1200 to 1500
pounds.	 Ther--fore a third weight estimate was made for Burner II
and a-'Lapter weights appropriate for a 1200 to 1500 pound payload.
The payload versus velocity plots presented in the final performance
r^su?ts are based on the weight statement for a 1200 pound payload.
ibis approach renders the results applicable for realistic mission
plan= ing.
l	 2.1. 1 Final_ Perforrance Results
2.1.1.1 Performance Ground Rules
I`he data presented in this section are based on the following ground
rt,le s :
Launch Azimuth =90°
Iaunch Site - ETR
Parking Orbit Altitude - 100 H.M.
Flight Pcrfom-n-nce Reserve (FPR) = RSS (2.5% AV for each stage)
Titan IIID/Centaur shroud jettison C Step II ignition + 12 seconds
Titan IIIB/Centaur shroud jettison @ liftoff + 240 seconds.
Titan IIIB Step II off loaded to maintain a liftoff thrust-to-weight
ratio - 1.2
Eleven foot shroud weight = 4400 pounds.
Fourteen foot bulbous shroud = 5056 pounds.
l	 The flight performance reserve is assumed - to be carried in the Centaur.
The Burner II vernier phase is applied to all payload velocity data.
For synchronous equatorial applications no vernier is assumed in
P.urner II due to the inefficient;,• of the correction mode compared to
post injection correction.
2.1.1.2 Titan IIIB/Centaur/Burner II Payload Versus Velocity
Payload versus velocity data, shown in Figure 2.1-2 and 2.1-3 are
the Titan IIIB/Centaur with the standard and growth motors in Burner II,
respectively. These data provide performance with both a 4400 pound
* percent of payload length from the bottom.
f.
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it foot shroud and a 5056 pound 14 foot bulbous shroud. The shroud
:• cam f ur::,3nce tr ale includes the shroud weight, aerodynamic  and Core II
pi-o-pell;i.nt loading trades. The 11 foot shroud allows an edlitioaal
pro)cllq.nt lending of 0650' pounds while maintaini:i^; the 1.2 liftoff thrust-
to-vQigat ratio constraint.
T:,r::e d=ta indicate the increased performance that can be achiev2i by the
addition of the Szaalard (TE-364-2) or growth motor (TE- 164 -.+) versions of
Borne_ II in the 0-3000 pound payload region. At a C = 22 Km2/sec2,
(39000 fps) the Standard Burner II can provide an 8 pound payload increase
end me gro,„h motor Burner II provides 980 pound increase over the Titan IIIB/
Centaur cap^oiiity.
2.1,1.3_ Titan IiID Centaur/Burner II Escape Mission Performance
Payjoad versus velocity data, shown in Figures 2.1-4 and 2.1-5, are the
Titan HITVCentaur with the standard and growth motor versions of Burner II,
respectively. Again data on both shroud configurations are shown. The
shrcul ?rformance trade includes the shroud weight and aerodynamic effects.
t	 here is no liftoff thrust-to-weight ratio constraint for this vehicle,
'i,=ire_ore, the Core II stage is always fully loaded.
The 'Burner II is capable of providi_,; significant performance improvements
ou t?-. is vehicle for payloads less than 3000 pounds- It should be noted that
thn- majority of the performance gain can be achieved by the Standard Burner II
ai^h only small additional improvement using the growth motor.
. 1 .1.4 Titan IIIB/Cer_taur and Titan IIID Centaur Synchronous E uatorial
ier for.,^-a:ic e w-ith _B=er Il
gable 2,1-h shows the synchronous equatorialerformance for the Titan IIIB/
Centaur/biirncr II and the Titan IIID/Centaur/Eurner II. Data are shown
with t c sts.nlard and growth versions of Burner II and the 11 foot and 14 foot
shrouds .
The Titan IIIB/Centaur/Burner II capability with the TE-364-2 shows only a
small increment in the performance trade between the 11 foot and 14 foot
:hro,id=. Most of the additional performance using the 11 foot shroud
i= lost due to an increase in the perigee plane change required to matchQ the
velocity re quirements to the Burner II capability. Using the TE-364-4 allows
near optim-oz, plane changes with the velocity match to the Burner II capability
being made by off load of the TE-364-4 motor.
The Titsr, IIID/Centaur/Burner II performance using the TE-364-2 requires all
the plane changes to be made at perigee and early shutdown of the Centaur. This
limits the performance to the capability of the Burner II (TE-364-2) to provide
the final, no plane change, injection. Since excess capability is available
in the launch vehicle, no payload loss results from the 14 foot shroud. The
Titan IIID/Centaur/Burner II with the TE-364-4 provides significant improve-
ment in performance, however, the large perigee plane change agar influences
the shroud trade. These data indicate that a much larger motor for synchronous
injection is required to achieve the maximum capability of the Titan IIID/Centaur
for this mission.
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TABLE 2.1-2
SINCHROLOUS EQ,UAMRIALF'dnc""Gn:;^.:'C^, - TITA:; 7IIB/CEt",TAUR/3UFC ER II
BUMIER II ^MR	 SHROUD	 PAUDAD*
TE-364-2	 11 Ft.	 1290	 Lbs.
TE-364-2	 14 Ft.	 1260	 Lbs.
TE-364-4 (WP - 1840)	 11 Ft.	 1431	 Lbs.
TEr;6!:-4 (wr - 1713)	 14 Ft.	 1296	 Lbs.
1
TITAN IIID/CENTAUR/BURNER II
**TE-364-2 	 11 Ft.	 1593	 Lbs.
**TE-364-2	 14 Ft.	 1593	 Lbs.
( TE-364-4	 11 Ft,	 2690	 Lbs.
TE-364-4	 14 Ft.	 2670	 Lbs.
*'Burner II/Centaur adapter and payload support d-.4----i
for 2800 Lb. Payload, for lighter payloads,the heavy adapter
and payload support can cause up to 90 pounds penalty.
**Assumes Larly Centaur Shutdown
TYPICAL DATA
Contact The NASA Centaur Project Manager
Lewis Research Centaur i for Launch Vehicle
Performance Capabilities on Specific
Missions
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2.1.3	 Burner II Mass Properties
The weight of the Burner II changes significantly for the Centaur missions.
' Changes are made to the basic structure dep-:nding on mission to accommodate
larger payloads, more equipment, greater capacity H2O2 system and lengthened
rocket motor.
	
Equipment, cabling and RCS propellants increaEe according to
the anticipated payload and mission
Performance weight statements, were derived for the various configurations
of mission, payload and rocket motor size studied and are shown on Table 2.1 -3.
Weight and cg data derived ►or the configurations studied are shown on
Table 2.1-4.	 cg's are located by Centaur h..ations which are defined in
Figure 2.2-1.
The effect of payload weight and Cg location on the Centaur/Burner II
Adapter and Burner II/Payload Support Structure weight is summarized as
follows:
l
Burner II/Centaur	 Burner II/Payload
(around Rule	 Payload CG	 Adapter Weight 	 Support
P L Weight
.
	Location	 -2 Mtr.	 -4 Mtr.	 -2 Mr.	 -4 Mtr.
2800 Lbs.	 50 Percent	 209	 130	 130
t 2800 Lbs.	 25 Percent	 133	 178	 108	 108
1200 Lbs.	 Actual*	 152
	
24	 24
*From a specific Spacecraft Design.
The equipment additions and weight are based on current or previous usage.1 The structure weight for modification to basic Burner II, payload adapter, and
Burner II/Centaur adapter for the 2800 pound payload are based on structural
analysis shown in Section 2.2.5.
	
The structure weight for the	 1200 pound
payload is extrapolated data.
Inertia about the roll, pitch, &a.d yaw axis were derived and are shown on
Table 2.1-5.	 Values are given with and without payload for the burnout aad
separation Weight conditions.
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1	 2_1.3 Sequen _e of Events.
Table 2.1-6 is a Titan/Centaur/Burner II s^qi ­ nce-of-events for a synchronous
equatorial mission. 	 The following discussion higl.lig^ts some of the Burner IId
! peculiar events.
The Burner II &iros are unceged during Centaur second burn to achieve an
accurate attitude transfer.	 This method is discussed in detail. in Task 5.
Ad]ustTMent. of Burner II ignition time may be requires: to compensate for
boost d'_spersion effects on apogee altitule for the synchronous equatorial
mission.	 Since there is a fixed interval between Burner Timer start and
ignition, this aIjustment is accomplished by starting the Timer following
the second Centaur burn on the basis of computed trajectory dispersions.
The hydrogen peroxide ;,-arm-up pulse is required 2 to 40 seconds before
separation to provide hot H202 jet response.	 By programming it to occur
21 seconds before the nominal separation time the Timer start can vary
+ 19 seconds without requiring any additional commands from Centaur.
During the coast phase a slow roll maneuver is used to reduce gyro drift
errors (Events 10 through 15). 	 Slow roll consists of a continuous programmed
roll on the order of one revolution per hour interrupted half`aay through the
coast period to pitch 180 degrees.	 Roll rate can be adjusted over a wide
range to suit thermal requirements •.ith little effect on guidance accuracy.
The slow rotation of the vehicle cancels the non-random drift errors of the
pitch and yaw gyros and also offers a means of thermal control for the
payload.	 The 180 degree pitch reverses the direction of roll gyro constant
drift and thereby nulls the drift and torquer errors about the roll axis.
The 180 degree pitch maneuver is also required to orient the Burner II for
injection.	 For the escape mission, the coast phase would be quite short
so that slow roll maneuver would not be included.
The vernier mode is not required for the synchronous mission and the velocity
C	 m<-ter could, therefore, be removed from Burner II. Since the vernier mode is
required for the lighter payloads in the escape mission, the vernier is
included in the synchronous mission data as well to maintain a standardized
Burner II.
`
	
	 For the synchronous mission the vernier mode is not an effective correction on
t^ie total mission accuracy and could be eliminated. This is a result of the
dominance of the bocster and the Burner II pitch attitude errors. Hence, the
correction of the Burner II longitudinal velocity errors has a negligible
impact on the total mission accuracy.
In the payload phase, orientation and spin-up maneuvers can be performed as
required. Ten maneuvers are available in the Burner II programmer, including
those used throuZ;_ injection. On-orbit correction capability- exists although
none has been shown in the sequence-of-events.
1-15
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2.1.4 uuid-rce ^:ror An-ly-zis
2.1. L .1 Sample Accur cy D_..ta
A typical accuracy analysis h:s been ecnnieted for the Burner II applications
in the CentaLr/Bu_rrcr II InLc6rarion Study. Two Mission a_plications were
considered. The Titan III B/Centeur/Burrer II (14140) was assumed for the
excape mission accuracy rend th^2 Titn II'_rO/Centaur/3ur:1Fr II (2300)
for the syrchrcnous equ-tcrial application. These applications are repro-
/	 sertative of the accuracy capability of the Burner II.
Table 2.1-7 presents a list of the error sources that must be considered
for any application cf the Centaur/Burner II.
Accuracy data for the escape mission has been developed for the Burner II
alone a-!d combined with a Centaur burnout covariance matrix provided by
PLASA L.,--RC. For the purpose of this analysis, a 100-second coast with a
30-degree pitch raneuver was assumed following Burner II separation.
The data presented in Table 2.1-8 shows the combined covariance matrix
t	 referenced to a geocentric inertial coordinate system. Table 2.1-9 shows
the Burner II contribution to this covariance matrix. The analysis was
completed by propagatio3 the Cen -. ur covariance matrix via a state transi-
tion matrix to the Burner II burnout point. The Burner II covariance matrix
was added to provide the total mission accuracy.
The synchronous equatorial mission accuracy data are shown in Table 2.1-10.
These data represent the contribution of the Burner II only. A complete
accuracy analysis would re quire the definition of the booster covariance
matrix at Centaur burnout, propagation to synchronous altitude end com-
bination *rith the Burner II errors. The gyro drift errors in this application
are partially compensated by the use of a slow roll maneuver. The data
shown in Table 2.1-7 identifies -the magnitude of the, resulting drift error.
Figure 2.1-6 is presented to show the effect of the Centaur attitude
transfer error on the total Burner II error. The increase in the yaw error
for the escape mission is due to the rxoss coupling of the pitch to yaw
error durir3 the 30 degree pitch maneuver. This coupling is primarily due
to the Centaur roll attitude transfer error. The mission errors contributed
during Burner II burn are dominated by the Centaur attitude transfer error.
For instance, the cross plane velocity error for the escape mission,
increased from 24.9 fps to 5 6 . 8 fps during Burner II burn due to this
error.
1
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TARr..a	 2.1-7
BUTC M 11 E-TtROR StDi,:3CE D.,TA FCR T`—' CE';TAU'c' STUDY
` TAW SIGYA DATA
MROR S=C—E T	 35;-3 TL- 364-4
Burner II Iapulse +0.6 +045%
TE-3u F .—,-n, e3 Inert +2.7 Lb. +4.0 Lib.
Stage WeiE^, t Tolerance +3.0 Lb. +3.0 Lb.
H2O2 Expenled Durira Burn 5.5 Nom. 10.0	 Lb. No=.
13.7	 3 c" 25 Lb.	 3 a-
*Gyro Drift lo/Hr.
Gyro TorTae .11% .11
Timing .02% .02%
Thrust Offset Fitch 0.280 0.280
Yaw 0.100 0.100
Control Impulse Normal Pitch 525	 Lb-Sec 620 Lb-Sec
Yaw 525	 Lb-Sec 620 L'o-Sec
Rocket Vbtor T._*'ust Align with Ref. (Gyro) 0.070 0.070
1 Velocity Meter Time Prop. .015 f.'%../sec2 .015 ft/sec2
Vel. Prop. .04l% x41n
Centaur Att tu3e Transfer Error
Pitch .442 .442
taw .4 2 .4^2
Roll 1.0 1.0
j	 *Slow Roll Gyro Dri ft = 0. 24 	 T o :here T = Coast Time in Hours
R = 0.39 116
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TABLE 2.1-10
TITAN IIID/CE:,TAUR/BURR'ER II (2300)*
SYNCHRONOUS EQUATORIAL ERROR ANALYSIS
3 a-	 APOGEE-PERIGEE	 385 rti
31r	 SEMI-MAJOR AXIS
	
193 NM
3 r	 PERIOD
	
1096 sEc
3 ir
	
INCLINATION
	
0.26 DEG
PAMOAD - 2690 LB.
APOGEE PLANE CHANGE - 2.0 HRS
COAST TIME = 5.5 HRS
* THESE DATA REPRESENT THE BURNER II ERRORS ONLY
r
r
c
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1.4
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wp 0.9
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2.1.4.2	 Burner II A.ccure-y Definition Te,hramies
The techniquez for defining the total rrdssion ac^u:acy for Centaur
Burner II applications are outlined in the followinZ text. 	 The
mission ground rules include the following:
Escape orbit altitude	 = 100 Nautical Miles
C3 = 22 1042/Sec2
Payload
	 =	 1820 Pounds
Burner II coast time	 = 100 Seconds
Pitch maneuver during coast 	 - 30 degrees
Burner II vernier control will be used.
t
The following data is compiled to define the atritide errors during
Burner II burn.
Attitude Errors 3
Error Sou rce	 Pitch	 Yaw	 Roll
Centaur Attitude Transfer 	 .4-42	 .442	 1.00
!
(i
Burner II Gyro Drift 1 0/Hr	 0.03	 0.03	 0.03
Burner II Gyro Torquing 0.11%	 0.03
Burner II Timing	 .0216	 0.01
Burner II Thrust Offset	 0.28	 0.10
Burner 11 Control Impulse Normal 	 0.04	 0.04
Burger II Thrust Aline	 W/Ref.	 0.07	 0.07
Cross Couple Pitch to Yaw	 0.50
Root Sum Square
	
.531	 .680	 1.0
The longitudinal velocity errors are then defined as follows:
Burner II Impulse _0.66	 28.5 fps
t TE-M-364-2 Expended Inert
	
+2.7 Lb.	 2.6 fps
/
(
Burner II Inert Wt. Variation 	 +3.0 Lb.	 5.2 fps
H202 Consumption	 21.7 fps
Root Sum Square
	
31.2 fpc
Since the velocity meter is used in this application, the remaining residual
t error must be defined.	 An error distribution with a standard deviation of
E is corrected by a system with a capability limit of + L. All errors below
the limit are perfectly reduced to zero, thereby producing a large probability
of having zero error.	 All -errors above the limit are reduced to the limit.
The standard deviation of the resultant error distribution is shown by
R where
1-23
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R = F(L'+ E2 )	 P) - 'VZ/ST' ^L e ^^^ZE2
where P is the probability of the error being less trsn the limit.
( Or  (( 
Z	 ( 2	 2^E 2
	
" 'i1-	 E
The correction capability for this mission is 27.1 fps then L/E = 2.6
j	 and R/E _ .045 fo.- P - 2.6. . The remaining velocity error for the
Burner II is 1.4 fps.
There _fore :
	Longitudinal Velocity Error
	 1.4 fps
Velocity Dieter Error (f (OV) )
	 1.9
Velocity Meter Error (f (t) )	 0.8
31r Rc.^-Sum-Square 2.5 fps
1	 7he total Burner II velocity errors due to attitude and longitudinal
velocity error are then formed into a covariance matrix (1 a-)
	
T	 N	 R
	
1.2	 -2.1	 -0.9
l	 -2.1	 357.8	 0
	
-0.9	 0	 217.1
Where: T, N, R is an orthogonal coordinate system with IT down range,
IR vertical and IN normal to the or'ait plane.
The covariance matrix at Centaur burnout is propagated by a state transition
matrix using the following equation:
[A] _ 's] CBI CS JT
Where:	 B is the initial Centaur burnout covariance matrix
S is the state transition matrix
A is the Centaur covariance matrix at F.rner II burnout
The Centaur matrix is added to the Burner II matrix following transformation
into the desired output coordinate system.
When orbital missions are being consider-'- ht, final covariance matrix is
transformed into the desired orbital alemen^* '-.)y the appropriate transformation
matrix.
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2.1.5 Payloa, . Frvironrirt
2.:.5.1 sur au
T`.e iyload design limit = ..ironmrcas are	 in Fi,,; re 2.1-7. It
is reccmended that the pa,•load -Pia^ry structure be d^-i;.,red and tested
for she indicated loads :.n-: atiffr.:•ss and that the entire pay-,3d with
comp.;n•^:,ts be quelified s, s.ie aco--- is spectrum wiiile in a reverberation
chaaber. Payload eq,Lipu.nt may be Procured to the specified random vibration
1	 and shock environm--^nts. Shock levels introduced by payload separation may
exceed those estimated for operation of the booster and mast be estimated
when details of the separation system become known. Vibration tests of
the entire payload are not recommended except to verify adequacy of structural
stiffness (modal survey) and workmanship. This can be accomplished by
subjecting the payload to a low level sinusoidal sweep environment.
`	 Thermal environment to the payload has not been investigated. It is assumed
that the f irinZ will provide the insulation necessary to maintain proper
thermal control for the payload daring boost.
2.1.5.2 Payload and Enuicment Limit Loads During Boost
Figure 2.1-8 specirie-- limit load- for three loading conditions as a
function of system or equi pment weight. These data are considered suitable
for use in preliminary desigm of payload and Burner II primary and secondary
equipment support structures. The data are intended to envelope loads
produced by all phases of booster flight incli:.ding possible amplification
of acoustic-vibration inputs to li;;hter weight: equipment. The adequacy of
these loads will be verified by detailed lynamic analyses of the combined
upper stage/booster as the design becomes firm. This method of data
presentation forms a consistent and com pact :et of loads which may be
utilized conveniently by various contractors workir^; the same design. A
similar approach has been used to design Burner II/payload,  combinations
flown on other boosters.
The above data considers only the 2800 pound payload with the large motor.
The Titan/Centaur boost loads of 8g axial., +2,59 lateral are most critical
for this configuration. For payload weights less than 2000 pounds using the
large motor or 1000 pounds using the standard motor, the acceleration
leads shown in Figure 2.1-9 must be considered as an additional singular
axial load condition for both Burner II and payload design. Loads produced
by Burner II motor ignition end decn;- k"ransients are less than those
considered for the steady state boost and Burner II burnout conditions.
2.1.5.3 Acoustic Environment
Figure 2.1-10 displays an assembly of acoustic data for Titan/centaur,
Titan IIIC, and Burner II/F nor. The estimated maxim= so-and pressure
levels within the Centaur fairing cavit y
 are shown by the dotted line.
This estimate is based on an extrapolation of Titan IIIC flight data and
assumed structural characteristics of the Centaur fairing.
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2.1.5.3 Conti!iued
levels are shown by the dashes lines an] were extracted from the Titan IIIC
Payloa,l Uer's Guide IM-68-62. The lover dashed r-urve represents an
envelope based on launch data a_quired on five Ti'-an IIIC vehicles employing
both a fiberglass fairing and an interim metal fairing. This launch spectrum
was reduced 1..5 db to account for greater separation between the noise
source an! the payload interface on the Titan centaur. The upper dashed
curve is considered representative of the sound pressure levels occurring
within bulbous type fairing during flight.
The solid line spectra represent the external and internal acoustic environ-
ment experienced by the Burner II using the Thor booster and the standard
Burner II fiberglas heat shield.
Predictions of :he Titan/Centaur launch environment closely match the Titan
IIIC launch dat •i above 500 cps. Below this frequency, the spectrum is more
typical of Tita_ IIIC flight data with the universal fairing. Since the
Centaur data is very preliminary,it is recommended that the maximum Titan
IIIC spectrum be used as a design environment for payloads and the Burner II.
The Burner II is qualified for the Thor acoustic lcveis. These levels equal.
or exceed the Titan values above about 500 cps, but are significantly less
in the lower frequencies. Because o`' this higher acoustic environment in
f	 the low frequency ranges, it is reco=ended that Burner II testing for this
program include an acoustic qualification test. For this test, a Burner II
stage would be placed in a reverberation chamber and subjected to the
predicted levels plus 5 db for qualification (145 db overall). Vibration
response of various equipment components would be reasured. The probability of
Burner II failure due to the increased sound pressure levels is believed to be
quite low. This judgement is based on the conservative method used to qualify
Burner II equipment and a review of Titan IIIC flight vibration measurements
as discussed in the following section.
2.1.5. 4 Burner II Equi pment Vibration Levels
The predicted random vibration levels for Burner II equipment were established
by subjecting the stage to an acoustic test and enveloping the measured
response peaks. Such an envelope is shown in Figure 2.1-11 for the Thor
launch induced acoustic environment discussed previously. Each peak repre-
sents the response of a rigid component on its Burner II support structure.
While the envelope of the peaks has a significant 12.6 gyms overall level,
the response of indivi.dusl equipment items range below 3 grms.
Clearly, enveloping of peak responses to establish a predicted component
environment is conservative. Additional margin is imposed by qualifying
equipment to 2.25 times the spectrum level.
i
1
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2.1.5.4 Continued
The apparent consen atism in the random vibration environment indicates
the Burner II i:-ouA have a high probability of witiLstanding the recommended
acoustic environment of Section 2.1.5.3.	 Additionally, Burner II does not
contain large area-low density nor brittle items considered susceptible
to acoustic induced damage.	 While a ratio of Titan to Thor acoustic data,
shown in Figure 2.1-11, would indicate a significant increase in equipment
response below 500 cp; (*rith peaks rising above the qualification level
at 50, 120 and 220 cps), the amotuit of energy contained in these peeks is
quite small_	 The peaks lie in a frequency range generally not considered
critical for electronic equipment.
	 Also, Figure 2.1-12 presents a compari-
son of Titan_ IIIC flight vibration measurements With the Burner II and
payload recommv----ded levels.
	 This data indicates the Titan induced vibration
to equipme:kt items is significantly less than predicted for Burner II and
payload e quipment design.
	 While the flight measurements are at a location
below the payload cavity, it does provide some additional confidence that
the Titan acoustic environment will not result in failure of components
qualified to the recomended random levels.
I
t 2.1.5.5.
	Shock II:vironment
The shock environment; to the Burner II and payload equipment introduced by
booster operation is considered adequately covered by a 159, 8ms saw-tooth
test pulse.
	 This includes fairing ,jettison, but not payload separation from
burner II.	 Shock induced by payload separation systems will likely deter-
mine the payload component critical shock enviro nments.
	 These will be
evaluated on an individual basis.
Fairing removal constituted a potential critical shock environment for
Titan IIIC boosted payload components.
	 This source of shock is expected to
be greatly mitigated on the Titan/Centaur because of the change in the fair-
ing/booster interface as shown in Figure 2.1 -13.	 The Titan IIIC fairing
interface was adjacent to the payload support ring.
	 The resulting shock
spectrum environment some six feet above this interface was considered
enccmrpassed by a 250g, 0.3ms half-sine pulse as shown in Figure 2.1-
(Reference MCRo8-o2).	 The Titan/Centaur fairing interface as presently
u derstood will be at the lower end of the Centaur stage.
	 Supports will
be provided near the top of the Centaur to enable load sharing between the
Centaur tank and fairing; but these are not considered 'hard" ties.
	 Shock
eminating from fairing release must travel from the Centaur base upward
. through the tank and adapters before reaching the Burner II and then pay-
load.	 This travel distance is approximately 28 feet.
	 The shock environment
is not expected to exceed that shown for the 159, 8ms sawtooth pulse.
t
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2.2	 TASK 2 - 1-'7'r;iA:ICAL D?
The purpose of Task 2 w-,-, s to deter:une the structural :o ccLc of integrating
a payload, the Buz-ner II fli;;it str e, a shroud, the Improved Centaur and
related ground handling equip:aknt.
This task consLtcd of four major areas as outlined below. The follovirS
pages discuss the work ccmpIcted for each of the four study areas.
Centaur/Burner. II Adapter - Work in this area was oriented toward
the development of a two-piece adapter section which accommodates
both the TE-M-304-2 and -4 motor configurations. A detail config-
uration was completed and loads and stiffness gnalyses were conducted.
A definition of member sizes, skin gages, ring sizes, etc., was
obtained. A separation clearance analysis was conducted to verify the
Burner II separation from the Centaur.
Burner II/Payload Encaps 	 iulation - An encapsulation concep ras
developed which provides for encapsulation of the payload when
attached to Burner II during handling and transportation and during
times when checkout, ordnance installation, and other access to
Burner II is required on the pad. The discussion of Tasks 7 and 8
(	 present details on the installation and usage of the encapsulation
t	 barriers.
Payload Adapter - Worn in this area was oriented toward a payload
t	 interface ring identical in general aspects to the Berner II/Centaur
interface. This will permit configuring the payload to a single
interface capable of being launched with or without Burner II. A
f configuration layout was completed and loads and stiffness analyses
conducted.
Centaur/Burner II Prose Fairing Interface - Interfaces between Burner II,
the upper Centaur, and the nose shroud were defined and a conceptual
design completed. The interfaces included the payload and Centaur
forward equipment comp.°rtment encapsulation provisions, nose shroud
and Burner II handling and erection provisions, shroud access doors,
and umbilical locations.
r	 Figure 2.2-1 below shows the payload specified by NASA and used in the
adapter and payload support structure design for this study. Payload
weight was based upon the capability of the Titan IIID/Improved Centaur
Growth Motor Burner II (2300 Lb.Wp).
2-1
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FIGURE 2.2-1
2.2.1 Centaur/Burner II Adapter
Figure 2.2-2 (SKC/I -6)
 is a layout of a two segment Burner II/Centaur
adapter. The adapter is designed to meet the r_quirement of attaching
uniformly to the 65 inch diameter interface on ttie Centaur, and is a
common adapter suitable for both the standard TE-•1-364-2 and larger
TE-M-364 -4 Burner II motors. Only the forward conical section is used
for the standard motor, and the straight aft section is added to accommo-
date the larger motor.
In order to distribute the loads from the three point Burner II base to
approximately uniform loads at the Centaur interface and attain the rigid
stiffness requirements for the vehicle, d primarily monoque shell arrange-
ment was selected with three tapered]ongerons and some secondary stiffeners.
The forward section is tapered from the 62.2 diameter Burner II to the 65
inch Centaur interface to permit all the Burner II ordnance type fasteners
to be located externally for inspection and access. Also, all switches,
disconnects and system components are located externally for inspection
and access with the exception of the destruct unit which must be located
close to the side of the Burner II motor.
The aft section is a straight cylindrical unit w Irtch serves mainly as an
extension for the larger motor and contains no system components.
I(
l(	 2-2
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i' The debris shield (or thermal b ra rier) is u separate assembly that may be
i installed to fit either adyutcr ^onfiguration.
	 The desii;n of the shield
is a flat slain with secondary stiffeners.
	 Aluminum materials ;:re shown
for the longeron frames ani siheli skin ad 1acent to the longerons because
they are stiffness designed.	 W -nesium is indicated f or the i.termediate
shell skin panels Where the skin is buckling critical and extra thick-ness
is an advantage.
The pro used dc'-ails associated with separation hardware installA.iui.s,
structural ,joints and fasteners, and of"ner features are apparent on the
layout.	 0^ special note are, two rows of holes in the conical section
skin for supporting a removable seC-iented internal work platform used
during E^urner II installetion and details of a Centaur electronic equip-
ment encapsulation barrier. 	 The barrier encloses the annular opening
^I
between the lower section of the nose shroud and the cylindrical extension
on Centaur supporting the electronic compartment air conditioning duct.
The design shown mates with the ducting defined on SKC-11 which may be
superseded by other configurations as the Im proved Centaur stage deslEr:
progresses.
	 However, the barrier shaven could easily be mover to accommo-
date the Centaur.
2.2.2	 Paylesd Fkirner II Adapter
The payload support structure concept is shown on Figure 2.2 -3. 	A 12-inch
high cord tally shaped section attached to the Burner II primary structure
provides the mating interface with the payload ring.	 i._- interface, with
a 65.92 bolt circle, is identical to the Burner II/Centaur adapter inter
face with the Centaur. 	 This feature provides the capability to mount a
payload on Centaur with or without a Burner II stage.
	 "'he conical section
i consists of an upper ring with a T-shaped cross section, and a lower angle
shaped ring, ,joined by a conical shell.
The support structure is attache ," the Burner ZI structure by three
longerons which extend from the base of the Burner II p= = -'7 be:- = to
the top ring of the paylos] section. Three truss frames complete the
payload ring attachment to the top of the Burner II primary structure.
The truss frames provide lateral and torsional stability. A thin gage
aluminum skin at the top of the payload support structure forms a part
of an encapsulation barrier for the payload.
Each lorgeron is wade of two channels which attac: at the lower end to
the separation bolt fitting at the base of the Burner II vertical beams.
A 112 inch diameter bolt catcher is mounted in the fitting to retain
the bolt at stage separati n. A ground handLng lug is provided cn one
of the two cha.;-1s of each longeron for handling the Burner II during
stage asbemb, r
p.
f
f
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r	 2.2.3 Payload. Encapsulation and Centaiir .rrcr II Pose Shroud Interfaces
i
RASA specified that the payload would have to be encapzulatei within the shroud
after installation on Burner II. The e:capsu_ntion is to provide environ-
mental control for the payload during the transfer from the payload
Burner II assembly area to the launch pad.
Requirements for payload encapsulation anal Burner II interfaces With the
standard Centaur nose :proud and upper Centaur stage Were analyzed and a
conceptual design was prepared. 	 This design, shown on Figure 2.2-4 is
Wed on data provided in Ccnvair-Astronautics drawing SKC-11, and TIASA-
LeRC drawincs CZ-600310 through CR600336.	 The interfaces shown include
• payload and Centaur encapsulation provisions, shroud and Burner II handling
and erection provisions, internal Working provisions and personnel access,
and Darner II umbilical connector locations.	 Because of insufficient
definition, provisions have not been included for accommodating the internal
ducting regsired to vent the Centaur forward electronic compartment Which
is shown on drawing CR600319.
2.2.3.1	 Encapsulation
f Each of the two encapsulation bar-'.ers shown on FiT e 2.2-4 is made in
1 three 120 degree segments, of fabric reinforced by radial stiffeners sewn
into the material.	 The 120 degree segments are joined along the nose shroud
split lines.	 The !a_rge diameter of each barrier segment is attached to
internal structural rings on each of the nose shroud sections, upper and
lower.
	
The small dierieters are joined to barrier support rings, one
installed on the Burner II payload support ring and the other on the
cylinArical section supporting the Centaur equipment section air-conditioning
duct.	 A cable and clevis assembly is sewn into the srell diameter of each
barrier eeg`aent.	 Adjacent Segments are ,joined together in the barrier
support ring by explosively actuated pin pullers installed through the ring
and mtin6 cl.e-ises.	 Three pin pullers, located radially along the shroud
split lines, are installed in each barrier support ring. 	 Barrier releas._
prior to shroud separation is accomplished by firing the pin pullers, which
frees the three cable sections locking each barrier into its support ring.
The payload compartment encapsulation is completed by a barrier skin
installed on top of the payload support ring.
The Burner II and payload are supported within the shroud during erection
by a circular handling ring containing three support beams located 120
degrees apart.	 Three access doors are provided in the conical section of
1
1
the shroud betwecn Stations 2510.70 and 2528.70 for entry of the beams.
The nose shroud is supported during assembly and erection by lift cables
and brackets Which are attached to the shroud. 	 Six lift brackets are
located between Stations 2524.70 and 2548.70 at 15 degrees on either side
of the three shroud split lines.	 They are attached between shroud stringers
with fasteners tc, nut plates located on tb-- ahroud internal rings.	 Six
• cable guVe brackets are attached in a similar manner at shroud Station
2734,09.	 Three sets of lift brackets end guide brackets, located 120
degrees apar^ are used for erection at the pad.
2-6
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2.2.?.,2 foce F irir.;, Irterfac^s with Burner II
Access is re quired within the nose shroud for person>>cl to inct ,_ll the
Burner II/C'nntaur a'at.ter, tiv^enc^7su'_...io:. barri,,rs and the Burner II
separation: bolt::, to diszo.hnect and renove c- ection hat;Uinz c ,ui, ment,
and to test and scr%rice the Burner II vt-::ic:. •. i'rLmi---y pers^_ , Imvl. access
is provides by a doer in the uDper chroud cylindrical section. The three
doors for the har.dlin„ rinC support beams also provide person..hel access
when: the rir ; is removed.
Support for personnel within the shroud is provided by the removable
internal wori: platform shown on Fi^;u e 2.2-4 and described previously.
The outer peri, her;; of the wcr1: platform segments care supported on the
lower nose shroud flels splice ring.
f	 Air conditioni,i; is required for the Burner II comp ztment within the
i	 nose sh oul. An o pening; is required for this purpose between Stations
2825.70 and 2c;43-70 and located at 105 de;;;. ees in plan vie,...
The Burner II and payload uuicilicals are routed from stagin;; connectors
located on the Burrpr II%Centaur adapter at Station 251v.u) (stsnd&-xd
motor adapter) to the umfbilical disconnect panel located in the Centaur
forward electronic ceIR,?as,;c^"nt. Opera :Zs =st be provided in the comp•:rt-
ment structure adjacent to the panel position to acccmrn ,;,ate the cables and
connectors. A door, not sho ,..zh, will be rc^ruired tihrou^;h the nose shroud
C	
adjacent to the panel position to provide working access for installing
the connectors on the panel.
An overboard drain umbilical is .-equired to the Burner II H 202 Reaction
Control System pressure relief valve. This umbilical will be fabric%ted
in two ^ect-i onS. One inboard section will connect between the Burner II
valve and a coupling- installed in the shroud skin at Station 2538.70 and
121 degrees. The coupling to the valve will be a lapy,zd operated self-
sealing quick-release type. The lanSo.d will be connected to a s,.ructural
ring on the shroud. When the shroud is jettisoned, the lanyard will retract
the inboarl uPlAlical from Burner II. The coupling on the shroi.d skin will
be identical to the coupling to Burner II. The ground-half will be connected
to an outboard drain ur.^bil.ical installed on the umbilical tower. A ground
lanyard will disconnect the outboard drain umbilical froia the shroud at
Lift-off.
Fig+nre 2.2-5 s,aAri.zes t1ke Trade Study for selecting the approach to inter-
face the Burner II RF tranFmicsion requirements in the Centaur Nose Fairing.
1	
The results of this study show that installation of RF slots in the Nose
1 Fairing to re-radiate the RF energy from Burner II is the best approach.
RF windows in the .;ose Fairing were considered impractical because of the
large aperature re quired. The RF slots will be covered by RF transparent
material to maintain structurr.l an« thermal integrity of the Nose Fairing.
An RF slot differs from an RF window in that the slot re-radiates a new radiatioL
pattern essentially independent of the pattern of the originating antenna. An
RF windov is rade large enough and transparent enough to have mini?aun effect on
the originating Antenna pattern.
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2.2.4 Separatior Analysis
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a The Burner T_I can separate from the Centaur. .^.pter in A'li,1it with the same
eeparati.on system presently used for the	 TI. The Burner II
separation sequence consists of the release of three separation nuts and
a six second burn of the aft facing H2O2 motors. The E202 Lotors (jets)
are all normally on during the six seconds phase and are individually
pulsed off for control during separation.
Centaur/Burner II separation clearance was analyzed with the design 2300
pound payload (aayloa.3 C3 93 inches above payload bee-rati nn plane; "50'd
 C-71
includin3. the effects of relative translation and rotation caused by control
het forces and control. het plume impingement on the Centaur and Burner II
during separation. The analysis was made for the TE-14-364-4 large motor.
since its deeper penetration into the adapter lv-esented a worse case.
Burner TI control H202 jets of 65 pounds and 125 pounds thrust were evp-117iced
to account for het mounting as shown on Figure 2.2-6 and extended jet
mounting arms bein3 considered to meet control '.orque requirennnts with
lower thrust motors. the analysis shows more Lhaa adequate clearance
between the Burner II main engine nozzle lip and adapter structure and
equipment.
Figure 2.2-6A which gives the relative longitudinal displacement versus
time from separation ihitietioa, sncws that 0.82 and 1.13 seconds for
the 125 pound %02 bets and 1.13 and 1.56 seconds for the 65 pound H2O2
bets is required to clear the destruct mcchanisn a ,.-.d the adapter ring at
the sep&rati.an plane. Table 2.2-1 which gives relative lateral displacement
shows that worse case lateral displacement at the destruct system, the
most critical to clearance, is lesF than 2 inehe^ out of an available
clearance of 8.75 inches with less than 2 inches displacement et the
separation plane, out of an available clearance of 16 0 inches. 2e3a ive
velocities ILTer.ted during the c second H2O 2 separi'virn phase are greater
than 20 ft/second for the 125 p.)und thrust jets ar-3 over 10 ft/second
for the 65 pound thrusters.
r
f
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l
l	 DESTRUCT	 45° I	 YAW AXIS
MECHANISM
l
TE-M 364-4	
® BII	 PAYLOAD
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2800 LBS
15 (C.G.(C.G.
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i
STA 80)
2"	 1	 ^	 I
STA	 I
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18"	 /	 I
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2 8.5 "-^
19.5"
DESTRUCT	
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.15"
.06"
. 0 7 11
-.43"
.21"
.38"
.32
.11"
. 1 2 "
-.8311
.21"
.38"
.20"
.08"
.0911
.30"
.38"
	
.47"	 .47"	 .66 1,
	
.02"	 .02"	 .03"
0.91" 0.80" 0.90"
1.27" 1.13" 1.27"
8.75" 16.0" 16.0"
7.5" 14.911
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TABLE 2,2-1
CENTAUR/BURNER II - SEPARATION LATERAL DISPLACEMENT
SINGLE AXIS - DISPLACEMENT INCHES
DESTRUCT MECHANISM	 SEPARATION PLANE
LONGIT DISP	 15.5"
	
LONGIT DISP	 37.5"
125 LB JETS 65 LB JETS 125 LB JETS 65 LB JETS
SOURCE	 0.82 SEC	 1,13 SEC
	
1.13 SEC
	
1,56 SEC
1. CENTAUR ACCELERATION (2)	 Oil 	 Oil
2, BURNER	 II	 H2O 2 	 JET FORCE
DURING STABILIZATION
(2	 JETS ON)
CENTAUR ROTATION +Z 23"
CENTAUR TRANSLATION(j) .08"
BII TRANSLATION Q+ .09"
3. BURNER	 II	 H 2 O2	JET FORCE - ,42"
(4 JETS ON)
4. BURNER	 II	 ROTATION	 TO ZERO (Z) .16"
GYRO ATTITUDE
5. BURNER	 II	 DEAD ZONE + 0.2 0 (2) .38"
6. CENTAUR CONTROL FORCES
CENTAUR ROTATION (E) .34"
(0.1	 0/s)
CENTAUR TRANSLATION Q+ ,02"
(MIN	 IMPULSES
0.25	 LB-SEC)
SUM OF DISPLACEMENTS, INCHES	 0.87"
TWO AXIS DISPLACEMENT
RSS - (Vr)(SINGLE AXIS),IN. 	 1,23"
CLEARANCE AVAILABLE, IN.	 8.75"
NET CLEARANCE, IN.	 7.5"
2-13
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2.2.Stre
	
h and stiffn
_
ess Analysis^	 t
This section discusses the design criteria and basic structural requirements
used in the analysis of the primary st. ucture anti defines the strictural
sizing required to meet the strenr. h and stiffness requirements. Structural
sizing is presented for the Burner II/Centaur adapter, 3.irn pr II structural
modification, and the payloae adapter, A typical stiffness analysis is
included in this section to illustrate the methods of analysis t4iich were
used to predict the flexural stiffness and shear stiffness of the study
configurations.
Structural sizing is presented for two payload configurations, each weighing
2800 pounds. One configuration has a center of gravity at 50% of its length
as shown on Figure 2.2-1 and the other has a center of gravity at 25% of
its length. The payload interface was defined by study ground rules as a
ring type which reacts distributed loads. The large motor (TE-M-364-4)
Burner II configuration was considered for all structural sizing since it
produces a more severe loading requirement.
The study analysis determined that the bending structure of the Burner II
and the adapters was generally designed by stiffness rather than strength
requirements.. The shear structure was generally found to be strength
f	 designed.
2-.e payload adapter design and structural weight is strongly influenced
by the requirement for distributed loads at: the payload interface. The
ring structure required to distribute the interface loads into the Rurner II
three longeron structure accounts for approxinately 50% of the adapter
weight.
The Burner II structure requires modification to support the Weight of the
large mr-tor and to react the shear loads from the 2800 pound payload.
C
2.2.').l Des i t.,n Criteria an3 Re^uirem^nt s
The structural design criteria and requirements are summarized in Figure 2.2 -7.
SAFETY FACTOR CRITERIA
Limit	 1.0
Ultimate
	 1.25
DESIGN LIMIT LOAD REQUIREMOM
Axial
	
Lateral
8g	 *_2. 59
2g	 ±2.5
-2.59 (Tension)
FREQUENC Y RF,QUIRENiE.'i rS
6 cps Cantilevered From Centaur Adapter
FIGURE 2.2-7
DMIGN CRITERIA & REQUIREMEM
a
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2.2.5.1 Continued
The structure is designed not to yield at limit flight loads :nor _ail at 1.25
times limit loads.
The design limit load requirements result from the boost condition. The
combined condition o* 8g axial, +2.S9 lateral was specified by NASA-Lewis
in memo 9361:Crs. An e.dditionalrcombined load of 2g axial, ±2.73 lateral
and a -2.59 (tension) -in^ala;: condition are used to design structure for
tensile loads. The combined condition is meant to cover possible loading
induced by upper atmospheric turbulence in the maximum Q C C- flight regime.
The 2.59 tension load was observed in an analysis of the Stage 1 engine shut-
down_ event as reported in Martin Report MCR-67-332 (Vol. II, Part I, IX-1).
The 6 cps lateral bending frequency requirement of the upper stage as canti-
leverad above the Centaur adapter will reduce both dynamic loads and inter-
action with the booster ccntrol system to acceptable levels. This value was
recommended by Boeing on the basis of previous loads and dynamic studies and
was accepted as a study ground rule by NASA.
2.2.5.2 Design Limit Loads
Figure 2.2-8 displays the up!>er str.e design limit bending moment, shear
1	 and axial loads resulting from application of the 8g axial, 2.59 lateral
factors to the maximum weight payload (2800 pounds) and Burner II with the
large motor. The bending moment is shown for both the 50 and 25 percent
payload c.g. distances above the Burner II interface. Loads for the other
two inertial load conditions of 2g axial combined with ±2.58 lateral and
the 2.5 axial tension can oe found by appropriate ratio of the above values.
Taese two conditions are not critical for any of the structure.
The design incorporates three longerons connecting the top of the payloaq
adapter with the base of the Burner II. The majority of bending moment at
the base of the payloed will be reacted by a couple action in the longerons.
The shear load at the base of the payload and the bending moment caused by
this shear will be transmitted through the adapter and Burner II structure.
Much of the primary structure is designed by the stiffness considerations
defined in Section 2.2.5. 3 rather than by the above loadint requirements.
.22 .5.3 Preliminary Sta e Stiffness Distribution
Figure 2.2T; presents a bending and shear stiffness distribution W, , ich will
8	 provide the 6 cps stage bending frequency above the Centaur adapter. The
method used for establishing this stiffness distribution is defined in
Section 2.2.5.4. Stiffness requirements for both the 50 and 25 percent
payload c.g. height above the Burner II interface are presented. The shear
stiffness remains the same for both conditions since the shear rigidity
is determined primarily by strength requirements. Although the data shows
1
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2.2.5.3 Continued
a constant &h-:ar and bending stiffness over the adapter and Burner II, the
Rctual herd —ire stiffness ray be tapered to provide the same equivalent
stiffness over these sections.
2.2.5. 1L Esti--it'Aon of Stiffness - Link Techni un
An approximation of the first node cantilever bending frequency (f) of a
complex structure can be deter,ained by use of Dunkerley's equation as shown
in Figure 2.2-10. The configuration is first divided into a convenient
number of structural sections or links. The cantilever bending frequency of
each link model is computAd as a function of link stiffness assuming the
mass above the link is infinitely rigid. Approximate equations for these
models are easily derived by energy methods (An example is shoe% in Figure
2.2-11). The link. frequencies fl ---f are then combined as shown below.
Overall stack cantilever frequencies 2eterrained by this technique are within
+4p of those obtained by more detailed analysis using a digital computer
program which solves the exact equations for a vibrating Timoshenko beam.
T
fl
f2
0 FLEXIBLE LINK f3
f5
FIGURE 2.2-10 - FREQUETiCY ESTIMATION TECBNIQUE
Five links were considered in the preliminary stiffness analysis of the
Burner II/Centaur configuration. They included the payload, payload adapter,
Sumer II, Burner II/Centaur adapter, and th•^ upper adaptor ring supporting
the Burner II. The frequency required for each link to field a combined
fregeency of 6 cps is 13.4 or say 14 cps. The relationsnip between shear
and bending stiffness distribution for a particular link was established so
l	 their combined effects produced a 14 cps ltak.
ivy--
it
1
C
l
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L2	 ! Ll
W2 , EI, ..A
FLEXI%. E LINK	 RIGID
141, 1,72
 - L3
2I1 - IN LA SEC
FIGURE 2.2-11 - TYPICAL LINK MODEL
Figure 2.2-11 illustrates a typ . cal link model where the rigid element is
simulated by a concentrated mass and moment of inertia. The flexible link
mass is assumed uniformly distributed oNer its length. Applying energy
metho,.is, the cantilever frequency as a function of the bending stiffness
becomes
fLcps)
	
1	 12 EI K3
2 Tr	 Kl *
where	 y " i2 L12 
+	
L1 L2 + 35 L22
J6	 9 (
K2 " ri^ ^ 1L22 + 3'1 L2 * ^2 1 2 * 911 r _1 * L2 \2 "^ ^'22l	 `	 JJ
L22 * 3L
1 Lo *L23
The link frequency e^ a function of the shear stiffness cen be approximated
by
2 1
The resultant link frequency is approximately
1	 1	 1
f2
	 f2EI * f 2.A
The frequency contribution from each stiffness can be set equal to establish
preliminary distributions or ad justed to correspond to actual hardware values.
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2.2.5.5 Effect oft Der Stake Flexibil.it .
	TJnner Sts 7e Resronse
The effect cf payload flexibility on upper stage response has been a tudied
by Boeing for Atlas and Thor boosted vehicles. One such indicator is shown
in Figure 2.2-12. the ordinate is a ratio of the flexible payload response
in the first free-free mode of the total vehicle to the re;,ponse of a rigid
peyload attached to the same booster. Me abscissa is a ratio of the payload
fre quency as cantilc:•ered from the booster interface to the total vehi=le
first free-free mode frequency. To reduce responses resulting from payload
or upper stage flexibility, the upper stage cantilever frequency should be
at least 1 112 tides the total vehicle first mode frequency. For preliminary
structural sizing, a frequency ratio of 2 is reco-oriended to allow for uncertain-
ties in upper stage mass-structural d< ,finition. (i.e. using he Titan IIIC mode
data in Figure 2.2-13 as representative for the Titan IITD/Centaur.)
qL
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V 1r `
M '
_-`	 - --	 - REGOMMEkDEII-^-^
-MIN IMU►t-
FREQUEXCE
: ._'
I
T10fOR
-	 -- / PRELIM OESfGN-
V►►ER STRgI CANTILEVER FREQUERCY
FJ AL YEJI1C1E FIRST MODE iREQUEIICT
17yw? OF UP STAGE FLSIQ=7r ON UPPER STAGS R'ES'PONSE
FIGURE 2.2-12
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2.2.5.5 Continued
Figure 2.2-13 displays the first three bending modes of the Titan IIIC
during flight. If these are asGuned respresentstive of the Titan IIID/
Advanced Centaur vehicle, the upper stage cantilever frequency should be
5.6 cps ov greater to minimize payload response due to its flexibility.
Note that the frequency should be based on the second Mode since the
upper stage response in the first two modes due to booster thrust vectoring
would be additive.
T
4	 fR Im	 R a. L
I	
MODE liI	 -SRU	 COR£
	
j MODE 2	 I '
nsI I
I I	 `	 roRF
(SRAJ
	 V ^ CPS	
I
MODE, 3	 I
I	 {	 ^
T/ TAN 111C MODE SHAPES
TITAS IIIC MUUB b'EAIM
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2.2.5.5 Continued
A qualitative assessment of the Titan IIIC and Titan IIID/Advanced Centaur
indicates the tvo vehicles have essentially the same total weiiat, however,
the Titan IIIC is about 20 feet shorter bet,,een the Titan bane and payload
interface. Ass ring bot li vehicles have the same stiffness characteristics,
j	 the Titan IIID/Advanced Centaur free-free frequeacies would be about 0.8 of
t	 the Titan IIIC for the ss- payloa3. Based upon the previous criterion,
the minimum upper stage frequency -above the Centaur should be 4.5 cps.
Therefore, selection of 6 cps appears sufficiently conservative from a
viewpoint of reducing upper stage response due to its flexibility.
2.2.5.6 Adapter Analv^s_is
The Burner II/Centaur adapter is designed to meet the link frequency require-
Wents of 14 cps and provide adequate strength to support the Burner II and payload
for the design load conditions. The adapter must also redistribute the con-
1	 centrated loads introduced from Burner II. Adapter loads and a definition of
major structural areas arc rho-an in Figure 2.2-14.
The analysis of the ada pter can be divided into three major areas:
The concentrated load redistribution structure
. The shear panels ad,jisent tr. the redistribution structure
. The forward ring which redistributes the lateral shear loads
The shear panels are strength critical whale the redistribution stru*ture
and the ring are designed by the frequency requirements.
ADAPTER LOAD DISTRIBUTION
50% PAYLOAD CG LOCATION
49LIo Ll	 49O0 LE
CONCENTRATED LOAD REDISTRIBUTION
ULTIMATE LOADS - BASLD ON 8.09 AXIAL
s 2.59 LATERAL
FIGURE 2.2-14
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2.2.5.6 Continued
{	 The concentrated load redistribution structure consists of a tapered longeron
1	 vhich unloads into a shear panel. The structural sizin,- in this area is
defined by the fre quency requirements which are in terms of the beam bending
stiffness of the adapter. In simile tem-iz, this requirement is satisfied
by providins sufficient loud car_ying area in the a •.,apter cross section to
attain tYe necessary section_ moment of inex•-tia. The effective longeron
(	
areas at the top and bcttom of the adapter are determdned by this method.
The shear lag effects of unloading the tapered longeron must be considered
to define the effective area acting with the longeron at other stations in
the adapter. To define the effective area and the resulting distribution
at the adapter lower interface involves a rigorous analysis which includes
the effects of the stiffness of the Centaur adapter. Experience has shown,
however, that the distribution can be estimated by assuming a 25 0 shear lag
(	 angle on either side of the tapered longeron. The skin gages and load
distributions are then defined as sho^m below.
/	 Structural sizing of the concentrated load redistribution structure is
1	 defined in Figure 2.2-15 and 2.2-16 for the 505 and the 275 payload c.g.
locaticns. Comparison of the two designs shows that the design is strongly
affected by the payload center of ^-avity location. The average bending
stiffness requirement decrea es from 66.4 x 10 9
 lb-in for the 501P c.g.
condition to 38.6 x 109 lb -ink for the 2% c.g. condition. The menber sizes
for the 25't c.g. location are approximately 575 of the requirement for the
`	 50% condition.
CONCENTRATED LOAD REDISTRIBUTION STRUCTURE
'	 50% PAYLOAD CG LOCATION
EFFECTIVE AREA - IN 2	BENDING STIFFNESS
42500 LB	 El X 10-9 LB - IN2t-.22
	
^--	 2.9
	
42.4
t -.20	 EOPECTIVE AREA^
/	 J	 1
- 
_	 -	 6.2	 90.4
1430 WIN (MAX)	
AVERAGE	 66.4
i
FIGURE 2.2-15
1
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CONCENTRATED LOAD REDISTRiarrI0;J STRUCTURE
EFFECTIVE AREA - IN2	BENDING STIFFNESS
34700 LB	 El X 10-9 LB - IN2
t	 - .125
I r
	
1.7	 24.6
	
n	 EFFECTIVE AREAt	 -'.112I
	u 11 	— __	 1	 ^--	 3.6	 52.5
tt=l_J_jj-lfl 	 AVERAGE -' 38.6
1170 LB/IN (MAX)
25% PAYLOAD C.G. LOCATION
FIGURE 2.2-16
SHEAR PANEL
MAGNESIUM ALUMINUM
SKIN SKIN
CONFIGURATION GAGE t WEIGHT GAGE (t) WEIGHT
UNSTIFFENED PANEL .10 .10 26.9 LB .08 33.1	 LB.
SINGLE MID RING .09 .098 26.4 .071
STIFFENED PANEL
.063 .095 25.5
FIGURE 2.2-1T
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2.2.5.6 Continued
The shear panels are designed by the 8g axial, 2.59 lateral load condition.
A comparison of maZnesium and aluminum skin 	 is shown in Figure 2.2-17-
The selected configuration uses .10 ma,gresiu: unstiffened panels. The mag-
nesium panels are approximately 20p lighter 	 a comparable aluminum panel.
By using a fully stiffened panel, a weight savi:.; of approximately 2 pounds
could be effected (.8 pounds of payload). This crust be balanced against the
(	
increased cost and complexity.
`	 A single intermediate ring stiffener does not provide a significant weight
saving. The sheer panel design is the same for both payload center of gravity
locations, The panels are strength critical, and lateral shear loads are not
affected by center of gravity location.
The upper ring on the adapter redistributes shear loads from the three
Burner II attach points into skins of the adapter. As shown in Figure 2.2-18,
this redistribution involves an interaction of the adapter ring, the Burner II
lower platform, and the motor structure which is an integral part of the
platform. This structural system is sized to provide sufficient stiffness
to meet the lk cps link frequency re quirement. Based on a stiffness analysis
involving all the bulkhead elements, a ring design with an area of 1.08
square inches is required for the a apter. Sizing of the Burner II lower
platform is also based on the bulkhead stiffness analysis.
FIGURE 2.2.18
8750 LB
r i ----i
i
C a - - — —
-
8750  LB
1670 LB
t
31300 LB
CONCENTRATED LOAD
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2.2.9.7 Burner II -_ Payload Support Structure ma.lysis
t
	
	
Figure 2.2-19 illustrates the type of payload support structure selected.
In this design., the bending; moments are reacted through the three main
longerons external to the Burner II. The lateral shear loads are trans-
ferred by shear flow into the upper ring. The upper ring includes a
triangular internal strut system to help redistribute these loads into
the truss structure which carries the loads to the Burner II upper deck.
The design of the payload support ring structure is dependent on the
load distribution at the payload interface. The two extremes of load
distribution are shorn in the figure. The fully uniform distribution
is seldom achieved in practice and the concentrated load condition
requires a payload structure capable of reacting concentrated loads. The
potential weight saving of the concentrated load approach can be achieved
only by integrating with a compatible payload.
PAYLOAD - BMTER II INTERFACE
27 LB/ IN	 250 LB/IN	 LOAD DISTRIBUTION
" PAYLOAL CG POSITION
1790 LB	 24400 LB
1	 8750 LB	 j
^	 11
^	 I
--
- L
l8750 LB t
1670 LB	 31300 LB
DISTRIBUTED LOAD
*ULTIMATE LOADS, BASED ON 89 AXIAL, 2.59 LATERAL
FIGURE 2.2-19
The distributed load condition presents a complex problem in which the degree
of lord distribution is strongly dependent upon payload structural characteristics.
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2.2.5.7 Continued
For this study, the rir3 support systen is sized to have sufficient strength
to carry the distributed loads sho:m. The upper and lower i'larZes of the
ring structure become large (1.25 in2 ) due to the torsional moments produced
/	 by the distributed ring load.
t	 In actual practice, the loads would be more concentrated over the support
points because of payload stiffness. The lord distribution co-ald be improved
if requited, by increasing ring depth, or area, or by providing additional
ring support points as sho,m on some candidate configurations.
1	 The concentrated load configuration assumes semimonocoque payload construc-
t	 tion with three longerons. The ring would be sized by stiffness requirements
and an area of approximately .75 sq. in. would be required. The concentrated
t	 load approach would result in a pW load support structure weight approximately
65 pounds lower than the baseline adapter weight.
The baseline payload adapter structure is define. in Figure 2.2-20. The
adapter is designed to react a distributed axial load and shear flow at the
payload interface. To provide bending stiffness in an efficient manner,
external longerons paralleling the Burner II structure have been incorporated.
These longerons are tapered over th length of the ring web to shear their
loads into the web structure.
This design uses the longerons to provide bending stiffness and the Burner II
structure to provide shear stiffness. A truss structure carries the shear
loads from the upper ring to the top of the Burner II.
The ring loading in this design introduces a torsion load which is reacted
by differential bending of the ring flanges.
The shell structure of the ring was shown to be most efficient when stiffened
{	 magnesium skins were used.
1	 2-26
.351N2 STRUT
.251N 2 STRUT
.13 ,N 2 STIFFENERS
.25 IN  RING
.9 IN  LONGERONS
.5 IN  STRUT
1.25 IN  RING
.4 IN  OUTER FLANGE
.05 WEB
1.7 IN  MOTOR
SUPPORT RING
NNER CHORD
WEB
IN  OUTER CHORD
} ".SEPARATION BOLT
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PAYLOAD ADAPTER
50% PAYLOAD CG POSITION
-F T12
SHEAP STIFFNESS
X 10 LB-IN2
BENDING STIFFNESS	
SKIN
X 109 L3-10
VIEW A-A
FIGURE 2.2-20
2.2.5.8 Burner II Structural Modifications
The Burner II priro ry structure as modified to meet the strength and stiffness
requirements for this mission is defined in Figure 2.2-21. The modifications
are similar to the ones designed and successfully tested for the SESP 68-1
mission.
.05 CONE SKIN & UPPER
.31N2
 COMPRESSION STRUT
	 DECK SKIN
(STRAIGHT MEMBERS	 CHO	 -
TOPS OF THREE OUTERR CHORDS}
DSY
1
f
BURNER II STRUCTURE
FIGURE 2.2-21
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2. 2.5.8 Continued
Primary modifications to the Burner II structure are: increasing the skin
gage of the cone and forward bulkhead from .01 to .05; increasing the plat-
form skin 	 from .036 to .050; increasing compression strut area from
.15 to .3 in increasin; the inner and outer chords of the vertical beams
and modifying the lower platform to attach the motor support ring.
These modifications are required to provide adequate shear stiffness to
meet the bending; frequency requirements and to provide strength for support-
ing the large motor. In general, the modificationsdictated by the large
motor installation provide the necessary shear stiffness. These changes to
the Burner II primary structure increase the Burner II structural weight by
46 pounds.
tt.2. _.^Burner_ II - P load Support Structure Stiffness Analysis
t'
A summary of the stiffness analysis of the Burner II and payload support
adapter is presented in this section. The analysis defines the procedures
jfollowed In performing a stiffness analysis and verifies that the structure
^.	 meets the stiffness requirements defined in Section 2.2.5.3. The structural
model used for analysis assumes that the payload bending moment is reacted
by three support points rather tha by distributed ring loads. An analysis
that ad:;quately considers the ring redistribution structure would be consid-
erably more complex and would require a good definition of the payload
interface structure. For this study, the stiffness characteristics of both
support concepts are considered to be the same.
The analysis includes the calculation of the strain energy in the stinicture
!	 produced by a force at the payload center of gravity. The bending stiffness
and shear stiffness of an equivalent beam are then determined by matching its
deflections to those calculated at the payload e.g. station for the actual
configuration.
I
A 15% energy increase due to joint flexibility has been included in the
analysis.
i
t
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BURNER II - PIkYLOAD SU,"rORT STRUCTURE STIFFNESS AI:ALYSIS
M
STA 2369.4 (SEPARATION PLANE)
PAYLOAD TRUSS
Y'-	
-- — STA 2557.4
PsmI	 BURNER II
_— ---	 -	 r	 - STA 2530.9 (SEPARATION PLANE)
	
1 	 ADAPTER
-- STA 2492.9
SUMMARY OF ENERGY EQUATIONS
R?_
	 1.	 ADAPTER RING 1 =. 9 IM It
3
Q (e) = Ps2Psm SIN(6)
1.2	 (1)T	 -
Ps	 63.51117	 Ps
- 6 Psr,^	 63.51 1 17	 63.51117	
`	
SYM	 Psm
U=1 0 R2	
-31.9165
	
-31.9165	 73.2932	 ^% `	 R2
R3	-149.2413 -149.2413 51.51262 359.80. 94	 R3 J
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2.	 BURNER II
CONSIDER THE LO'.IFR PLATFORM AND DEEDING IN
THE OUTER CHORD AS PART OF THE ADI,,PTER R I IIG
OUTER CHOI',D
A=.5 11; 2 ,	 I = .5 III!
INNER CHORD
A=.4 IN2
CONE SKIN
t = .050 IN
LOWER PLATFORM INNER
CHORD A=1.73 IN2
LOWER PLATFORM
WEB t=.060 IN
UPPER DECK
A= .3 IN 2 —
R1
R2 .
^R3
P3
P	 i
1
D
R3
R2
LOWER PLATFORM
OUTER CHORD A=.4
	 IN2
A. LOWER PLATFORM AND OUTER CHORD BENDING ENERGY
T
Ps 24.9382 Ps
MBII .081275 .000404	 SYM MBII
U=10-6
Psm 19.63283 .051133
	 15.50393 Psm (2)
R2 -30.9 1 39 8 -.104249-23.98044 41.72068 R2
R3 L-33.58 222 -.098304-26.67873 41.60379 61.6045 R3 j
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B. INNER AND OUTER CHORDS, CONE SKIN AND BEA14 V,EB ENERGY
r	 1
1 1 .45208	 ^ ^ `	 Sti?-1	 Ps
U=10
-6 LPs	 M B  
 I	 Ps; ,J 	.012479	
.0021271
	
%^ -^	 I'161 1
	
(3)
	
.135916 .001159	 .0127006	 Psm
C. UPPER DECK ENERGY
T
Ps 1.39372 ^ ` Ps
MsI1 .01502 .00021	 SYM MBII
1(4)- 6 Psm . 03548 .00051	 .01095 Psm
U=10 MP/L .058G5 .00069	 .00145 .00255 MP/L
R2 -.24221 -.00353
	
-.0;092 -.01081.111 +7 ^^ R2
lk	
R3 - . 11805
-.001527-.03123  -.00471	 .08776	 .0812J R3
3. PAYLOAD TRUSS
i
RING 1=.48
STRUT A=.5
. MP/L
GPs I
I L -- DIAGONAL A=.3
M BI
 -4-iPs^,	 LONGERON A=.25
f
q(e)= 2s SIN(0)
R=31 IN.
Pi
1	 8.79686 .198558	 Ps
U-10
-6
 Ps MP/LJ
	
(5)
C	 J	 .198558 .011422	 MP/L
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4.	 MAIN LONGERONS
	 A	 2.05	 IN 
ML
U-6.281X10-10 
ML 	 (6)
/
t
- 
--	 ML
I
i
5.	 TOTAL ENERGY
T
ML .0006281 '	 'YM...^^	 .. ML
P s .r 	W0	 100, 09203 Ps
( -6
MBII 0	 . 1 0 8 7741	 .0027411
0	 83.315396	 .0528689 79.038759 .'*- - -
MB11
U-10 Psm Psm
Mp! o	 ? .257203	 .00069
	
.00145	 .0139722
aaa ..........................................
	 ....	 .....	 ....	 .....	 ..1.....	 .	 ..?*.y
^.-
..........
JIMP/L
C
R2 0	 6	 -63.072.69
	 ..107770	 -55.92786	 -.01081	 ;115,12535 R2
R3 s -182.94153
	
-.099831	
-175.95122	 -.00471	 99.2AI 7	 421.49764 R3
l "1 Ps
R2 - - 115.12535
	
99.20417 -.107779	 -55.92786	 -,01081 MRII
/
l
R	 }3 99.20417	 421,49764
[-63.07269
-182.94153
	
-.099831	
-175.95'22
	
-.00471
Psm
MP/L
Ps
R3
-
,218088	 .0009184	 ,1581643	 .0001057 M1311 (8)/
1 R .382698
	 .0000207 .3302173 -.0000137 Psm
MP/L
/ SUBSTITUTING R2 AND R3	 INTO THE TOTAL ENERGY
.0006281	 SYM
0	 16.32528 ^^^^
ML
Ps
U-106 [ML Ps MBII	 Psm Mp/Ll 0	 .047064	 .00264	 ^^ MBII (9)
L ,J
` `
0	 3.78202	 -,002135 3.293277^^^ Psm
0	 .253048
	 .00068
	 -.002051	 .013971 MP/L
C
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SUBSTITUTING
ML	 = M-MP/L
(10)
f	 MB I I = I 'l P / L	12 Ps
I .1	 .00062.81	 SYM	 M
`
-6	 Ps	 0	 17,834',76	 PsU= 10	 `4-	 (11 )
sn s	 0	 3.75011	 3.29327 :	 ` `	 Psm
..................................I.......:.......... 	 a.......
-.	 ?	 -.^Ol^ia6^.G185991MP/L/L	 000E2 8?	 35952	 -	 .
M P/L = .0337705 I1 - 18.277874 Ps +.225065 Psm
	 (12)
SUBSTITUTING EQTNS 8,10 AND 12 INTO THE SUIT OF 1 AND 2,
1
THE ADAPTER RING	 SYSTEM E14ERGY	 IS:
.00355 M
U=10
-10
 [M Ps PsmJ 	6.46281	 45924.74
Ps
Psm
SUBSTITUTING EQTNS 8,10 AND	 12	 INTO THE SUM Or	 3,	 4,	 5
y
AND 6,	 THE STAGE ENERGY	 IS:
6.06534 M
U=10- 10 I M Ps PsmJ
	
108.3364	 70289.46 Ps
l
1. Psm
STIFFNESS CALCULATION
M = 83.15	 Psm = 0	 h = 38.5 IN.
	ADAPTER	 U=10 -10 ( . 00355 M2 + 12 .92562 MPs + 45924.74 Ps 2)
RING
	
SYSTEM	 4.7024 X 10
-6 
Ps2
S.R.	 Ps 2 = 106,300 VIN
2c1
(13)
(14)
(15)
J —	
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BURNER II STAGE AND PAYLOAD ADAPTER
U = (6.06534 Ill 2 + 216.6761 PsM + 70289.46 Ps  )10-10
El =	 h 1 0 10	 = 3.17 X 10 i0
	(16)
2(6.06534)
GA =	 h 10 10	= 2.86 X 10 6 	(17)
2 (70289.46) - t.
3E1
ASSUMING A 15 0/0' INCREASE IN ENERGY DUE TO JOINTS
S.R. = 92 r 500 7-"1/IN
El	 = 27.9 X 109 # IN 	 50% C. G.	 (18)
I	 GA	 = 2.51 X 10 6 #
( FOR A C.G. HEIGHT OF 41.6 INCHES (25%) AND CHANGING THE MAIN LONGERON
AREA TO .95 IN 2 , THE STIFFNESS CORRESPONDING TO EQTN (18) IS:
t	 S.R. = 93,600 VIN
El	 = 13.3 X 109 # IN 	 25% C.G.
GA	 = 2.55 X 10 6
 #
THE STIFFNESS REQUIRED TO MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF SECTION 2.2.5.3 IS:
El = 26 X 109 LB-IN 2 50% C.G.
GA = 2.5 X 10 6 LB
r El = 12 X 109 LB-IN 2 	 25% C.G.
`	 GA = 2.5 X 10 6 LB
2-34
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2.2.6 Weight Analysis
Weight data are presented in Tables 2.2-2 and 2.2-3 for the payloa^.l adapter,
Burner II primary structure modi fication, and the Burner II/Centaur adapter.
All the weights are based on designs using the Try-M-364-4 rocket motor.
Separate weights are shown for designs that will accommodate a 2800 pound
and 1200 pound payload. The 46 pound weight increase noted for the basic
Burner II is made up of changes to acco=c date the 7r,-M-364-4 motor and
the payload support system.
The tabulation shows the Burner II structure weight data for a 2800
pound payload with the Cg located at either 25 percent (41.6 inches from
the base) or 50 percent of the length from the base. `he weight derivation
for the 2800 pound payload configurations is substantitated by the
istructural analysis presented in Section 2.2.5.
The tabulation also shows the structure weight data for a 1200 pound payload
with a Cg 20 inches from the base. The weight of the payload adapter
and Burner II primary structure modifications are obtained from analysis
of previous Burner II payload support studies for this size payload.
The weight of the Burner II/Centaur adapter f,. the 1200 pound payload is
extrapolated from the stage adapter analysis for the 2800 pound payload.
1
1
1
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TABLE 2.2-2
PRELIMINARY WEIGHT BMTER II/CEITTAUR ADAPTER
2800 LB PAYLOAD ► 1200 LB
PAYLOAD
50% CG 25% CG CG 20"
FROM BASE
SKINS - ALUMINU14 64.3 36.4 33.8
- MAGNESIUM 26.9 26.9 21.5
*,ONGERONS 12.7 7.4 6.9
SKIN SPLICE/STIFFMMRS 7.7 10.1 4.2
FORWARD RING 21.4 21.4 19.0
CENTER RINGS 14.2 14.2 10.2
AFT RING 8.1 8.1 6.1
DESTRUCT - ACCESS & SUPPORT 1.5 1.5 1.5
DEBRIS SHIELD 7.0 7.0 7.0
SEPARATION HARDWARE 10.0 10.0 8.0
FASTENERS 7,3 7.5 6.5
TOTAL STRUCTURE 11.1 150.5 12'7-7
DESTRUCT & PSS C014PONEIM & INSTALLATION 14.0 14.0 14.0
CABLING 14.0 14.0 14.0
TOTAL 209.1 178.5 152.7
This weight ztatement summarizes the Burner II/Centaur adapter weights and
illustrates the weight reduction achieved by lowering the payload c.g. from
50% to 25% of the payload length.
Significant weight reductions occur in the aluminum skins and the longerons.
A slight increase in the stiffening weight is caused by adding stiffeners
to each side of the longerons to prevent buckling of the reduced gage skin
panels.
A weight reduction of 30.6 pounds is produced by lowering the c.g. to 25%-
2-36
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TABLE 2.2-3
WEIGHT SITLdARY - PAYLOAD ADAPTER AND 7URITER II PRIMARY STRUCTURE
2800 LB PAYLOAD y 1200 LB
PAYLOAD
50% CG 25% CG	 CG 20"
WEIGHT WEIGHT FROM BASE
LB	 LB	 WEIGHT LB
MODIFIED BURNER II
STRUCTURAL SHErL 21.4 21.4 17.9
BFAY3 2007 20.7 18.5
LOWER DECK 11.0 11.0 8.5
UPPER DECK 8.2 8.2 6.8
ROCKET MOTOR SUPPORT 16.9 16.9 16.9
CONTINGENCY 3.8 3.8 3.4
SUBTOTAL 82.0* 82.0 72.0
PAYLOAD ADAPTER
LONGERONS	 17.3
LOWER RING	 24.6
SKIN	 13.9
SKIN STIFFENERS	 4.4
UPPER RING	 25.8
STRUTS	 15.3
GUSSETS, FILLER, FASTENERS, DOUBLERS, CLIPS, ETC. 16.2
CONTINGENCY (Payload wire bundles, etc)	 12.5
8.2
21.6
12.4
4.o
22.7
	
-
15.3	 17.5
13.5	 3.5
lo.4	 3.0
SUBTOTAL	 130.0	 108.1	 24.0**
TOTAL	 212.0	 190.1	 96.0
*WEIGHT INCREASE OF 46 LB OIER BURNER II (LESS PAYLOAD SUPPORT)
**THREE POINT PAYLOAD SUPPORT SYSTEM INCLUDES BURNER II TYPE
PAYLOAD SEPARATION SYSTEM
C	 2-3T
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2.3 TASK 3 - ITECTIRICAL DFT'I, ITIOI
The purpose of thin task is to define the Burner II electrical subsystem
configuration and performance requirements for integration with the Centaur
and Payload syste:as and to identify the electrical subsystem interfaces.
2.3.1 Burner II Electrical Subsystem
Figure 2.3-1 shows the baseline Burner II electrical subsystem components
and the primary power distribution. The Burner II electrical subsystem-
changes required to integrate with the Centaur electrical subsystem for the
mission specified in Task 1 include the following areas:
a. Add signal relays in the Burner II Relay Box for the Centaur
Guidance and Control interface as defined by Task 5.
b. Replace F-Band Transmitter with a unit having higher RF output
power as determined by the R.F. Link Analysis.
f
	
u
76 ADC TELEWMT POWER
I^	 I
FIGURE 2.3-1 EE=AICAL POWER AMID DISTRIBUTION
3-1 i
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c. Revise Burner II Timer program to contrcl the event sequence
for the synchronous orbit mission.
d. Increase battery cape.city as determined by the Electrical Load
Analysis.
e. ?evise Burner II wiring installation to provide electrical inter-
faces with Centaur and Payload.
The Borer II electrical power and distribution system utilizes separate batteries
(	 for the ^'-iia.nce and Control and Telemetry systems to provide assurance of data
recovery in the event of a Burner II mall% action. A single Ground Power Change-
over Switch controls transfer from ground to airborne power and also provides
electrical isolation of the pyrotechnic circuits when Burner II is operating
on ground poorer. All pyrotechnic circuits are shielded-twisted pair in
compliance with applicable safety requirerxnts.
The separation circuits for the shroud, stage an?. payload are initiated by
relays located in the Burner II Flight Control Electronics (FCE) which are
programmed either by signals from Centaur or from Burner II Timer. Safe-Arm
status of Burner II is monitored by the Launch-Control Console.
The Burner II Timer will be reprogrammed to control the sequence of events for
the synchronous orbit mission. Relay Box modifications will be required to
control added events, e.g., Trans:._tter On-Off.
2.3.2 Burner II/Centaur Electrical Interface
The Burner II electrical subsystem is independent of the Centaur electrical sub-
system. Centaur guidance signals to Burner II are electrically isolated by switch-
ing relays in the Burner II Relay Box. This approach maintains interface
-	 compatibility between the Burner II single point grounding system and the Centaur
multiple point grounding system.
The electrical input characteristics of the Burner II relay circuits that inter-
face with the Centaur subsystems are specified in Section 2.4, Task 4 - Destruct
'	 System, and Section 2.5, Task 5 - Guidance System. Figure 2.3-2 shows the
electrical interface connections between Burner II and Centaur and specifies
the electrical connector configuration for interconnection of the Centaur guid-
ance and destruct signals to Darner II. The Burner II umbilical connector is
located on the Centaur Umbilical Island and is described by Gray and Hulegard
Part No. 693-200-001. The mounting area required for the umbilical connector
is approximately 4.94 inches diameter.
2.3.3 Burner II/Payload Electrical Interface
The routing of the payload umbilical wiring has been analyzed by a trade study
summarized in Figure 2.3-3. This evaluation of the alternaL a methods for pay-
load umbilical routing concludes that the best approach is to route the wiring
through the Burner II stage to the Centaur Umbilical Island and to provide
staging connectors on the Burner Ii for in-flight separation. Since the pay-
loaA umbilical wiring will be superimposed on the Burner II cabling with separate
staging connectors, then it is not critical to constrain the number of payload
umbilical circuits to 50. The primary constraint is Vie size of the umbilical
connector that can be mounted on the Centaur Umbilical Island.
3-2
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Burner II will provide a 2-wire ordnance firing circuit capable of supplying
18-30 amperes for 20 milliseconds at 28 VDC to the payload for separation
initiation.
The Burner II/Payload electrical interface is further defined by Figure 2.3-2.
2.3.4 R.F. Link Analysis
The following assumptions have been made to provide a baseline for the
Burner II R.F. Link Analysis:
a. Burner II attitude is nct constrained for telemetry transmission.
b. Telenet •-- carrier tracking is adequate.
c.	 Continuous telemetry is not required.
d.	 Burner II R.F. performance is based on a fixed antenna gain for
" spherical coverage and referenced to a 12 DB signal-to-noise
ratio in the MSFN Receiver IF bandwidth.
e.	 MSFY Receiver IF bandwidth can be equated to vehicle RF bandwidth._
f.	 MSFN can demodulate and process the Burner II telemetry signal.
g.	 MSFN and Burner II RF characteristics are tabulated in Table 2.3-1.
The Burner II RF Performance Analysis is summarized on Table 2.3-2.	 The
first column shows that the existing Burner II system for the synchronous
r orbit mission, using the NSFN 85 foot antenna, is inadequate (Negative IF
L SNR Margin).	 The second column shows that by increasing the Telemetry
Transmitter RF Power to 12 watts and decreasing the bandwidth requirement,
it is possible to improve the IF SNR margin t,nd meet RF performance
requirements.
The Burner II Telemetry System, as modified to provide adequate performance
for the Centaur/Burner II synchronous orbit mission, is shown on Figure
2.3 -b,
	Equipment changes are noted for comparison with the existing Burner
IT Telemetry System.
	
For the current Burner II operations, the telemetry
system is on continuously.	 However, for the synchronous orbit mission,
it is assumed that the Telemetry System will be programmed ON 509 of the time.
The Burner II Telemetry System, when integrated with Centaur, will require
the following modifications:
a.	 Elimination of the vibration channels after separation from Centaur.
b. Increase transmitter RF parer output.
c. Increase battery capacity for higher electrical load and longer
mission time.
d. Add programming for Transmitter ON-OFF control.
3 -5
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MSFN RFF C`il.ARACTF:RICTTC5
RF CHARACTERISTICS
	 I	 VALUE	 I	 RF—XAM
AWEtiTLA - 85 FCOT DISH
RECEIVING GAIII (MIN.)	 + 50.0 dB	 SPECIFICATION
POLARIZATIOI7 	 RHCP OR LHCP	 SPECIFICATION
RECEIVING CIRCUIT WS3 (MAX.) - 0.5 dB	 SPECIFICATIOU
SYS` EM NOISE TGdFE'tATlM	 + 200 CK 	 ASSTJMF-u
RECEIVER	 FM	 ASSIGPTE-D
IF BA iDWIDTH	 150 & 500 KHz	 ASSIG! FED
THRES OLD Si19	 + 12.0 dB	 ASS TMc' )
BURNS II RF CrYtRACLERIKICS
/!hMITIA SUBSYM24
TRAN34ITTI2I; GAIN	 - 9.0 dB
POLsARIZATION	 RHCP
TRANSMITTING CIRCUIT LOSS	 - 1.5 dB
(MAX- )
RF BANDKIDDi	 500 mz
MEASURED P
SURID (P°CP) BUCCa-R II A,=--,PIA GAD FCR 30-P-vRCr..IT
BFHLDICAL COVDAG2
TABLE 2.3-1
MSFN AND VESICLE RF CHL' A=RISTICS
3-6
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1
I INN
MMER TUJr -T.'R7 BYS-x
•	 37.0 aa. •
- L5 as
•	 9.0 u
-	 191.7 aE
90.0 as
•	 0. 9 AD
-	 119.7 la.
-	 IT5.6 aft/h,
•	 5T.0 aaR:
•	 E.9 QE
•	 IQ.O a3
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TRAXaXIITER NT POWER
TRANEIKI 'r M CIRCUIT W53LS
TRAN3MITPINO AMM M CLAM
SPACE LOSS
RDCYIVIN4 A1R3 M oAIE
RECEIVINO CIRCUIT LGSM;
RECEIVED RIP
 POWER
RECEIVER ROME DENSITr
RECEIVER IF 901a SANDYBRSi
RECEIVLid IF ERR
Ragvi D D BNR
v MR MARGIN
Enam n/
UR Tr—w>MM EAMIrM
10.9 lino
-	 1.5 V
-	
9.0 u
-	 191.7 as
90.0 u
•	 0.5 as
-	 111.8 aEn
•	 175.6 CmAs
51.8 Me
♦ 	 12.0 is
♦ 	 12.0 U
0.0 as
INADEQUATE RT FlM;RNAACE
	
BANDNIIITN REDUCTIGh AND 	 ADEQUATE RT PZRFORKA 0CI
• 9 MATH	 IRCREJASM TRANSKMEi PCWZR 	 • 24 WATTS
- TAB,,E 2.3-2
BF =OR UCE MIALYSIS
PM 1
EMPHASIS c TZLEmrm
NETWORK SENSORS
POWER S-BAN BA TOO
^^ A
)0 11D
AND
DI1. MITT SNITCH I COMMUTATOR SIDML
CONDITI
'
la
EM }im 11
TMN3M 5(`fTlm ZTRr
Rl POWER WIDE
0R - OR
Dc POWER
ALL CIRTS aA	 1^
ODRiROL 1RGM
EURNER 12 T.'D=
® ADDITIONAL OR MODIFIED EQUIFKFNr ----^ xxtBr E7 AmTp1oIIP!
TzLua= riery • ILL' WLIGRT!'OUMS
WT. DC POWER
WATTS
ZXIBTIIM s:RAU 11 ` R 78.0
E.Ymm n/c w.R♦ 23,0
• aPCl m ffir7cm EA?rrm (50% Tux3cmamE cress)
summ -u/cmAUr. Tamara EASt m
FIGURE 2.3-4
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The elimination of the vibration channels after Burner II separation from
Centaur results in a reductior_ of the RF bandwidth or required ground
receiver L"' noise bandwidth. '!pis bandwidth reduction improves the
performer:e --n--gin x-5.2 db. PrcgrG__ing the transmitter for 500 operating
(	
time will redjce battery capacity required for TM operation.
`	 Further improaement in Ti. performance can be achieved by iteration of
the following areas:
a. Antenna gain vs. RF Link Geometry
b. Ground Station Modulation and Demodulation Requirements.
1.
c. Data Signal-To-Notre Ratios
d. Ground Station Antenna Performance and Size
e: Tracking Requirements
2.3.5 Burner II Electrical Load Analysis
The Electrical Load Analysis of the Burner II System for the mission specified
in Task 1 is summarized on Table 2.3-8. For purpose of this analysis, the
Burner II operating time was assured to be 6 hours with separate batteries
provided for the Guidance & Control and Telemetry Subsystems. Refinement
of the Burner II operating time for a specific mission will directly affect
j	 final battery selection.
Space qualified batteries are available from other programs that will meet
the voltage and capacity requirements for the Burner II electrical load.
Typical batteries are summarized on Table 2.3-4. I-Inal battery selection
is dependent upon specific Burner II requirements to be defined for a
I.articular application. The load analysis made for this task requires a
main battery for 28 VDC with a minirnim capacity of 25.3 ampere-hours and
a Telemetry Battery for 28 VDC with a minimum capacity of 14.7 ampere-hour-t.
By combining the Burner II electrical power requirements, a single battery
for 28 VDC with a minimum capacity of 40 ampere hours may be selected.
1
I
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OCKFORM rw*r U?" •
wm +urr-R%IM
arnmr 30.0 am.0
fm PmrEm ca Um 45.0 270.0
ID" 3•9 2Lo
nrca	 I"m 0.1 37.0
vn,a m m r,a 6.9 3f. o
/LIM OORr"m KJC WrCN 13.0 70.0
mmcp Lama, Mmsrmu 2.0 10.0
2aaffMN Tura. 111.3 f87.0
DIMMMIJ2 LGSM p..6
- lam MA
TIIAQ-IR eilbrit9: DI
T1AMUTM 10.0 340.06*
WO l.0 10.0
OM44YOkM 5.0 L.0
ZWTVJY*^"..ATIO2 ^.• 1.0
O[msTUM rdt" 128.0 108.0
Dpi MU 102 W&M
Tvlx1. I t1A
*MISSION I.=- - 6 F=-. **ASSU,7s 5oe DUTY CYCLE
AS BASELr_1E
TABLE 2
.3-3
ELECTRICAL LOAD AIIPLYSIS
MODEL CAPACITY
A-1T--OURRCCELLS
ISO. i	 vOLTACS
	 `•T'i G= ^	 SIB 	P ^CJ^`.
110. a I1 PLATFAU	 'RC	 i	 ^J.II1	 U= Oi' I-
Yardney 23 19 33.0 - 29.0 37.0 i	 766	 i Atlas
19 x M 30
dYardney 20 120 34.0 - 30.0 25.0 544 I Vangu=l20 x HE 20_
Ya^-dney 30 19 33.0 - 29.0 24.6 555	 ! Prilco-Ford
19 x PP•1L 21 (30) Contract
Eagle Picher 15 20 24.0 - 30.6 22.0 330 Saturn IVB
MkP 4202 Cells
in new case
Eagle Picher 4o 20 34.0 - 30.6 23.5 466 Apollo C14
Map 4265-5
Eagle Flcner 50 18 30.6 - 27.6 29.0 373 Agena
MA.P 4o62 -3
NOTE: 18 Cells are required in a AC-Zn battery to prcn-ide 28 VDC output.
Duffy cells can be installed in batteries raving more than the
required cells to meet voltage requirements.
TABLE 2.3-4
TYPICAL SPACE QUALIFIED BATTERIES
3-9
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2.4 TASK 4 - DF-9 iU^T S=zN
The purpose of this task is to e:.rmine the Destruct S:r.tems on both the
Improved Centaur and the Burner II and determine the inte;7Xaticn details.
The Burner II destruct system described complies with AF 2R 127-1, Section D .
Integration with the Centaur destruct system is shown on Figure 2.4-1.
The destruction of Burner II in flight can be achieved by ground command
by way of the Centaur couuaand destruct receivers or by premature separation
of the Burner II from the Centaur adapter. The destruct signal from the
Centaur must be 28 
_2 VDC, 4.5 amp minimum for 20 milliseconds.
2. );.1 Burner II Destruct Sister?
The Burner II Destruct System is composed of a Safe and Arm Device,
containing detonators, an Interconnect Train, with dual mild-detonating
fuzes, and a shaped charge. The complete Destruct System ., illustrated
schematically in Figure 2.4-1 is installed in the Bar'ner II adapter section
and remains with the booster at normal stage separation. Destruction of
the Burner II, in the event of malfunction, will be provided during boost
/	 phase by detonation of the shaped charge which will penetrate the side of
the rocket motor. The destruct initiate signal will come from the booster
command destruct receivers.
2.4.2 Burner II Premature Separation System (PSS).
The Burner II will be destructed automatically in the case of a premature
separation of the Burner II from the Centaur. The PSS is composed of
dual 1.5 ampere-minute batteries, three plunger type switches, and two arm-
inhibit relays. The batteries provide a dual path through the PSS switches
and arm-inhibit relays to the detonators on the safe and arm device. The
plunger switches are held open mechanically by the mating surfaces of the
Burner II and the booster adapter section. Upon premature separation,
the closing of any switch will connect both batteries to the detonators
through the arm-inhibit relays. After normal boost, the arm-inhibit relay
is disabled by a signal from the Centaur indicating main engine cutoff.
Disabling of this relay disconnects the batteries from the detonators and
allows normal stage separation.
2.4.3 Safe and Arm Control.
The safe and arm device, and the latching type arm-inhibit relays, are
remotely armed or disarmed from the Launch Control Console in the VIB
through ground umbilical actuation circuits. The position status of both
j	 devices is displayed on the Launch Control Console in the VIB.
1
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2.5 TA-3K_5 - =1Dn:'CE SY>1'y1
The integration of the Burner II frith the Improvcd Cent-:ur combines two
different guidance system:; to achieve the prescribed terminal conditions of
the powered potion of the mission trajectory. The intep•ation of the
Burner II prepro,;res.::aed strap ped doinn inertial system with the Centaur closed
loop inertia_1 platform system is discussed in this section. The material
presentee discusses the guidance interface details and socae 'guidance options to
improve the Centaur-to-Burner II attitude transfer errors. the attitude
transfer error is the predemirant guidance error associated with adding Burner II
to Centaur.
?-.5.1 Burner Ii Centaur Guidance System Interface
Figure 2.5-1 is a functional `block diapr^m of the Burner II/Centaur guidance
interface. Four discrete signals are required from Centaur to initialize
the Burner II guidance system: Gyro Uncage; Timer Start; Separation Sequence
Initiate; and Back-up Separation Sequence Initiate.
Gyro Uncage ie a separate time discrete providin,3 flexibility in uncaging
the gyros at a time which minimizes attitude transfer errors.
Timer Start is a command computed ..y Centaur to provide compensation for
boost di,persion by controllin_- the time of Burner II ignition. Since
Burner II is prop: craned for a fixed interval between Timer Start and
ignition, the desired compensation is achieved by adjustin;; Timer Start.
A hydrogen peroxide warm-up pulse is required 2 to 40 seconds before
separation. This permits a tolerance of + 10 seconds on Timer Start by
programming Farm-up to occur 21 seconds before the nominal separation time.
If analysis should show that additional compensation is required, then added
co,m ands would be needed for the warm-up pulse. Either two timed discretes
from Centaur could start and stop the pulse or the pulse could be generated
(	 by the time delay circuits in Burner II.
Burner II Separation Sequence Initiate is a time discrete following Centaur
cutoff (MECO-2). The co-annand also provides a back-up for Gyro Uncage and
Timer Start.
A separation se quence initiate back-up is provided by an additional command
from the Centaur computer initiating a back-up discrete in the autopilot-
prograrnier which goes through separate pins of the connectors to a swing
(	
junction in Burner II.
`	 Figure 2.5-2 shows the electrical interface for guidance and control. The
input impedance for signals from Centaur to Burner II is greater than 150 ohms,
the coil impedance for a latching relay in Burner II. Pulses for actuating
the relays are 28 +y volts do and of 50 milliseconds minimum duration. The
latching relays in-?he figure will be reset for ground testing and preflight
set-up by the same reset signal as used for all other relays in Burner II
C
using the same reset indicator circuitry. All Burner II relay coils are pro-
tected by back-L",' suppression diodes to reduce M.
5-1
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Several teciinigi;es for reducing Centaur, % Burner II attitude transfer errors
have been evaluated an' fte r esults are cunj-aricea in Tal le 2.5-1. Optic•n 2.A,
the reco=en el baseline using cross-axis accelerometers in Nrrter II wit'.a
the gyros unceged Ji:ring Centaur second bi:rn, results in a .rata: fer error of
26.5 arc-minutes comparel to the 1.0 degrees goal for L l;roved ',enta^:r.
The use of improved gyros on Burner II t.^ncaged at liftoff is r-ore accurate.
than the bas=:lJne, but imposes cc ...lplex interfaces or coast; ants on Centat.lr.
There are tao alternatives possible wits this option.: (1) turner II could
guide the booster, but the interface would be out of scope' ana more complex;
(2) Burner II could be pre-proZr.a-ned to fol.lo •.r the booster, but this would
iiiose a constraint on the Titan and Centaur not to ex(_sed an attitude of
(	 10 degrees from nominal. It is questionable whether the 10 degrec constraint
can be met.
The use of zero crossing or soft ancaging does not offer a significent
irprover^en_t in attitude transfer accuracy compared to an ATO F'o{.nting Accuracy
study ettached to TMA Letter 93051 dated 4 June 1969. t1Pi 4 Yer does uncaging
at liftriff if the present Burner II gyros are used.
A horizon sensor on Lane- II is estimated to provide the sane degree of
2.^cu;.acy as the baseline cone-_nt and would be recc=ended if on-orbit
correction capab=l'+_i.;; were desired.
2.5.2.2 Gyro Uncage after
An analysis, based on data from the ATS stiad.y, was male of the Centa lzr/Burnzr II
attitude transfer error if the Burner II gyros are uncnge-. after Centau- ^ecnnl
b •. • rn cutoff. The indi ,7 idual error soul ccs of the ATS s T ud;; and the .rror due to
misalig~unent of the Burner II gyros to the Centaur are sho^fi'. in TI% a ?.5-2.
These errors do not accurately represent the Titan,/Centaur/Turner II rrission nor
the I-rproved Cent ctur z;idance, but t'..ey provide a basic 'cr comparin g,	 c other
(,p tinns ^nnclriered. An attit l 'ie trans fe r Prrnr of one degree, trje gr^al of the(•	 Improved Centaur guidance, was used for `,he error analysis in T'asi. 1.
2.5.2.3 Gyre lineage During Centaur Second Burn
In tt^is concept, the Centaur is maintained at a constant attitude for a
short time during the thrusting period; i.e., gr.ridance steering corrections
are inhibited. Cross-axis accelerometers on Burner II sense late-al com-
ponents of acceleration which are proportional to the mechanical misalignme-nts
of Dzrrer TI to the Cen taur thrust vector. 7ne gyros are uncaSed and the
pitch and yaw gyros are then torqued to place them in F plane normal to the
thrust vector. After Centaur ;Burner II separation, the Ihrner II rotates to
eliminate the gyro error signals. Since the inertial orlent•ation of the thrust
vector is very well known, this establishes a !,ighly accurate attitude transfer.
*A grotuid rule of the study was that Centaur provides guidance through Centaur
burnout.
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The gyros are torqued through angles given by:
where Seand fare the pitch and rw torquing ccr--ards ay and a z are
lateral accelerations nlcnC the y and z - ax ,-?s, c.nd QVX is the
Incremental velocity rreasur, 3 b y the Burner 11 •rslocity meter in the
time &t that the lateral accelerometers are sar..pled .
Thesc equations are rechanized by counting the number cf pulses from
the lateral accelerer.eters in the time it tales to aceLrnu?nte a
predetermined nur-ber of pulses from the velocity meter. 	 Ficure 2.5-3
is a functional block din Cram of the modification to Burner II
required to implement this technique.	 -Iwo inteCratinC lateral accelero-
meteru and a gyro unceCe adapter are added to Burner II. 	 (The
funct anal interface shoom in FiCu_re 2.5-1 is uneffected by thi3 change.)
The .,f+ g rP	 enabled and the gyros uncaged by the same discrete
^_c.,.arA =ror Centaur.	 Pulses from the velocity 3:eter and the lateral
aceP:'.er-cn.,ters are then accur::u ot.ed in separate registers of thej ad• ^rtei .	 `A en ten pulses frcrk the velocity meter have beFn coui;ted, a
tin.ing signal frcr_ the Eyro uncaCe adapter initiates the pitch torquing
rate.	 This rate is applied to the gyro until the nti-ber of pulses
frcr the z-axis accelerometer is matched by an equal number of properly
scaled pulses from the inverter. 	 A second timing signal the y, terminates
the pitch to-cque r:te snd storts the yaw for ue rate, 'he duration being
detendned by the pulses ac_urul.ited by the y-sxis accelerornetr.-.
(
` An accuracy analysis of this method i.s suayurized in Table 2.5 -3.	 The
attitude t.rer_sfer error is a function_ of the accuracv of the Centaur
i-ertial reference, the nliCnrner t of the Centaur th-.,ast vector to
the inertial reference, -a nd the alignment of the Burner M gyros to
the B?.rner IT accelerometers.	 The inertial reference depends on initial
rlatforrr al.igrirert to the pad reference, vbich is ass=e: 	 to be s
reC?_igitle sour.e of error, sr- gyro drift. 	 Orientation of the thrust
vector eupends on soft-w-.re
 errors oral misaliCnr-°nt of the Cent-.ur
rrc. 4o the Centaur ecc^lerrn-eters. 	 Scsle factor errors in the
Bu-!ier 11 accelerometers ccritribute to errors it gyro t..)rouinF ccmands.
For exarnp7.e, tf the accelFrometer pulse weight is 0.05 ft/sec and pVX
is °0 ft/see (l0 pulse_° in the velocity meter), an error of one pulse
will result in a torquing command error of 2.1 arc-tir_utes.
This ur_csGing technique is recommender) for Centaur/Burzor II integra-
tion.	 The attitude transfer accuracy is a significant improvement
+ aver that in Table 2.5-2. 	 There is a slight perfortwee penalty
because Centaur guidance is inhibited.
	 Also, additional progra,=Ling
is .required.	 However, the physical and electrical interfaces between
Centaur and Burner Il are unchanged.
For comparison, gyro uncage during Centaur burn was also evaluated for
the case in which no lateral accelerometers are added to Burner N.
T!, ese results, ale-) shorn in Table 2.5-3 are no improvement ever those
in Table 2.5-2.	 The limit cycle error after IWO is repl_3ced by an
error due to C.G. offset during thrust. 	 Other error sources are the
.;
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TABLE 2.5-3
ATTITUDE TRANSFER ACCURACY FOR GYRO UNCAGE DURING CFNTAUR BURN
WITH BII
	 WI0 BII
CROSS- AXIS	 CROSS - AXIS
ACCELEROMETERS ACCELEROMETERS
(ARC-MIN) 3 r	 (ARC-MIN) 3(r
24.5 	 24.5
-	 14.9
-	 6.9
-	 13.4
-	 29.0
Negligible	 Negligible
T-5	 7.5
CENTAUR GUIDANCE ERRORS
GYRO DRIFT
STEERING MODULE
GAIN AND EXCITATION
INNER BLACK AND GIMBAL MOUNTING
RESOLVER CHAIN
ACCELEROMETER BIAS AND SCALE FACTOR
SOFTWARE ERRORS (CENTAUR)
ALIGNMENT ERRORS
MISALIGNMENT OF BII GYROS TO BII ACCELEROMETERS
• GYRO TO GYRO CASE
• GYRO CASE TO BII MOUNT
• ACCELEROMETER TO ACCELEROMETER CASE
• ACCELER% TER CASE TO BII MOUNT
MISALIGNMENT OF CENTAUR GYROS TO ACCELERWETFR S
MISALIGNMENT OF BII GYROS TO CENTAUR REFERENCE
• INTERFACE PWIE ERROR
• BII GYRO ALIGNMENT TO CENTAUR
BII ACCELEROMETER ERROR
CENTAUR C. G. OFFSET
RSS ERROR
3.0	 -
3.0
3.0	 -
3.0
3.0
2T.4
-	 5.2
2.1 D	 -
-	 14.3	 D
26.5	 54.1
P BASED ON 0.05 FT/SEC ERROR (1 PULSE) IN AVx INCREMENT OF 80 FT/SEC.
© BASED ON 1-INCH C. G. OFFSET AT 20 FEET FROM ENGINE NOZZLES.
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25.2.4 Gyro Unca;e at Liftoff
Two methods of uncaging the Burner II gyros at liftoff were considered:
Burner II guiding the booster; Burner II pre-prograried to follm! the
nominal trajectory of the Booster.
Burner II guidance of the booster could be accor°plished by adding a computer
and cross-axis acce lero7eters to Burner II. Guidance corrections would be
transmitted to the Titan and Centaur autopilots. Alternatively, signals
from the Burner gyros could go to the Centaur computer to generate the
guidance corrections, but this would require added software becailse Burner II
uses strap3own gyros and Centaur has an inertial platform. Either approach
would require a complex interface.
`	 Burner II can be mechanized to follow the booster by us1_ng pre-prograr nm -1
gyro torquing; rates which match the nominal boost trajectory. This approach
resalts in a much simpler interface. However, it imposes a constraint
on guidance corrections and attitude transients due to engine starts and
staging. The GG -S7 gyro has a gimbal freedom of 10° and the GG -334 has only
5 0 . Any attitude dispersions exceeding these limits will cause errors due
to the gyros hitting their stops. It is questionable that these constraints
can be met.
The attitude transfer accuracy for gyro uncage at liftoff of a representative
synchronous equatorial mission was evaluated for three cases: Burner II gyros
(GC-87); Honeywell SIGP1 III E -419 gyros (improved GG-87); and SIV1 III F -429
H-448 gyres (GG--334
 gas-bearing). The error para:eters for these three gyros
r	 are shown in Table 2.5-4.
1	 It was assum°d that the Burner II mount was used for all three models of
gyros so that the misalignment errors would be the sane in all cares. In
t practice, the Bur:ier II mount would require additional machining to accor.riodate
the GG -334.
(	 Table 2.5 -5
 shows the attitude errors at Centaur second cutoff (10-10 -c1 for
each of the gyros. ^fie component of error for each error source is shorn.
There is a significant accuracy improvement in going from the Dorner II g-ro
to the H-419 gyro primarily because of the reduced drift. T.1ere is not much
difference between the H-419 and the H-429/H-448 gyros because the misalignment
errors dominate the lower drift rates.
( This option, using either of the SIGP; III s7roG, is the most accurate
considered„ However, the interface complexity and operational constraints
discussed above make this concept less attractive than the technique of the
/	 preceding section.
2.5.2.5 Zero Crossing
Zero crossing uncage consists of uncaging the Burner II gyros at zero crossing
of the Centaur gyros to eliminate attitude transfer errors due to limit cycling.
This requires that the Centaur autopilot: provide three gyro output signals with
zero voltage detection and that the Furrier II gyros are uncaged individually
after an uncage enable cormiand from the guidance computer.
5-]0
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TABLE 2.5-4
GYRO ERROR PXRAbI	 RS
DEVIATION	 ( 3 ^)
BUIR:^-ER II H-419 H- 429/,1-448
I ".E .I ERROR,, SOURCE GYROS GYROS GYROS
INITIAL b1ISAISGD^-I:PU OF BODY AXES TO LCI COORDINA`IES
1. ROLL KISALIGDU fZiTT (deg) 0.1 0.1. 0.1
2. PI`T•T'q MISALIGM E'1T (deg) 0.0806 0.0806 0.0806
/
3. YXl MISALIGia , ED1T (deg) 0.0806 0.0806 0.0806l
GYRO ERRORS
. 4. RA"1DOM DRIFT (deg/br) 1.0 0.25 0.1
{
5. SCALE FACTO; ( do) 0.11 0.02 0.01
6. MISALIGVE,TT ABOUT SPIV AXIS (arc-sec) 292.5 292.5 292.5
7. D.ISALIGM•ENT ABOUT OUTPUT AXIS (arc-sec)
a. ROLL GYRO 292 .5 292.5 292.5
b; PITCH & YKj GYROS 230.5 230.5 230.5
8. MASS UNBALk'YCF-SPIN AXIS (deg/br/g) 0.5 0.4 0.12
{
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Referring to Table 2.5-2, zero crosstn;; eliminates the flight control eyrtem
error so that th^ attitude transfer error is -educcl from 154.0 arc-minutes
to 52.2. This neL':;od wiz ruled out because the gain is inn ignificant ani
there is no ass=-- nce of havin i3 the di..turbance-free knit-cycle required,
for a zero cross,
2.5.2.6 Soft Unc -.,Zing
Soft uncagin` is another method of relucing attitude transfer errors caused
by Centaur limit cycling. Soft uncaging consists of using a very low feed-
back gain between the gyro output and its torquer. The low gain allows the
Burner II gyros to follow the limit cycle motion of the booster and siana-
taneously produce a gradual decay in the attitude error. This technique
requires tha use of two caging gains on the Burner II gyros. At liftoff,
the hard cs .;e code is used. Several minutes before unease, the gyros are
switched to the soft unease mode.
The effect of soft uncaging is the same as zero crossing in that it eliminates
only the flight control system error shown in Table 2.5-2. This method was
also ruled out for the same reasons given above.
2.5.2.7 Horizon Sensor on Burner II
An estimate of attitude transfer accuracy using a horizon sensor on Bu=-ner II
vas made on the basis of detailed analysis done for the ^,Ias/Burner II
SESP 68-1 Mission. The error is not expected to exceed 24 arc-min l.ctes for
the synchronous mission. or 30 arc-minutes for the escape mission. This
accuracy is comparable to that for the recommended method of gyro uncage
drwirg Cente.ur burn. FtLrtherm ere, the gyro tor quing sig:;^.l conditioner
electronics is already developed and qualified. Despite these advantages,
however, this method is not the recor-ended baseline because of the perforzance
penalty (apyroximately 10 poiuids) that is incurred if the sensor is used
only -for attitude transfer.
This method would be reco=encded if Bua ner II were aleo to -provide ors.-orbit
AV corrections of boost phase errors, using the cont_nuou- c;-itu. update
capability of the horizon sensor. Velocity correction_ wou13 be made using
j	 the Burner II vernier control capability, a concept preen feasible by
several past Burner iI nro^;r= studies. On-orbit correction_ ca pability can
result in net payload. iinprovuiEnt and cost saving by ee'uciP
-3 boost disper-
sion errors to a level within the capability of a s pacecraft station-keeping;
system, thus eliminati-,; the need for high-thrust propulsion on the spacecraft.
C
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2.6 TASK 6 - EiummoMacr is Ewmor ,TNT
Burner 11 is required to function properly while in the presence of the
electromagnetic environment generated by Centaur. The purpose of this
task Was to determine by analysis if Burner II is electromagnetically
compatible with the Centaur. The hardwire interfaces between Burner II
and Centaur including the respective types of grounding used were evaluated
to determine potential problem areas. RF coupling between Centaur
transmitting antemias and Burner II electronic subsystems was determined.
The ccrrpli.ng information was used to establish the RF signal strength
present at Burner II. The desired signal strengths were compared with
previous Burner II RMI sensitivity data to determine relative sensitivity
to the Centaur environment and resulting potential problem areas. No
electromagnetic interference problems are anticipated with the integration
of Burner II with Centaur.
2.6.1 Burner II Centaur Interface Signals
The following functi.ous comprise the Burner II/Centaur electrical
interface;
1) premcture Separation Svitch Disarm;
2 Destruct ordnance No. 1 a-rid 2 Initiate;
r	 3 Separation Sequence Start;
\
	
	
Timer Start;
5f Gyro Uncage.
{	 A schematic of -the interface functions is shown in Fig=ures 2.4-1 and 2.5-1.
The premature Separation Sn itch Disarm signal is issued from the Centaur
immediately prior to Burner I.T_/C_-ntaur separation. The disarm signal
operates two Burner II latching-type relays which prevent destruct
ordnance frorz firing during the normal separation sequence. The relays
are shielded and are considered non-sensitive to EMI. isolation of the
circuitry is provided thro.igh the use of two-wire signal distribution to
the relays. Additior_al isolation of the circuitry is prirrided by the
use of t•,.-isted pair leads and closely-controlled wire rou=ting for these
leads within Burner iI. Diode suppressors are installed on the relays
to provide transient kickback voltage reduction, thus limiting; the
transient voltage that can be induced into adjacent wirine or be
developed at the Burner II/Centaur interface terminals. As a result of
l the inherent non-sensitivity of the relays and the isolation precautions
incorporated into the circuit design, no EMI problems are anticipated in
the PSS Disarm Interface.
i'he Destruct ordiarce No's 1 and 2 Initiation is commanded from the Centaur
as a result of confirmed mission failure. Maximum protection for these
C	 ordnance meads ie provided in Burner II. A t«o-wire signal distribution
system is used which incorporates shielded twisted-pair wiring and separate
wire bundle routing; from the ordnance to the Centaur interface. Squibs
selected for the destruct function are rated at one amnere no-fire, thus
providing a ,'high tolerance to extraneous currents that may be induced into
the ordnance wiring. It is concluded that the ordnance circuitry will
6-1
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{	 not present an EMI problem providing that adequate precautions are
taker. to pn2clude the introduction of stray currents into the onInance
circ;4it within the Cei:taur vehicle. This conclusion is further
reinforced by tht_rr.3ults of previous Burner II EMI tests which show
i	 there have b•?en no EMI problems associated with the destruct ordnance.
The signals issued. from Centaur to unce-Se Burner II gyros, to start the
Timer end to iniiiate separation operate individual latching-type relays
to accomplish the respective functions. The relays are shiclled and are
considered non-sensitive to E1•1I. Diode suppressors are used to reduce
the transient }c.ic%bac ' roltag^ caused by relay operation. The results
of ENI tests perfor^.ied on previous Burner II configurations show that
existing wire-routine techni ques are adequate to prevent E111 coupling
from the relay circuits into a.1jacent circuits. The Burner IIj'Centaur
timirw_ sequence differs slightly from previous Burner II sequencing in
that both gyro uncage and tim-- start. events occur .luring flight rather
than at launch. This difference, ho•:rever, is not corsidered to be a
problern since the events and subsequent operations have been satisfactorily
performed in all phases of the Burner II flight progrann during previous
EMI tests. Considering the lack of EMI sensitivity in the relay circuitry
and the consistently satsifactory results achieved in previous Burner II
tests, no EMI problems are anticipated in the Gyro Uncage, Timer Start
and Pirner II Separation interface circuitry.
2.6.2 Grotuiding
A single-point groun_ing philosophy is i:sed in the °tuner II system.
(Ficure 2.6-1) A single structural nrea within the ai:borne ve`.icle
provides ground referencing for main power, signals and premati,re
separation ordnance power. Single-point grounding is also provided for
individual-circuit shields. Overall shields installed on airborne
cabling to provine FT protection are multiple gro.;nded. Since Centaur
uses a single point ground excegi. `or igniters and the recirculating pump,
the two-groune-Ang rhilosophies are e:.iLrdned at the interface to determine
possible effects o. system operation and to identify potential problem areas.
The addition of an•o-.her ground on the Disarm, Gyro Uncag,e, Tir!r Start and
Separation Interface Sigre.l lines will violate tiie single point. grorlid
philosophy used in Burner II. Theiditicnal ground will a l ow currents to
flow through Burner T-I/Centyur structt.re with two possible results:
1) The differential transient voltage generated by operati na of the
respective interface circuit will be reduced at the Burner II/Ce ztaur
interfaces.
2) The common-mode voltage developed by operation of the respective inter-
,	 face circuit will be increased within both Burner II and Centaur. The
ad5itional ground will also have a tendency to increase the overall common-
mode EMI within Bur ger I7 as a result of Centaur operation. and within
Centaur as a result of Burner II operation. The amount of voltage developed
will cepend on the characteristics of the FYJ source and the amount of the
co:men impe0ancc in the respective ground reference lines.
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The additional ground will not affect the interface circuits within
/	 burner II because of the insensitivity of the latching relays to
t	 EMI. The ground will allow relay currents and ext raneous EMI currents
to flow throu3h Vic main ground-reference lead in Burn•,^r II (Figure 2.6-2).
This ground connection however, has been present during previous EHI
(	 tests and Darner II-Thor flights and has caused no problems. It is
concluded therefore that only a remote chance exists that an aLl problem
in Burner II will be caused by the additional grounds.
The Destruct 0rdnAnce Initiate circuit is ungrounded in Burner II.
Yo grounding problems e.seociated with this -interface are anticipated.
2.6.3 RF 
_
Couplirg
The major RF sources aboard Centaur which could affect Burner II
operations are:
t	 1) S-Band telemetry transmitter;
2) C-Band Transponder.
The radiated power levels from these R?' sources anticipated to exist
at Burner II were calculated using the data and tecLniques described
in MCR-67-332 Titan III/Centaur Integration Study and antenna spacing
information derived from Burner II and NASA drf.wi rigo (Sce Figures
2,.6-3 and 2.6-4). The results of calculations and articipated. FMI
safety margins are show in '-able 2.6-1 and are applicab"Le to the vehicle
configuration without a met•31 heat shield.
Table 2.6-1 shows that an adequate margin of safety exists based on the
r	 results of previous SF radiated susceptibility tests performed on
Burner. II at 2100 Mz. No burnout or cross-modulation problems are
anticipated wi thin the Burner II S-Sand telemetry r!: nsmittcr hecause
/	 of the rejection capabi.lity inherent in the transmitter and the
1.	relatively low levels of RF pow r from Centaur.
C"oer ation of t 'i!e RF subsystems within a meta'_ hest shield will chance
(	 the antenna coupling factors and -will pr e-sent a changeable Dover
`	 density pattern in the vicinity of Burner II equipment. The probable
reaction would be spurious resulting frc:m the presence of overly-high
F-F levels or mixing of the two S-band frequencies to produce a
frequency within the bandwidth of Burner II equi pment. RF shielding
install-ed on all Burner II wiring will reduce the probability of a
spurious reaction. However, it is anticipated that installation of
RF absoruing material within the heat shield in high field regions will
'	 completely eliminate the problem.
t
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2.7 TASK 7	 II GROUMD S-,TPMT	 I."':TE:,:?mw
T1^ 4 s sectic r d!-zcrii,es the res',;lt= of studies c:c;;A ,_lc ted unler T, r* No. 7,
Ground
	
E­ui^r-en` (GSE) Lntcarution ^.r-1 Tes`- Ito. 8, Darner II
Grou.Y1 Facili ties. These tas__s am closely iuter.cl .tad ar gil have been
combined in one section to pro p. id.e continuit-,; .
The objectives of the studies were:
1. To establish n q irements for equl2mnnt, facilities, servici:s and
sofLva-e f,,r Er.1 procnssir,-.
To d..tc,tine VIi, ci: _ =:,"ir ;° :its Raa be _. =t by e:._stird eq 1i _. .'.
desienz ai_L, Di'R fac i1it_es.
3. To ide_itify =dific tion	 to existi_ - eq­ ipment
design:, rind fa.cil'• ties.
4. To establi.:_h coax plug?. _. iGns for ncw GSZ.
Emphasis has been placei. on the me_xLium use of elisti n,' GSE iesign and
ETR facilities and ^iri^z,.^.*z int,_rfe-en ce vi^.h I7-_- ,roved C?.^.t4 z i an IIID
TirOCESS l_Yl<j.	 Otr•?r 1"' 1.0 COI:'- iderntiOns ::Y.,.E, tl!" 1'r`Clu{i'E'L':e:^t.? ._O.^' r.::jrlOcsd
alealine:,_ and coatinl.tsus pt:yloaJ enviroa,ental c:nt'-cl d_i i7C field
processing.
2.7. 1
 FZLnc_*..;.ore_'_. °lna Dia.—rams .
(	 In order to identify the field +tas l-lc necessary tc integrate the Burner II
with the Cent LL" tTi a n III^ °arch vehicle at the ET?, fv.ric tior_al f lov
diagrar.q covering all fieli operations to ?be perforr" d Were prepare-e- First,
an overall field precessir.; se quence flow dial *ari (Fi-arn 2.7-1.) wa-- pre-
pared to iderti _``y the zr n lfor tztsks E:n(! the E^'R locatiorx. at VI-J ,7h they will
be perfornie.d. `1'h. en, based on the ove.:, i i f'• ,w d± r:^, lets ile'_ ar^,ce.;sing
flow dia;rams 'Figure 2.7-2 through 2. 7-'_3) Were '2 epared ^o ider..,i_y ail
ooeratto^:s which rzst be perfor ­pd at the :-M^. Wiese flaw die:=rs_ms were
used as a basis for establishirg the requirements specified I" Section 2.7.2,
2.7.1 .1 rjrerall. Fie !,' °rocessin- Seare.-Ce.
Figure 2.7-1 presents the overa . field rroceso::n- s?nuence for Burner II
/	 ground and airborne e quipment at the ETR. Mc A rborne Vehicle Fluipment
1	 (AVE) and Aerasp-ce Ground Equipment (AGE) will be recei-.^zd and inspected
at an ETR receivinZ area and transported c.o usa,3e areas suc'i as the
Explosive Safe Area	 (ESA) or launch pad when needed. The receiving
area for the RLrrer I7 solid rocket mc,tor and ordnance device;. Wil'_ be
the ET "R S.:licl. Propellants  Area.
Two complete sets of non-portable Launch Control and Checkout Equipzient
(LCCE) will be Installed at the ETR. On.a set vill be installed at -the
Burner II checkout area for initie1 testing of the Darner II before
rocket motor installation and payload n,. ting. The other LCCE yi.stt:La+ion
vill consist of a Launch Control Console installed in the Vertical
Integraticn Building (VIB) and a Launch Support Rack (LSR) and Guidance
7-1
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and Control Test Set (G I'C T/S) installed iU the AGE Buil.iing at the
Launch pad. After necessary launch facility modification ail-, LCCE
Installation are completed, the LC^"r rill be calibrated and checi:ed out
prior to first usage with the Burner II •r=hicle.
The Burner II Structure and Equiprne 	 i%2sembly (a-IA) and Burner II/Centaur
adapter will be transported to the B &.:.n-^r II checkout area where they will
be mated and checked out toget'-^r. 	 II choe-uu: will coc,siL'. nP
the following tests:
1.	 Power and Distribution:
Verification and ad llustrient of gro^uid power supply voltages.
Verification of LCC indicators and switching capability and
verification of vehicle power transfer function and st.'osystem
activation..
1	 2. Guidance and Control (M:C) ;,obsystem
Gyro Drift Test, Slew Phasing Test, Reactinn Control Subsystem
Phasing Test, TorZuing Voltage Test. Flight Timer Timing Test
and Flight Mode Switching 'Pest.
3. Reaction Control Subsystem (RCS)
RCS Phasing Test (combined v'_th G,1C Test) and RCS Leah Test
(3200 PSIG)
{	 4. Telemetry Subsystem:
Closed loop Channel by channel verification? test with S-lend
Telemetry Station.
5.	 Interfaces:
Burner 11,10pntaur Interface Test A.nd Btu-ner ITjPaylc^.i Interface
Test using simulators.
After completion of Burner II checkout, Burner ii/CentaiEr adapter 011.
be removed and transported to the launch pad far installation on the
launch vehicle and the 9-EA will be transported to the ESA low bay area
for rocket mo c, installation. Ater rocket motor installation, the
Burner IJ will be enclosed in a clean cover, moved to the ESA high bay
clean r000a -.yid installed on an assembly fixture transporter. The payload
will then be installed on the Burner II and the umbilical functions which
pass through the PL^ner I? will be verified by the payload contractor.
Next, the nose shreui and payloal encapsula`ion barrier will be installed
around the Burner II and payload and the assemoly transported to the
launch pad. After the Burner II/centaur adapter has been installed on the
Centaur, the Burner II and nose shroud will be mated to the Burner II/
Centaur adapter and lower shroud section respective-2y . Burner TI confidence
tests (abbreviateu Burnr r i T r Le= l:r„ +, 1 will ther I— uerform?d followed by
(	 verification of Burner II/Centaur interface compatibility.
7-3
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For the first launch, the Burner IT will t}fen be subjk^etei to an
RIMI test, 1r ldl ical drop test, and Combined System Test in con junc`inn
with the launch vehicle. For second an,? on 1qunChes 1 he Burner II will
only be subjected to a Combined S ystem Test wit! t.:ie launch vehicle after
the interfaces have been verifwed. Af,er the C,orihined System Tests the
Eurner IT vehicle will be serviced for launctir which includes battery and
ordnance in_tallatioas and_ reaction control system servicing.
2.7.1.2	 Detailed Function=l Flow Diagrans.
Figures 2.7-2 and 2.7 -3 pr,^snt the detailed processing flow disgra_as
which were dcveloped from the overall processing seq,^-nce (Figure 2.7-1).
The processing cpera t ions identified in the & , .-ailed flow diagrams were
used to establish the re quirements presented in Saction 2.7.2 for equipment,
services, facilities and launch pad modifications at the FTR.
Figure 2.7-2 presents the category numbering syst--m, 1.0 through 4.0,
t	 which is used for organization of the following detailed diagrarms.
Categories 3.0 and 4.0 are the azeas of primary concern and are therefore
the ones for which processing diagrams have been prepared. Blocks with
interrupted sides indicate reference operations ^:Pich aYe part of other
diagrams. An asterisk ( 4 ) after a block nunhe.r indica-^es that a separate,
mo re detailej fl^.a d_agraa is provided.
2. 7 . 2 Requirerrnts .
Based on the functional flo ,.r d'-- 3.ms presenter in Section 2.7.1,
requirements for Equipment, E:..)enJa.hles, Services, Facilities, and Launch
Facility Modifirations for FT.R operations have b---n identi fied and are
presented separately in this sec^,ion. Also, identified is the software
data required for Burner T-7 operations at ; l• e ETR. `^ ie requirements
Identified were compared w ainst existing eaUip-!ent ^sib-ns, facilities
and documrenta_tion anti new d,. signs ^ ere jpEcified ^niy where existing designs
could not be used ac -is cr modified to meet est.ablis'ie i _ e iuirements .
Existing equipment which will. be used as-is or malified _s described in
this section. Conceptual designs for new equipment are p ­°sentil in
Se...tion 2.7.3.
2.7.2.1 ;P ch sn'_cal Ground Sv-pr, (,rt Equ ipment.
The m?echr.nical GSE required for E^R cperati-cns is listed in Table 2.7-1.
It includes handling and transportation equipment, special tools, Work
platforms, miscellaneous fixtures and Reaction Control D-):bsystem Servicing
Equipment. The major items for existing design equipment which will be
used with little or no modifications are:
=	 1. Pneumagrip - A device for handling and rotating the Burner II
Solid Roc..et Motor by pnewsatically gripping the motor around its
periphery.
2. S A installation. Stand - A fixture designed to support the
Rocket Motor, or Burner II Structure and Equipment Assembly
separately or together during and after rocket motor installation.
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(25-53704 ) x
E. PNEWAGRIP (PR.aS.RAY CORP.
K. PR1602- 7 x
F. S&EA INSTALL-A7TC;d STAND ( 25- 53789-1) x
G. BURNER II HANDLZi1G SLING x
H. BURNER T_I TRANSFER DOLLY
I. BMI NEK II CL''Al; ROOM COVtR
.% ASSFN BLY FIXTURE/TRANS-FORT-1.3
K. HANDT NIG RnG - BUIUMER II
k HANDLING RIi r_ SLINu,  (BRIDLE)
M. HAZ,TDLZZiG nrzs ('^SSCE-.LAi1Eous) X
N. ILT.FT CABLE ASSFVTLIES (4)
0. PAYLOFD ENakPSULAT20N SEAL `POOL
P. SHF,OUD/BURi-E	 II/P.A IAAD EUTDLING
SLING
Q. HYDRA SET (10 TON WITH REMOTE
CONTROL)
R. INTERNAL, WORK PLATFORt•IS (24 SEGMEfrl' I215IDE THE 5H}ioUD)
S. PORTABLE WORK PL•ATFOITIS (10 SEc' 	 T.c; TN THEE
 YORILERVICE TOWER
AROUND EXTERIOR OF VEHICLET
T. REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM GSE
1. smmacL" 3 EQUIPM 77 (RCSSE) CART x
2. MISC. SERVICING EZUIPtdENT x
3. DRIP PAN, RCSSE CART x
{
t X
x
x
x
x
x
x
f
x
x
x
x
D2 -116 03
Y.EC9ANIC?-_L GROU14D SUp_:'0'f?f E"UIPI: 1T R2QTJIRz^AWNTS
EXISTING MODIFIED	 NEW
DESIGN	 MSTIVG DESIGN DESIGN GFE
A. ROCKET MOTOR SHIFPIIU' CONTAINER 	 x
TABLE 2.7-1
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MECHANICAL GROUND SUPPORT E 'trIF!471T RF lJI U-2,T"rrS
MODIFIED
 
EXISTING	 EXISTING
	
NEW
DESIGN	 DESIGN	 DESIGN GFE
T. REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTad GSE (CONT. )
4. H2,02 OVEiWARD DRAIN KIT X
5. H2O2 SERVICING SCUPPER x
6. PROTECTIVE CL0MNG, %02 X
T. HANDLING SLTNG, RCSSE CART X
U. TRUCKS, PICKUP) FLATBED AND TRI,CTOR
V. FORKLIFT
W. MOBILE CRANE Z
X. PERSONNEL TRANSPOhTATION VEHICLES x
Y. VACUTJM CLEANER x
Z. GROUND CABLES AND TAG LVIES Y
A.1., HARD HATS AND LEG STHTS Z
AB. STAN`D'LRD WORK PLATF XW S AND
STET LADDERS X
AC. FiOTECTIVE CLOTMG, 114=1 7Y
SERVICING x
AD. PAYLOAD INTERFACE SIMULATOR X
AE. BURNER II SPIN BALANCE ADAPTER Y
AF. WIND RESTRAINT SYSTEM (LAUNCH PAD) Z
TABLE 2.7-1 (Continued)
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3, Reaction Control Subsysten Servicing Equigi>nt (?"S27) Cart
Servicing eq,.i. pm:!at for sv.pp_;; ing
	 prPse^:. - te, the P.,,r;nP. I7
RJS during Burner II RCS 1r=a'. tests, Burner II chcc'-out an9 for
N2 s; -stem prest;url--atior, and H2 O2 fueling during laui	 operations.
Concepts for new eqj'r:.ent 1•-signs are presented. in Se^ticl 2.7.3.2.
2.7 .2.2 Ip-unch Contrcl and	 ,t t Equiz:^°-:t .
Burner II 1punch Control and Mieckovt E q uipment (LCCR)	 )vides for
complete functional t-hcc':out of t. e 'Pu•ner II prior t.;	 nch an _1 for
monitoring and
	
of the Burner II dsr±nF! t'nc !.auni _ cou •i 'love.
LCCE required for Burner II rT-R operations is listed : n Table 2.7-2.
(	 Existing major equipment designs which require little or no modification
are as follrras
1. Launch Control Con-ole (WC) which provides monitoring and control
of the Th.irner 1I subsyste,ns during. Burner II checkout and launch
operations. '?'he LCC is shown in Figure 2.7-14.
2. Launch Support Pack (I-^-,R) which provides Burner II ground power and
control and mon".or 1.n-erfaces between the Burner II and the LCC.
The I.SR is shown in Figure 2.7-14.
3. Guidance and Control 'lest Set (G&C T/S) which provides checkout
capability of the Burner II Guidance and Control Subsystem including
{	 Gyro drift tests, Timer timir. , tests and ^--action Centro?_ Subsystem
Phasing tests. The GEC T/S is snuwn in F -i .gore 2.71
- 15-
4. Telemetry (T/M) Test Set (S-B- nd)-A portable nest set w:nich provides
the capability to calibrate individual hig:n level voltag•- ccntrolle.l
o-cilli-tors, makes RT T^, r and antenna siEnal strength -°asurements
and assist in trou*le-shoot'ng of the data channels. `Ac T/M test
set is shown ii Figure 2.7-16.
Existing designs whic', will regaire modification ere interconnectjng
cabling (length, conluctor sire ant number and connector types) for launch
pad installation an-ft a Sgi,ib Sirn.1ator. The Squib Sirrclator is a portable
tester which indict-tec the occurra:ice of firing currents on a.%y squib line
and monitors the destruct firing line for stra y curre_i^ during countd-1wn.
The existing Squib Simulator design will be mc-ii`.'ied as required to delete
or add circuit breakers, indicators and tnst jacke.
TV( new LCCE designs will be required, a Burner II/Centaur Simmilator and
a Payload Simulator, which are discussed in S-,!etion 2.7.3.4.
/	 7-19
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LAUNCH CONTROL A1+D CNE:`KOUT ErL'I?'AE:rP (LCCE) ? g('I`^: ^.r,,S
I!
EXISTING b!ODIFTF.'D	 NEW
DESIGII E::I-iI::G DESIGN'	 DF.STGN GFE
A. LAUNCH CONTROL CO:TSOLE (LCC) X
B. LAUNCH SUPPORT RA(lK (LSR) X
C. GUIDANCE AIM COIrTROL TEST SET (GuC TIS) X
D. TETZIETRY (T/M) TEST SET (S-BAT;D) X
E. rtISC LCCF CHECKOUT EQUFI ENT -BREAKOUT
BOXES, TEST LEADS, RESISTORS, ETC. X
F„ ORDIIAITCE SITUUTO7'S (FU. r,S) X
G. IGNITER TEST SET AWA T RS x
H. C ABLE SE T X
I. BURNER II/MITAUR SI?dU'LATOR X
J. DC P94ER SUPPLY X
K. SWIP SDULl'.TOR
I, BATTERY AC :ZV A''IO:+ & Tr'ST EQUIPIZITT X
M. IGNITER TEST ;5i, X
N. BC'.TDING RESISTANCE	 ;Sl--? W111ICO) X
0. TES~ RAa TO FACILI7 G ,CU:
	
CAB LrS X
P. PAYLOAD SI?•::iLATOR X
Q. S=r, 43TD Armed DEVICT TEST SE: (A/E-
24T-L D) X
R. CO2MilC4TIG:!S EQUIFrET TT - LAUNCH SITE X
S. '1EIEt•ETFi%Y CLOSED LOOP HARDLIla -
LAiNCH SIT° Z
TABLE 2.7-2
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LAUNCH CONTROL CONSOLE
	 LAUNCH SUPPORT RACK
FIGURE 2.7-14
I
ir
i
11E1C,
f
Figure 2.7-15: GUIDANCE & CONTROL TEST SET
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Interconnection rerl iireren is for the la , inch area LCCE Installation are
shown in Fi ure 2.7-17. The u bilical cable .1 unction box and all per-
manently installed cables betty—_en LCCE Pnd the UT function box or DTS
will be supplied in the I._. !r_ch Facility ".•:edification Kit (Section 2.7.2.6).
The sicnai^ which rust be transmitted between the LCCE and LSR throu,h
the Data Transrilssion Set are shown in Fi ;ure 2.7-13. This study is
based on the capability of transnittinz, amlog signals which are used
for Burner II go-no-go launch criteria throu3h the Dij non-decision
makjn,g signal channels. Additional threshold sensing equipment and
LCC indicator modification would be required to provide this go-no-go
data throuji. t,,-.e DTS decision mating signal chr.:l`x,els.
t2.7.2.3 Services.
Bequirenents for Goverrmeut Furnished Services at the ETR for Burner II
operations are listed in Table 2.7
-3•
2.7.2.4 Facilities.
Bequirements far Covenanent Furnished Facilities at the FM for E-,.-ner II
processir =n1 laurch operations are ccs^ri`icl in T,.;ble 2.7-4. Tne ma„or
requirement for new (non-oxistant) facilities is for a high bay clean
room at the ESA for assemblirg the Burner II, payload and shroud nose
sectioi, .r ar esse:jbl^- fixtvr:./trar,.,porter as dsscribc.d i:i ;action 2.7.3.2.
2.7.2.5 Lai-inch Facility Modific=:'...ion.
Requiren:onts for modification to the present launch pad configuration for
Burner II o..,erations are lis ., d in Table 2.7-5. 'Modification of the
#,bile Serl-ice T..v.7er (Y"T) a:x3 Urbilical Tozer (L71) platfor.^ is required
t>> aeco*::iodate the 1_. inch d_'.rmeter ncs shr,, ;ad ana will probably be
c^7771,.le ;:d prior to Burner II I^_proVCd l r`-_u.^/Ti+.an IIID int_gratioil. Tle
reavire3 m ,,D3if1cations are de:=ibed i_i Section 2.7,3.3.
2.7.2.6 Lnaun& Faci1.{ty 2I^3'Fi ::aticn 'r: .t.
Thy Lavnch Facility Midificaticn Kit (TIRE) consists of all Boeing supplied
equlu-_en ; which east be installed at the IT1. launch facility to : upport
Au•ner I3 launch operations. This equipment is listed in Table 2.7- 66
2.7.2.7
`	 Thirty pounds of CT-12 will be required for each processing cycle and
approximately fifty pounds of H2O2 Will be required for each Burner II
fueling cycle.
1
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GOVE-MPT•EI.T F10111SI-ED SE^VICES
A.
B.
C.
l D.
E.
F.
G.
r	
H.
I.
J.
CALIBRATION OF ELECTRONIC, ELECTRICAL, 1ECHANICAL AND MRk'7,IC
SUPPORT EVIP' 'TT.
REPAIR OF STA:0- ARD EIF"T?O T.;IC TEST EQUIPMENT.
L41711CH PAD 1-10DI`r'ICATIO:r I 71CLUDDIG	 OF LA^^^TCF
FACILITY N:ODEFICATIO i KIT (I yCUTJE3 12TSTALLATION OF W:-ITCH
CONTROL AND CHECKOUT EgLJ L-1 ,2-,'P II'Tr^ :.RC07,!TECT CABLES)
TvLF74E7RY STATIOIT SUYPOIr DURING FIELD PRO:"ES13II i.
ORDNANCE RECEIVING, STOtiAGE kND TRANSPORTATION AT CKKAFS.
DESTRUCT SAFE AND AR11 C r_CKOUT.
FIRS ?R CTIOA' A rD SECURITY
SPECIAL HA' l-DL-NG k-'M TRAPT3PORTATIOII SUCH A.S B 117 r CR ::; OPERATION,
MOBILE CRAIJE OPERATION A:TO SERVICE TOWER OPERATIONS.
C0l, ', I1ICATIONS AND RAFTG-- TL"':Ti1G .
GOVERNlM:J i r URN1SHED TiANSPOR1TAT ION (GBL)
T/,RIP- 2.7-3
E^
i
11
7-27
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r	 GOVER1,MENT	 FACILTTI
A. RECEIVING AND STORAGE AR1S
1. AVE and AGE - 400	 F?FT.
2. SOLID PROPELLANTS A.RiA - 100 SQUARE, F" T
(ROCK.'T :;0'LbR ArlD ORDNANCE)
B. OFFICE AREA AND -",JUIPIIMIT
1. OFFICE SPACE (VIB OR PAD) - 400 .1-QUAIRE Fe`'.,T
2. SIX STANDARD DESKS AND ONE SECRETARIAL DESK
3. JE'IEN TELs?HON3S ON TFIP -w LI?t3' HUNT SYSTEM
j	 4. Tlav-E STANDARD FINE' DR4Sd'^'R FILE CABIN'S
5. ONE STAN ARD ==RTC Tv.---H7,-TRITER.
C. BMIER II ClMiCKOUT AREA (HAZPa-ZOUS TEST AR.?.A)
1. LOW BAY sFOP fimA - 600 SQ10W E FEET (20' X 30' )
`iI`!'H 1/2 TON OVERMD HOIST: 110 V, 60 Hz POWER:
1	 3500 PSIG AND GN2 SUPPLY (3500 PSI MI?,L'iUM)
D. EXPLOSIVE SPLIFE AREA
1. LOW BAY SHOP AREA WITH 2-TON (MI_"MIL:d) HOIST AND 110 V,
`	 60 Hz POWER (BURNER TI RO= MOTOR INSTALLATION) -
(	 400 SQUARE FLT' (20' X 20')
2. HIGH BAY CLEAN ROOM ENTRY ROOM - 125 SQUARE FELT (25' X 45')
'JITH STANDARD CLEAN RCa i CLSANLiG D -EVICES AND 45' HIGH DOORS
(	
ON 25' uJDE^S LEADING FROt-i OUTSIDE AN:, INTO CLZ N ROOM.
3. HIGH BAY CLEAN R.00+i WITH	 45 FOOT (MINI24W) HOOK HEIGHT
AND 45 FOOT
	
DOOR -36o0 SQUARE FAT (60' x 6o,)
(PAYLOAD AND BURNER II MATTING AND SHROUD INSTALLATION) DOES
NOT PERMIT HORIZONTAL PAOCESSDIG OF MORE THAN ONE SHROUD
SECTION AT A TIME.
TABIX 2.T-4
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t
E. LIQUID PROPFTJ,?W (H2O2 ) STORAGE AND LOADIi;C AREA
t	 1. ELEVATED (6 FOOT Mrm-.4u4) PLATFOIFZd - 20 SQUARE FEET
2. STORAGE: AREA FOR F.E.ICTION CONTROL SMVIC2iG CART -
100 SQUARE FEM
t	 F. VER'T'ICAL INTEGRATTO:J BUILMNG
1. SPACE -fTD FACILI'i'I-333
 FOR IN3TALLMO^, OF BURNER II
LAUNCH COIUROL C014.SOLE, 21 1/3.6" W x 41" D x 43" H.)
120 V, 60 Hz 1 0, 15 A CIRCUIT BREAKER, 2/0 CABLE TO
`	 FACILITY GROUND
G. TITAN III LAUNCH SITE WITH TEM,
 FOLLOWING SPECIAL PROVISIONS
1. AGE BUILDINQ - SPACE AND FACIL•177IES FOR THE FOLLOWMG:
A. INSTALLATION OF:
LALrNCR SUrPOla RACK; 21 1/16" W, x 26" D x 77 1/2" H..
120 Y, 60 Hz, 1. 0, 30 A CIRCUIT BREAKER, 21/0 CABLE
TO FACILITY GROUT+D.
B. 3:NCTALr:ATICN OF:
GEC ThST smv, 48" W x 26" D x 60'' E,
120 Y, 60 Ez, 1 0, 30A C T_RC T IT B_RFAKER, 2/0 CABLE
TO FACj'.iT't Gii^l-M,,i'.
C. STORAGE OF.
1	 P.;Fi"ABL, FQUIlIMT, TEST CABL3 CASES (APPROXIMATELY
20" x 1 5" x 11')
SQUIB SDMATOR (APPROXIMATELY 32" x 16" x 9")
TELDYIETF(f TEST S9P (APPROXTMATELY 41" x 41" x 15")
BURITR II/CF:LyTUR SMULATOR (APPROXIMATELY 32" x 15" x 9")
AND, PAYLOAD SIMULATOR (APPROXIMATELY 20" x 20" x 6")
(	 TABLE 2.7-4 (Continued)
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G.	 (COrT W D)
2. U-lBILICAL TOWER
A. PROVISION FOR FUli -EP, II CABLE AND JUdSTION BOX INSTALLATION
B. AIR, CONDITIOrTING FOR B:1 •rlNE-2 II - T1 +ip—rmAmE 65 ± 5 DEG. F.
DEW POINT 50 DEG. F. RATE 80 POUidD/MINUTE
C. HAF.JWARE BACK TO T L.:irTRY STATION FOR CLOSZD LOOP
CHECKOUT' OF BURiIER II
	 SYST.al, U0-30 DO
FEEDTHROUGH, SIGNAL AT INTERFACE, +25 D34 Q 2200-2300 MHz.
3. MOBILE SERVICE TO'.^?.r
A. N2 SUPPLY LriE 3500 (MIN/PSI) AT LL'YEL 11
B. SHOWER AND EYE WASH AT LE`^fEL 1= (;TL02
 SAU=)
C. L? 0 V, 60 POWER AT L :'VuL 11
D. PROVISIONS FOR PM'30.';-,CL AUND aZUIl-,.TENT GROUNDI;dG,
E. REA=03 CONTROL S3ZVTO'DIG CARS SPACE AT LPL 11
(5' x 4 , , 1700 POUYD)
1
1
1
1
	
TABLE 2.7-4 (Continued)
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1
(	 L,^C lcll PL-) I•SO7IyIcITIOil
A. MOBILE SE.WICE TO'+:fit (I ST)
1. mODIFY PlkT'FuRr! 11 TO FOLD UP 900 (FROtl 850)
(	
2. REMOVE FOLDING SECr!0NS FROM PLATFOR143 12 AND 13
3. ADD TWO NE' FOLDING SECTIONS ON PLATFOTI, 13
B. WBILICAL TOWF—R (UT)
1. REIOVB FO:^I:lG SWLTIONS FROM PLATFORM 13
2. INSTALL LATICH FACIIIT'Y MODIFICATION KIT
1
1
=:, v- 2 .7-5
l
r
1 7-31
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L',U UH FACI T I T Y MODI -ICATIO.I KIT
A. Mr,71RICAL UeIJTCAL CAB; S (Ur J-XNX 'In, BUX,,! :R II)
B. E[._:-..'T.UC.AL U13ILICAL V13L? R..MRACT L4PIYA?D SYST:-.M
C. ELE3 ^I.UC AL JU:IMON BOX (V.r LMEL 11)
D. U101LICAL C.k3LF3 (2) J-BOX '1'0 LER
E. TESL' CABLITS (2) J-30X TO MR
F. TEST CABLE J-BOX TO G-JIDk:IC:: jUrD CONTROL TEST S:.'T
0. AIR COi1DITIC:.riG WBILICAI, RMRAOI' LANYARD SYSTEM
H. SIWAT, CABLE BONKFdI LSR ARID DYI'S
I. SIGNAL CABLE; BT I" M LCC AND IY.PS
J. H2O2 OVERBOAO DRAIN
TABLE 2.i-6
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2.7.2-9.1 Pr fir'^i D-) c l• r^ntation . Progium Dnctmentat=on requirements
are defined 1n Section 10.
2,7.2.8.2 GSE Lntc-r: t^o an! la-.. rxc Document-. tion.
Test flans. An inte,;_ated Centaur - urrer II test pla% will be prepared
,which iefines how the t-)tal system is integrate-ft and 	 C -,e indi.vidjal
tests Ere performed. 11is test plan will be based upon the test require-
mente c3ntaincd in the System and CEI Specifications. Detailed test plans
for all contractor inplant testing and field testing will then be prepared.
Test Procedures. Test procedures will be prepared for each of the tests
specified in the test plan. T,ese procedures will. be  similar to existing
procedures with modif'cation required to accar.odate new equipment,
changes to c-.:istiag equipment, Centaur/Titan ) punch vehicle, arni ITL
launch complex. The procedures kill, consist -i t :e foiioving:
A. Functione! Accept-ance Test Procedures for each item of Launch
Control ane. Chee.:out Eriuipment (LCCE).
9. Functional Acocp'"nc_e Test :Procedures for the LCCE when connect-rd.
C. Functi=; !- Acooptar— Test Procedures for the Burner Ii vehicle.
D. E..rner .TT hie].;' Asse_-Ibly and Ch-^ekout Iroce-lurce.
S. Horner II inputs into the Titan/Centaur/Eurner II comt-inea checl_o_It
proceditm,r. (Infanta^_e, EISI, Umbilicrl Prop um-1 CST)
F. Burner II inputs into the Integrated Titan/Centeux/Burner II
co,x?*.,:'.own unual, Thtse inputs will prTride ,`c:r the following:
1. Che r:',out and cor_nect{o. hi. destruct system.
2. ^^..`tarce and TelEo-etry Ccnf :;.cnec cheeks.
3. Safing Pin r rovO..
4. Pressurization of 
'2 	 System..
5. Transfer .-o irteraal powev (:'-3 i^:jnut(;s)
6. ArmirZ 3estru:t system and rocke t motor.
2.7.3 Conceptitai Designs
Fhdsing facilities and equipment designs have been specified for Burner IT
E R operations where feasible. Where new designs or fac..l.ity Modifications
here required, further study of field processi.ng requirements was performed
to develop conceptual design.. This section presen ts the results of
these studies and the conceptual design.-, which were developed.
l
C
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{	 Several areas recui.r4rz further definition an_i study are 4,iscussel
at the cnd of this sacs.?or:. lie groin'. roles assiu^-_d for the study
are as follrnrs:
2.7.3.1 ASSllJ'pGiOP.S 2^.a :rrOl'11:l°_S.
1. The pa; 'oa: and Burner II will be encapsulated :rithin. the 158-inch
diameter Conceptu_1 Shroud (urrY-_r section) sho•.m on TT;SA
Levis Resea.-ch Center drawings CR 500310 throuZth CR 600335, anJ
Convedr-Astronaucics dr -.ring SKC-11. Toe integrated ^ss-E! bly will
f	 be erected on top cif tite `I`itcui !IT/ , ITprovea Cent..^uir on t lhj? pad at
ETR L°.uncn Co.,rle-: 41.
2. Concepts developed in this study for assembling, ercarsulating,
handling, and erecting the encapsulate) paylca.'_ a-d Burner II shall
be coL*patible with the launch complex structures and equipment as
described in the Titan M/Ir:Troved Centaur Integration Study.
3. Concepts de:Tio- _n this st l_:dy shall be adaptable, with mi.nirmun
modification tc han('1e snd erect the 132-inch diame ter straight
Centaur nose shret:d.
4. The encapsul.e.ted payload eu d Burner II will be transported to the
launch pad in an uprigct position.
5. Tte Cent«:ir stage will be pressuriz-d and stretch hardware removed
prior to payloedr B-o-rner U./Sbrazd erection.
C6.	 The vind restraint ;ystcm described in the "i t-an III/Trrroved Centaur
Integra: ion Study will be uscd :rhea erecting; the psyload/Purner IV
Shroud if wind velccitie. exc•'ed '_5 r^ les per hot:r. I° zrin:is exceed
25 knots, erection will :ot -roceed.
7. The pay'.oad and Burner IIv:!' ? be encapsulat e__` -within the nose shroud
in a clean-room having a 5-ton minimur. capacity bridge crane with a
hooh height of L 5 feet.
8. The payload will require positive pressurization of the nose shroud
at a'_1 times after leaving the clean-room.
9. ?r'ese shroud segments will errive se7 parately at ET's and will be
handyed on individual dollies.
10. Burner II will by manufactured in a standard facility at Kent,
Washington without the use of special clean-room facilities and
procedures.
C	 7-34
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2.7.3.2 2•^ec'-3ni cal Ground Support Equip—vent
A prelim{ nary study- was n q?e of barrier II, payloal aril nose shroud
(	 r-Cba-ical integration regvirem p nts to deterir;ine the adequacy of the
i	 Titan III launch facility at the Eastern 7-st 	 and to identify
requirer,*^nts for nechanical Gr-,-=i Support E1i:ipnent (GSE). Procedures
and conceptual GSE' desfgrrs were developed for assen:bl'nG the Bur-ler II
stage, encapsulating it with a payloai within the conceptual 153-inch
diameter Centaur nos^ shr'ouc. for-.rand section az—:'. erect'ng the assn:-Inbly at the
laiLnch pad. Ti.^ resulting rnec:lanical Ga requirer.ients are Lste,;. in
/	 Table 2.7-1 and are ie s -ribed as follows-
2. 7 -3 .2.1    	 a	 i^?„-r. 1' Z! A=: ^1 ^J1” rill 	ns ta.i'_c t' on . rt 1a ?^ r er TI stage_	 _ 	 _ _	 _ ._ a n_
and solid pro pel nt *1Jtor will be	 use-parately to ETR. After
receiving inspection r-id Burner IT s;;ste-ris test, the motor will be
installed on the stage. 'Tee motor will first be plac-e•l in the installation
stand, as sh rr,-n in Fig-,:^e 2.7-19. A hemd.ling sling a,id y-ne l_l-ra -ip tool
will be used to lift the rotor out of i-:s shipping c..-ntainer anti position
'	 it) nozzle	 on the sta•n, '_. The start is an exAsting piece o^ equipment,
mounted on a new transfer dolly.
The Burner II stage will be lifted out of its shipping container, using
a three leg spreader bar sli_r.;; ; and installed on t`ie star.3 over the rz :or.
j	 The motor ati.ace bolts will then be installed, an , the asscmblsd stage
will be lifter off the stand. for installation: of the Burner II clean-rco^
'	 cover. This cover, ma-le of a non-static, crnducti.v^ material, will envelop
the R^;rr,er II stare below the encapsulation evipport ring, being festered
to the ring with a removable strap. The cover, together ;r'th the closed
payload interface ring, will seal the Burner II for subsequent operations
in the payloa<? integration clean-room.
The sealed Burner II will be placed or. the installation stand and move3
jn;.o the clean -mom entr;,- on its jolly, toge`.ber with its han ling sling,
where &-1? :rterior surfaces includin^ the ; b endling equipire.rt, will be wiped
/	 clean before sutra into the clear-room.
l	 A your- ghee? assembly fl-:ture/transporte~ trai l -.- (Sc , '_'igixe 2.''-1^) will
be -nositiuned in `tie clean roor:l, after being clean d, to receive the
Burner i1 stage, payloal and nose shrov.d. This transporter will contain
Burner II and nose shroud suppo-t and tie-down provisions, leveling wedge
assemblies, nose shroud guying _able provisions, p n•a a tow bar. Prior to
being brought into the clean-room, Vie t . ransp•-c-t er ;ill cy-- jad=ed up and
t	 the read running gear will be reni,--e ,1. This gear will t; cn be replaced
by special wheeled gear used only for clean-room operations. Tn% warner II
stage will be placed on the transporter using the bridge crane hoist and
Burner II sling, and fastened to three support pedestals with; trpnsaortation
tie-down bolts. Leveling Jac:cs on the transporter will maintain stability.
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2.7.3.2.2 Tr1 ,^d In, _L^`ion. 	 s i_'.	 r	 eii r.d . r. - a d transport„ion q., min.,
for the payload has rot been defined. It is ass Lased such equipr •^nt will
be provided by th,, payload contractor and will be eo n^.table :rith clean-
room procedures and hoisting equipment. U e payload will b;: 	 to t',e
Burner II pa;,•load euW^)ort rin.3 and coiLnecting b,^lte, gill be installed.
Electri-cal ste - inn connectors will be conoected ar ra, it is as _u eJ,
payload checkout will be conducted at this tine prior to encapsulation
,within the nose shroud.
1.	 2.7.3,2.3	 Payrlos.d /Durnei II Snea,;,u] .atio^. `ins GSE anri procedures for
installir^; tli.- nc se :ill;:r. ani 	 the p ,; lo_tid an! D rr_er II
are i7 ;ust_rated on Fim .re 2.7-20 and 2.7-21. Eo.ch nose shroud seq. ant
Will be brought intD the clan-room hor'_zontall^ , convex side up on its
handling trailer. Two lift cable assemblies 	 be fastened to the e_lterior
of the segicnt es sl^o;rl in Fig-.'.re 2.7-20. Lich ; sser!biy con.,ists of a,
lift cablr q lift ca'.­,le -tracl-er, tie rod, two	 '•:~lobs, a ru a cable guide
(see ?''i re 2.7-20, De tail I). A :W le s b.rl^?ie sling Will be. attached
to the ends of the lift cables and the nose shroud eegy°nt will be rotated
to the vertical position. A portable hoist may be used to support the lower
end of the se -`ent, or rotation provisions r ;y be included in the handling
trailer, Tire lift cable	 e^:bly	 are 1,:, t^,i ra_ii°'^y on the ser_.ent
so the center of lift coincides ap-proximate.?y frith tho se;:-.rent _center
of gre.vity uten it is vertical (see Figure 2.7-20, Vie Ti AA).
With the se	 -':I i!	 -rtical k J itic —), the trorc-r encapsulation
f	 barrier section i l' be a trac?i'^d to the aT rc_ _lute segme:^t inter% - rim.
l The segment w-ill then be Loved laterally intc- position onto the transporter
nose shroud support r'ng, envoloping the payload and 'Darner II. Trans-
portation bol	 i??ts w	 be installed to far.ten the segrent to the ring.
One lift cable assemb%y will then_ be r.^noved fxo n	 segr:ent, leaving
the remaining one insts.lD-d which is located in line with a :;,slier II
beam. ale -emove- assembl,y will be used during the erection- and installation
Of the remai Pi.I? tSa'G uOSe :11rOU^ relents in a :^ i"filar II.'aniier. At the
completion of this procedure-, three lift cal)le asserC lI es wi'1 remain
on the nose shroud to be used dui-irg, c c:rectior: of the encapsulated
payload and blamer II at the launch pad.
After e.vtction of the nose shroud se[-ments, t'^e shroud separation devices
still be installed. T`le upl*.r encapsulation b crier sections will then be
joined and attached t^ the Burner IZ barrier _•zn, with pin pullers usin„
the special seal tool showr. on F inure 2.7-22. Personnel access within
the shroud for this operation will be _rovited by openinr^e in the nose
shroud support rinU and one in the shroud cyti:arzc-_'_ section. The height
of this ring will be such that the nose shrcr :d f.iel. splice plane at
Station 2510.7 will be located an inch above its final position relative
to the Burner II field splice plane.
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2. 1.3.2.4 Hamlin- Rini I^lstal.l_^:4ic::. 	 The h prril{ng rinC sutports the
mated payload ar_d iurr._r 11 dar.7 ; erection at the pad. It is connected
rigidly to the three lift cable brac':c is by the tie rods, as shown on
Fi gure 2.7-21, thereby Ireventing relative motion, Le tween the shroud
and payload during the erection. procejs.
The handltng ring consists of three ie.entical, r^ctan„G41ar b,fx-secticrr,
segments, bolted toZ..:ther to form a complete rin_Y . Each sc.:;nent carries
one Burner II suA port beam ccn tained in a bolt-on pedestal. Each pedestal
f	 contains a lift lu; which ^-i`es with a e7,?vis on a lift cable tie rod.
`	 Each ri 13 segsent al> • o contains three s:,rivcling casters on its underside
j	
W')ich t.re used for har-dling of the segLier_ts.
t	 The handling rin; is it stalled by placing Vie individual segments on the
periphery of the transporter, as shown in Fi_-ure 2.7-21, usinC the clean-
room crarc and a two-leg bridle sling. The se6pe-its Will thenn be rolled
inwards, bolted together and rotated into proper position. At thi, tin°a,
tht-ee of the casters (120 dec-rees apart) will ce located on top of
lcvelinZ wedges on the transporter. These a dges rill 1-c used to ryise
and adjust the level of the ring so ti-at the _hrec support beans can
be inserted throiz_•h the pedestals and engaged w=ith the Burner II beans,
as shove in Dc:w:il I of Fig ure 2.7-21. The two lift pins in each support
bcarm will engage lift holes in the ends of the Burner II beams and the
support bcPzn will be 1,>c'..ed `o the pedestals.
After the support be:ar_s z^re installed, the han g! krc is securing the tie
rods and lift cables Will be l000ered. The ti p_ r- s xil be lohere3 until
the bottom clevises en-c.-,ed the lift lugs on the rin; Dedestals. After
ii:ser"ng tie bolts, s1=4ck will be taken out by ti- toning the upper
and lower hard k.obs (see Figure 2.7-21).
The final operations prior to toward• the trans;porter to `re n! BA will_ include
installation of three guying cables, duct covers closing the support bears
{	 openings in the shroud, replacement of the personnel access doors en Vie
shroud, installing a portaJ^l pressurization unit on the handl g rir .
and connecting the transporter environrrn`al conii tion;7 unit to the I. (load
air eonditioni Z umbilical con.iection on the shroud. The road running
gear Will be replaced on the transporter outside the clean-room
2.7.3.2.5 Pa• loader II Erection at Pad. Seven.! Frepcaratory operations
must be performed befory
Burn 
erectin6 th ,, encapsulated payload and Burner II
on the Centaur. I. is assumed that the Titan III/Centaur vehicle is on
the pad, enclosed with the MS'L and UES. LIES and UT platforms 11, 12, 13
e( and 14 are extende`, the three 47-inch long Centaur forward f airing
eections and the"lower •
 encapsulation bar-rier are installed, and the
Centaur electrical and air conditiong umbilicals are connected: In
ada.ition, the Centaur stretch sling may be in place with the stage
unpressurized.
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The Centaur mu,t first be pressur-1zed and the stretch sling rer!ovcd.
The R+.trnr* II p-)rtr`,ln work stand w-111. Cien be insta11ed on platform 11
as shown in Fir ire 2.7-23. The wor'k stand will consizt of several light
and portable section,; which are boltn(l toy,eth ,:^r. when assembled it
will provide a ccr-plete platform arounj the Girt-r-r l;w_:r fairinC. The
work stand frw-iinS w'll be desl rQd with clearance for the Centaur
(	 umbilicals, and will bridze the n ,:•w cutout required in pl.atfo,m 11
t	 to clear the Centaur liquid riydro,-,cn (I,ii2 ) v(-n" fin.
The Burner Imo,/Cent;-ur adapter will be brou;;ht to the p&. d on it3 hanllirt;
dolly by t--uc'r. A	 spreader bar	 will be u:ved with the =-10
ton aux1.1_iary crr.ne to inFt.F:li the adapter on the Centaur conical equip-
ment module.
After the adapter is rosition=d on Centaur, several sections of the
interrel wort: platforu wi? 1 be installed betwr:en the adapter and the fairing
externel ring. 'MeEe sections will provid° wur ,-in;; positions for installing
the adapter interface bolts. The platform sections will be shlifted as
required. G,hen all bolts are inst-ad.l.ed, all the platfo.Ta sections will
be installed.
The i irgl operations before crecting the p iy? oad. er g. a!rner 11 w1,11 be
to move the WS jib crane to its extreme North position, retract UES and
UT platforu 12, 13 and 14 and open the UES door and roo°.
The encansulat-!d pVload an-1 Burner 11 ,-il l. be er;!c`,ed us_L,^ a t^_-•ee-lt•g
spreader bar sli ;; on the 1'a-' 10-'-on auxi?Aary crE.::e. Accurate and positive
control rill be provicLd d-a.,-ing final loa positlonin, by a revotely
controlled llydra-5et unit oe w ,:en the cron-: `oo?: and erection sl'rz as
shown in Fi L7ure 2.1-23- ^i:e Ftrdra-Set uni'', wil l also provide sho::;c control
a;ainst po`sntial crane suz•ges.
Tae 1Iydra-set an-1 sl!n.; ki11 be lifte1 by the cra^^ st-rfici •_n'.ly to allow
clearances for the pe;rload^Durre_ II tran^:por t^ c r to b^ positioned u:x?er
it. Me height of lift wi1.1 be limited by the len-th .Df the hose bet-.reen
the HyV_ra-se t and its r- rota control corao-' a, vhich will be ten-porsri%r
pooitione,. on it_, stan1 clear of ±-.°_ t:--rc-,orrx::r TI, Si tioii.
After T.i:e transporter is positioned. under t_;e crane, its leveling tacks
1wil be atdusted and the crane will_ lower the sling to ap proximate height.
The Ry-LLre-sot remote control conz-ole will be used `,,o ad,'u-t th,! final
eling height, and a mobile crane sty be used to provide personnel access
to connect the three sling ce}.,les to the 1J ft ca?b_es previously inste-Ued
on the nose shroud and handling ring. Tie guying cables will also be
discou ected from the lift cable guide= at this tire.
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The Burner II clean-room cover and all tie-down bolts will be
removed. Tr.e portable pmssurization unit at +_­.ched to ti.e handling
ring will be connected to the shroud and the tre.nspor ter environreenta1.
conditioning duct viD. be removed. The load will then be raised off the
transporter, using the i^ydra-set remote control which will be attached
with a speciel brachet to the side of the handling ring. The load will
i	 then be raised to approriratelvr the 25 foot A Sl' L-vet a shorn in
Figure 2.7-23, and moved laterally into the UM over the vehicle center-
line. The UES doors will then be closed.
The preceding described erection procedures will be modified if the Mind
at the pad exceeds 15 1211 . A wind. restraint s_r tem :rill be used as
described In Volume II, Part I, Section IV C, of the Titan III/L•>Troved
Centaur Intee tion Study. The payloadjhirner II transporter must be
positioned between the two wind restraint cables and cable guides will
be attached to the handling ring before lifting the load off the
transporter. The res trt int cables will be taut -:bile they,ayload./Burner II
is being raised, and will be removed after the UCB doors are closed.
The 14-foot spaci_ - to ,%Teen the wind restraint c , .bles shown in the
Interation Study (Figure IV-60) must be increased to approximately
16 172 feet due to the larger size of the 14 foot di; raeter shroud and
the handling Bing. 'Eae width of the transporter will be approximately
16. feet.
After positioning; ttepayload/Burre.r II o,,,er ne Centaur, the Centaur
upper air conditioning tu:.bilical must be disconr_ecte` and Loved clear.
Electrical mbilic r-^
 will be lowered to within anprox i_mately 6 inches
of the Burner II/Adapter Interfa ce. The auxiliary- crane will },den be
locked, and the 1;ydra-set remote control console will be positioned on
its stand adjacent to the e.ccess door in the shruud' cy?ind.rical section.
This door, and the dust covers on the sup port bee-m eccess openings, wi11
be removed for visual acc--ss to the interface.
(	 Using the Rtara- e+ , the 1r? sd/ '^'cr ^T wy>1 'r-n 1n ro ii^m ont - the
Burner II inte:7^face. T!-e load will '„edju;^ed. do rriwar3s until the
remove control g= e indic? `,e,: that only the combinel weight o.`_' the payload
and Bonier II is supported by tha adapter. Me rose sh roud field splice
plane wil] now be a.prox'- tely an inch ebove its :iatin- inrerface
position at Station 2510.7.
l	 The Burner II air-conditioning umbilical will be connected at this
time and the internal working area will be purged with conditioned air.
(	 A man will then enter the shroud through the access panel and install
three Burner II separation+, nuts. Tne support beams will be unlocked
and the Hydra-set will be adJusted, if necessary, to relieve the load
on the beam lift pins. These will be removed, and the support beans
will be retrac.w_ _­0 stored.
f
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T'he man will exit th-_ shroud arA the top hand :;nobs on the lift cable
assemblies gill be loosened and adjusted to fu11 up Fosition. As will
ensure that the harsiling rind weigh' ' cannot be suspended from thenose
shroud. The shroud will be lo--ren.d on —) 1t3 mating in +.er:ace and sufficient
bolts will be installed to secure the =: r:>.d. lne handing rIng will
then be lowered until it is supported
	
its casters by the work stand.
UES and UT platfom°s 13 now will be es':?-?e3 and the ha:dling sling will
be uncoupled from the lift cable assemblies.  The Yjdra-set rer:ote control
console will. be disconnected aid the handing sling will. be lowered to
the ground. The UES roof may then to close 'I
The payload erviromental conditionin;; duct will be installed and the
{	 portable pressurization unit will be removed from the ring. The free-
standing handling ring can now be disassembled into tn_Wee segments. These
segments will be rolled around the vehicle and onto tie work stand extension,
one at a time. The two-leg bridle sling, used in t:ze clean room, will be
used with the UES fib crane to move the handling ring se&7.ent3 onto the
aide of iTES platform 11. The segment may ti:eu be robed out of the UES
for temporary storage. A l ternatively, the serpents ma f be lowered to the
ground, using the MST auxiliary crane.
The center upper-air-conditioning =bilical will be reco:^iected at this
f	 time.
l	 The lift cable assemblies will be discornected and removed by hand, and
the new UES platfors 14 sections (sef: Figure 2.7-23) may be lowered.
The remaining-, nose shroud bolts can then be installed.
The final operations prior to beginning Burner I T_ checkout will be to
install the pa-load and Burner II electrical umbilicals, install. the inboard
and outboard *r!202 drain umbilicals, rig all laivards, and corr_^ct the
payload and Burner II staging correctors. Ore or two sections of the
work stand must be removed to provide clearance for the electrical
fumbilicals. Tl:c remaining sections anll	 internal work platform will
remain_ in position until the completion of cue-,trout and veh_icl., servicing
prior to launch. This e quipment may be te=orarily stored on t:):L!'= until
after launch.
2.7.3.2.6 barge Motor Burner II. Assembly and erection procedures and
equipment for the large motor Burner II will. be
 identical to those for
the small Motor Burner II with the following exceptions:
Extension adapters must be attached to the SUA installation stand shown
in Figure 2.7-25
	
to accommodate the longer motor and charm-ed mating
`	 interface. A longer clean-room cover will also be used.
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A Burner II support extension ring will be installed on top of the three
support pedestals on the assembly fixture /'ransporter, as shown in
f	 Figure 2.7-25. This figure also shows the support beam adapters and
t	 stabilizers, which are required to mate the large motor Burner II with the
support beams.
(	 The support bes.m adapters and stabilizers must be assembled after the
support bea= are inserted through the pedestals on the ring. They mist
be removed after the Burner II is mated to the Buu:nar 1,I/Centaur adapter
(	 at the pad, before the support beams can be retracted.
2.7.3.2.6 Further Studies. Several areas requiring; E01itiona?. study and
definition were ide,,tified in the analysis 6f Burner II and payload
mechanical integration and erection.
HandlinF	 , Sizing. The payload and Burner II Fandling Ring was made
as small in dia-meter as possible to minimize the effects on the launch pad
structures and to be more readily adaptable to har_,dling the 132-inch
diameter straight Centaur nose shroud. A larger ring, sized to clear the
168-inch shroud diameter would necessitate extensive charges to the fixed
portions of UES platforms 12 and 13 for clearance during erection. Use
cf the smaller ring; will limit the required naiification to the. folding
sections only.
The smaller dieracter ring has had the addition?. advartage- of having
shorter EurnEr II support beams, thereby minis izing deflections under
load, ami resulting in a lighter more ccnpact ring structure. The smaller1	 ring a so results in a smaller widtdi assembly fi.xture/transporter, thereby
minimizing the required spacinF3 bey-Ten th ,-. Wind Hest-raint System cables.
A possible disadv n',fse of the small ring is the requirement to disconnect
the Centaur upper air_ conditioning umbilical during part of the payload
and Burner II erection process due to p'rWsical Interference. The effect
of distupting the flow of conditioning air to the Centaur upper equipment
l	 section must be evaluated. A potential solution, if continuous air
conditioning is rquired, will be to temporarily insert a special, narroFr-
width extension adapter between the vehicle and the air-conditioning
umbilical connector which can be cleared_by the intt:rnal diameter of the
ring.
i	
Additional factor affecting the size of the ring, and consequently the
\	 launch pad structure, is the configuration of the nose shroud at the
transition from the 163-inch diameter to the 132-inch diameter. The
e:'fecta on the ,.•ing and pad structures must be reevaluated if arty changes
are made in the future to the shroud configuration.
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Erection Lo2ds on t:.e Nose Shroud. The fu1_l. weight of the nose shroud
17s carried by the thre iift cable bra.c:cets, posttior.nd 120 degrees apart,
during the en=ction at the pad. These bracl-ets tre.n-."it the erection
loads to the two lower	 ^-inch die ete, r 1 astern-ji shroud rin c-s, the shroud
akin, and ad'acent ex`..er- a_1 strin^crs. The capabil!'., of the shroud
etructurc to met these concentrated. loads with mini!-iiv1 weight penalty
must be evaluated. A potent!.' treats of modifyrin; the load distributi ^n
is to use six lift eabl ,n assemblies retai::^d as inst.i:lled during Individual
shroud segment installation on the assembly transporter.
Lhnbili_cal Retractinp_S stem. It was assumed in this study that a lanyard
system -could be used to retract the payload and Burner II electrical
umbilicals similar to the system proposed in the Titan III/Improved
Centaur Integration Study for the Centaur upper electrical umbilicals.
Because all the umbilicals are connected at the same disconnect panel
located near the Centaur forward electronic compartment, the possibility
of using a common retraction system should be investigated. Such a
system must be compatible with requirementb to connect the Centaur
umbilicals in the Vertical Integration Building after stage erection,
and the payload and Burner II umbilicals at the pad.
Centaur Forward Corr3-tr.;ent Venti ng Provi s i ons. NASA-Lewis Research
Center drawing No. CR6_ 319 shows provisions for venting the Centaur
forward electronic compartment. These provisions include a series of
internal ducts venting out thrcu.Zh openings in the 1(Z-inch diameter
of the nosF shroud. The effe^t of this ducting on the handling and
erecting of the encapsul&ted payload and Burner II „rust be investigated
and the mechanical int-e rfaces must be defined.
2.7.3 .3 Launch Facility :'edification.
The Titan III launch complex is adaptable with minor modifications, to
support the preparation and launch of the Burner II amd pa yload. These
modifications have been analyzed and conceptual designs were prepared.
The analysis ►7as based on the Launch Ccr..p?ex 41 configur tiou es :codified
to acco=odate the Improved Centaur. This confi guration was described
in Voltuae II, art I of the Titan III :improved Centaur Ir_te -ration Study
(Contract NA.S3-X O . It was recognized that that study considered only
the 132-inch diameter nose shroud.
:he modifications proposed in this study, which include the Burner II
umbilical installations and servicing access requirements, are consistent
with an objective stated in the referenced study, of restoring the pad 	 ±
to the Titan IIIC configuration within a five-day conversion period.
7-x+9
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t'lodif. t cations to the 'i ssile Service T-)	 (::3T), and the T-W.)i1'_ce-1 Tower
' (UT) are	 shcr,m on Figi • rY-s 2.7-23 &nA 2.7-2 1 1.	 `C'r,ese r--Ylillcations Will
a	 ,	 t,Lt	 se	 r	 r1ace	 ate the 1G5-inch dia.:let_r Scanda; 	 Ce ...	 yr ,.ems_ Sh_ oLd, and the
provisions for erecting hating and launching t?;e encapsulated p?^loal
and Burner II.	 These moiifications are in addition to those defined in
the Titan III/Improved Centaur Lnteg'-ation S tv dy .
2.7.3.3.1
	 bIobile Serv ice Tower Yodi fic:c^tion.	 The 13-foot octe-oral
rautouts in tl:e -folding sectio_s 67—t7s p ,- tfors 7.2 and 13 interfere
with the 168-inch di3neter of the rose shroud. 	 These sections, even
if raised, do not provide sufficient cloarance Per installation of the
shroud and eventual re-ioval of the toner. 	 The platform 13 folding section
must be removed an? replaced with t,ro new hin-,2, pl.3tf3n:is as show y: in
Section B-B, Figure 2.7 -24, to provide access for removing the payloa i
and shroud handling sling and lift cables.
Simi', .ar folding sections will be required on platfor-m- 12 if access is
required to the full length of the shrouJ vertical split Tines.
Me platform 11 folding section cut-out is adequate for clearance arouml.
the lower section of the Centaur fairing.	 However, it must be modified to
fold up 90 degrees inste-ad of 85 degrees to clear t,ie upruer nose shroud
` before removing the 1 ,31 T prior to launch.
2.7 . 3 . 3 .2	 Unbilical Tower Dhd ifi cation. The folding sections of UT
platforms 12 and 13 inter:ere wi h the rnose shrol_,, :3 1 4-Le t'-.e corresponding
platforms in the UES.
	
Unless ITT platform 12 is required for access to the
r nose shroud split line, it may be Rep. in fte retracted pcsition during
i\ the erection, checkout, and servicing of the launch vehicle.
L'T platform 13 is required 'or remo-ral Of -recticn equicr°-ant, E"'ov a on
Figure 2.7-23.	 To provide this access, th	 folding sections of V e
platform may be removed. and a guar-' rail ins talled on t l-,e end of the
sliding section.
	
This section Will provide a` e4, a-ce access ;--  +J e shrou^
/ split line.	 If such access is required, platforr, 12 can be -XA-Lfie?. in a
t similar manner.
-9
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Electrical umbilicals are required on the UT for both thn payload and
Burner II. Only the Burner II requirements nre shown in Figure 2.7-23.
A 36 by 36 by 8-inch electrical junction b>x is required above UT
platform 11. This box ray be installed on the east{. e cf the tower,
north of the sliding platfors. It is assu_^ei that a drop-.eight,
lanyard retraction system will be used similar to tl:e system descried
in the Titan III/Improved Centaur Integration Study. A similar system
can be used for BurrnAr II and payload air conditioning umbilicals which
must also be installed on the toyer.
A hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) overboard drain crust be installed on the
UT to protect, a&^ain.;t posc,ible H22O2 leaka-e it the Dirner II fill and
drain fitting. It will be installed on the tows as shown in Figure 2.7-23.
A flexible drain line from the container will be taped to the Burner II
air-cond.itionin duct. The drain line will be connected to a self-
sealing disconnect fitting on the nose shroud. This drain line will be
retracted with the air conditioning duct.
2.1.3.4 Launch Control and Chec':out Eauin:,x-nt.
In addition to the existing LCCE described in Section 2.7.3.4, two new
portable simulators will be required as follows:
2.7.3.4.1 Rirner I1 entaur Simulator . Figure 2.7-26 shows the proposed
conceptual design for a Burner II/Centaur Simulator which will provide
sk.he capability for simulating Burner  II signals Wgen connected to
Centaur at the interface connector anal for simulating Centaur si.--als
when connected to Burner II at the interface connector. The e'niulr:`, r
will be in a portable suitcase s..*ailar to the Burner II/Thor Simulator
shown in Figure 2.7 -27.
2.7.3.4.2 Payload Simul ator.	 Figure 2.7-28 shows the proposed
conceptual design for a Payload Simulates which c;ntains test jacks
for continuity testing of the payload timhilical and vpri fyi.ng payload
separation signals transzLL tted from Burner II to the payload.
2.7.4 GSE Integration
Wherever pocslbt ,^ the Burner II Ground Suppert Equipment will be Hilly
integrated Frith the Burner II, Centaur and nose shroud before delivery
to the MR. Integration will be accomplished by performing all
feasible interface verification in Seattle using actual, simulated or
mocked up equipment. Additional discussion of GSE integration is
presented in Section 2.10.
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2.7.4.1 Mechanical Ground Support Equipment.
During the Burner II AVE/AGE physical and functional integration testing
at Seattle, all items of mechanical GSE will be exercised by performing
all processing operations except those which are unique to the launch
pad. Field procedures will be used for these operations. integration
of the ground handling equipment with ETR facilities will be accomplished
during pad installation of the first vehicle.
t
2.7.4.2 Launch Control an: Checkout Equipment.
The LCCE and checkout procedures to be used for Burner II processing at
ETR are identical to chose used for Burner II checkout and integration
in Seattle. Thus the equipment designs will be fully integrated with
the Burner II before being used at the ETR. The only LCCE interface
which must be verified at the ETR is between the DTS and the WC and
LSR. This interface, which is described in Section 7.3.2, will be
verified during LCCE Installation and Checkout at the ETR using simulated
Burner II monitor signals and electrical loads.
2.7.5 Field Processing Schedule
The schedule shown in Figure 2.7-29 presents the field processing time
_	 required to perform the task-- identified in the field processing flow
diagrams, section 2.7.1. The schedule is based on the assumption that
the Titan and Centaur have previously been integrated and that Titan
Centaur and payload checkout at the launch pad can be performed in
parallel with Burner II confidence testing. For second and on launches,
the addition of the Burner II adds approximately one-half week to the
normal Titan HI/Centaur on-pad flow time.
i
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2.8 TASK 8 BURNER II GROUTM FACILITIES
I (
(Task b, "Ground Facilities" material is presented
qs an integral part of Task 7 "Ground Support
^ f
	 Equipment" in Section 2.7)
{
I (
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2.9 TASK 9 - RELIABILITY AI'D SAFETY
This section describes the results of analyses conducted to investigate the
reliability and safety cha:• _-naristics of the Burner II 3y,tem integrated
into the Titan III/Centaur v ,:::icle. The probability cf -,Lssion success has
been estimated and the hl =L ds of the stage are identified for inclusion in
subsequent program plsnnimi^,.
2.9.1	 Reliabilit
The analysis performed indicates that the Burner II vehicle, integrated kith
the Titan III/Centaur vehicle can perform a synchronous equatorial mission with
a high probability of success, comparable to that of the Standard Burner II
Mission.
The requirements of the prediction analysis provide a basis for reliability
numerical requirements, and a source for a comparative evaluation of the
configuration and mission concepts considered in the integration study, with
other possible configuration and missions.
2.9.1.1	 Analysis
A preliminary analysis has been performed, and the Burner II reliability for
the Titan/Centaur synchronous equatorial mission has been estimated to be
•955, as indicated in Figure 2.9-1; this value is based on flight and test
data and is not considered the maximum reliability potential but is an
{ estimate for the first Titan/Centaur/Burner II flight. 	 The analysis is
based on the basic Thor/Burner II mission analysis adjusted for differences
in boost environment and mission time differences for time sensitive equipment.
The modifications to the Burner II basic design, (primarily interface and minor
design changes to the Guidance and Control equipment) have been included.
The Burner II Space Vehicle is considered a flight proven system, based not
tonly on its flight performance of eight successful missions out of eight
launchel, but also based on the successful performance of its components on
other programs.	 In particular, similar Walter Kidde Reaction Control equipment
has flown successfully in 98 Scout flights (2 complete Reaction Control
Subsystems per vehicle), and similar Guidance and Control equipment, manu-
factured by Honeywell, has flown successfully in 172 flights (combined Thor-
/
t
Delta, Scout, and Burner II flights).
2.9.1.2	 Effects on Van Allen Belt Radiation
An evaluation of the natural radiation environment encountered by the Burner II
vehicle while passing from a 100 nautical mile circular orbit to synchronous
altitude has been made, and it Sias determined that the typical total radiation
doses,'received under 20 mils of aluminum during the transfer maneuver, range
from 1 to 1000 cads (Si).
	 These radiation levels are not expected to result in
any deleterous effects on the Burner II electronics system.
*A ninth flight, the SEEP 68-1 mission, an Atlas/Burner IT vehicle does
4 not constitute a Burner II test since a nose fairing failure prior to
Burner II operation precludrd the mission continuance.
-
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A previous study *(of a Cent^ur/BII for a IMA application ) to determine the
survivability of the Burner II electronics in a radiation environment created
by a SNAP Generator {. 	 ), indicated that for a worst case evaluation (minimum
shielding of parts, wit h
 these oper^tii4; in their most vulnerable mode) and for
a critical mission of 24 hours, Burner II could survive the radiation exposure
with no changes in circuitry or parts.
The Burner II exposure to the Van Allcn Belt environment during a Titan/Centaur/
Burner II synchronous equatorial mission is considered less severe that that
created by the RTG, further confirming that the effects of natural radiation on
Burner II are not significant.	 The study indicates that the most vulnerable
Burner II equipment has a damage threshold of 5.0 x 108 neutrons/cm2, while
the worst proton exposure due to natural radiation is approximately 107 protons
cm2 .	 As the protons are less effective than the neutrons, the natural radiation
is more than one order of magnitude away from t,'ae Burner II equipment damage
threshold.
It should a1FO be noted that Lunar Orbiter Vehicles, having electronics design
characteristics similar to those of Burner II (solid state components with no
special shielding),
	 encountered no problems while traversing through the
Van Allen Belt.
2.9.2	 Safety
Aelimi
	
safety analysis has been performed to investigate the gross hazardsp^'	 ^`Y	 Y	 Ys	 Pe	 S	 8z'
of the Burner II system as integrated into the Titan III Centaur vehicle, for
the purpose of identifying safety requirements and provisions and evaluating
the safety elements of risk related to the integration task.
	 The analysis has
included a review of the safety characteristics and ha!^erds of the Burner II
system, and an evalvA+ion of the ef.'ects of the integration on Burner II
safety, with considerations for vehicle assembly, and for interfaces with the
shroud, AGE, and the launch facility.
2.9.2.1	 Analysis Result
 and Recommeu4lations.
The analysis indicateZ that the hazards to be encountered during the integration
j task are typical of current missile and space systems involving ordnance devices,
solid and liquid propellants, and pressurized systems, and that the integration
can be performed by cui•reatly accepted techniques and within the normaly
acceptable risk limits for unmanned space systems.
It is noted however, that the following integration phase will require a
detailed safety analysis requiring well defined payload characteristics, detailed
f operating procedures, and event se quences for Titan, Centaur, Burner II and
t Payload field operations, as system safety is not only dependent on the
evaluation of gross hazards but also on attention to details of the system.
l
*Boeing internal mew. Copy was provided at tLe first Progress Review and
was included in the package of internal Boeing analyses provided to the
Centaur Study Manager at the second "rogress Review.
9-3
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Possible total system safety hazards due to Centaur integration with Titan III
(I.e. effect of combinations of possible failures from all stages) have not
been includel in this analysis.
j
t 2.9.2.2
	
Typical. BiLrner II Fa^a^is.
The hazards inherent to the Burner II system are identified in the "Burner II
System Safety Analysis" Docw rcnt, D2- 82667 -1.	 These hazards are minimized
and controlled by Bui a?r II design safety characteristics and by proven
operating procedures with considerations for egiiirment and personnel safety.
For the Burner II/Centaur jnteuation task, most of these hazards remain
t unchanged, and as such, will be tinimized and controlled in a ma-iner identical
or similar to than of Bur '.er II, as integrated to the Thor booster. 	 There
are, however, safety problem areas peculiar to the Burner II integration with
Titan Centaur , which :rill deraani special corsideratio o during detail. design
activities and during preparation of detailed field operating procedures.
( 2.9.2.3	 As sembly, Checkout a-^l Encapsulation of burner II.
Burner II hazards during this phase cf the integration are primarily typical
for Burner II operations for any vehicle, and are coz;trolled a- indicated	 3
above,	 Additional hazards due to changes in AuE, handling egL_prent, etc., are
coraion to Aerospace System Trarsportation and Handling Operations, and are
not significant, although they will require detailed safety considerations, 	 =
such as grounding and bonding requiremt.nts, special hoisting controls require-
ments, rocl,.et motor and pyrotechtie safety considerations, etc. 	 Safety	 =
recuirea--nts due to interfaces with the payloai are discussed in Section 2.9.2.7=
Due to the	 within tha	 shro-ad, all operations for Du=er IIconditions	 nose
assembly, test and fueling w_t1!in the shroud will. require particularly good
lighting, to prevent accidents to personnel, ani possible e quipment darage;
the Electric, IJShtinp, required will be of ar, explosi^_-)n-proof type to eliminate
possible incidents in the event of a hazardovs a`.rrosphere caused by possible
gas leakage front the payload., cleaning solve-ts, etc. 	 This explosion-proof
lighting will also be ^eciuir_d during integration tael ,_s with Centaur-,itr 1 III,
as an explosive at-,osj:'nere could .1so be created by I112 leak, spillage or
venting from Centaur.
2.9.2.4	 Propellent Ir_co:.zpatibility
The T--'tan III fuel, A-50 (UL19!/r12H4), and oxidizer ( 112	 ), and the Centaur
IF2 fuel can present safety hazards during the integzation with Burner TI.
The Titan III oxidizer (:7204) in contact with moisture becomes nitric acid
(HI103) which is highly corrosive. 	 During Titan III down-loading of the N204,
a la-ge cloud is vented to the atmosphere and with adverse weather conditions,
N201 }
 or MO	 could settle on Fanner ZI components and start corrosive action.
Even if a N-204 4
 vent ste,ck turner is used, N204 environment car. still be expected
in the vicinity of the vehicle due to leakage or spillage. 	 Burner II equipment
^I	
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has not been desicned specifically to withstand an hli0- corrosive atr^osphere,
and has not teen evalvated aCainst cormsivity spe^i.fi' -ticns sir..ilar to those
used for Titan ITI. To prevent the possibility of Burner II equipment damage,
it is re=-,mended that positive pressure be maintained -within the Burne.- II
co,apartment within the nose shroud durin,; any time when a corrosive atrlosphere
ray be present. This can be performed by the operation of the air conditioning
from the time of "`Wet P`ocl:" during launch operations until liftoff.
The Titan III fuzl, A-50 (UD1N/N-H 2 ) is rypergolic with the Burner II Reaction
f	 Control H2O2 . This creates a potential 'hazard for the integration task.
i	 A similar hazard, ho ,..ever, alrea,:y exists with the Titan. III/Centaur
integration, as Centaur also required H `0-, in a much larger quantity than
Burner II. Precautions required for the Centaur 
'202 fueling will be reviewed
for incorporation into the Burner II detailed field operatin.^ procedures.
In particular, the Burner II H 2O relief tube and container will be desi,ned
f	 so there is no possibility of s pillage prio r to or durin liftoff. It
(	 should be noted that during field operations of Burner II there has never been
an H2O,- pressure rise requiring the actuation of the relief 'valve.
i	 Any possible therrial or chemical into;zpatib:lity of Burner II with the Centaur
L02 and LH2 propellants will be counteracted by the relative isolation of
Burner II from Centaur as the air conditioning and the debris shield with the
lower encapsulation barrier will provide a thermal  chield and positiva:
pressure which will prevent oxygen an'/or hydrogen ir.:7 entering the Burner II
area. The effects of gravity on ar`r Centaur leakage will provide additional
`	 therral protection for Burner II equipment.
i\	 2.9.2.5 Burner II/Centaur Electromagnetic Corpatibility•;
The compatibility of Burner II wits electror„egn_tic envi-roni--ient genor3ted by
Cenatur has been investigated in('etai.l_ in Tas?:. 6; the analysis which includes
an evaluation of the Burner II/Centaur interface signals, t:.e P^rner II and
/ Centaur grounding systc-is and major Centaur RF soi,rcec, indic&tes that no
t safety problems should be a nticipatcd.
	
The desig`: of all Bu_T-ner II off: ance
circuitry has been based cn standard safety practices,	 in co.zcu*_-ren•ce with
military safety require:--r-its 	 (twistod wire pa.--- , s,	 .grounded shielding, routing
close to structure,etc.) and is considered r_cn-sensitive to EMI; use of relays
for power isolation., and use of diode suppressors for circuit protection
provide additional safety features for the ordnance.
	
It should be noted that
all ordnance iter.s (including rocket motor igr:iter ; r_itiatorsi selected for
Burner II are rated as one amp, one watt no fire (for 5 minutes) and have also
a very low sensitivity to high voltaSe currents.
2.9.2.6 Burner II RCS Feeling
Fueling the Burner II Reaction Control System within the nose shroud Fresents
some hazards not previously encountered in Burner II.
	
The following special
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safety considerations will be re quired for protection of personnel and equipment
against the possibility of RCS propellant (11 2 02 ani 112 ) leakage an:/or
spillage:
1. A protective scupper similar to t *., --_ or.e used on L :r::er II during
the SRSP 68-1 mission fueling oN_: .uion will be required to contain
possible H2O2 leakage or spill:3lc	 the quick disconnect; t:z hose
from this scupper will drain the H-.02 into a closed container with water,
if possible outside the shrou .
2. The debris shield and the lower encapsul.aticn barrier should be
designed to provide protection of Centaur equipment against H 2 02 and/or
water, and should provide a rx ans of draining or of collectLi6 the
liquid in a su_*lp for ease of removal in an emergency.
3. A drip pan with water will be provided to protect the tower and equipment
below frorr. possible H`02 spillage or leab:s during fueli_^g operations.
4. At the RCS servicin- level on the tower, a personnel shower, eyewash
and available water (with a garden typo hose, c077patiLle with H2O2,
hand control valve and nozzle) will be provided for emergency use.
5. Due to the close quarters ^d thin t5e Burner II area with the shroud,
and the relatively loi,-manew;rering space during a possible emergency,
the use of extended lanyards for uncoupling the RCS quick disconnects
will be considered during the detail design phase.
6. After the RCS system has been pressurised, the air cc:iditioning system
must be in operation for at least several minutes prior to Yersoanel
entering the BUrncr II nose s'^rot:d area, to eli--iinate possible hazards
in the event of N, leakage.CI
Detailed safety procedures an re gvire.ents alrealy incorporated into the
Burner II field opera tint prose-i.rres for RCS ft-21in, operations will also be
incorporated into the Burner IIiCenatur integration; these include
c,^nsidaratibns for grounding of the service cart, securing of pressurized
lines, special valve operation sequences for safe fueling and defueling, use
of protective clothing, etc,
r
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` 2.9.2.7	 Payload Interfaces
A safety e «-= l uation of the interfaces of Burner II with the payload
requires data not presently ]=v. n about the payload characteristics.
The evaluati^n should inclyde Payload/Burner II safety considerations
in the following areas; as applicable.
Fuel, oxidizer and other propellant incompatibilities
/
1
Thermal incompatibilities
Air Conditioning incompatibilities
Radiation and/or R VII incompatibilities
Hazardous materials
Pressurized systems
Ordnance systems
Grounding and bonding characteristics
\
\
Mechanical stored energy
Hazardous operations
Payload field assembly, test and operating procedures.
Mechanical and/or electrical interfaces.
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2.10	 TASK 10 COST AND SC'rMWIES
(11 . 1 s material is presented in Voline II of
this document.)
n
C
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